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technology ~g~~~r:nnp.nt: report fA the effort of the

Mining and Metallurgical Technology team of the Regional Copper-Nickel

Study, in presenting the data necessary to evaluate the possibility of

copper-nickel mining in Minnesota. This is the groundwork, the basic

information which will be modified, cultivated and molded during the next

two years into a final study report for consideration by the 197~

legislative session.

Our mission is not to recommend mining plans for copper-nickel, but solely

to offer the best possible information concerning such mining and its

total impacts, 80 the Legislature will be able to make wise and just

decisions concerning the future of Minnesota's copper-nickel resources.

The best estimate to date !/ indicates about 6.5 billion tons of resource

material averaging 0.6% Cu and 0.2% Ni as sulfide minerals, contained in

the contact area between the Duluth Complex intrusive and the underlying

rock formations. The mineralized zone is very It outcrops

in a semicircular band from south of Duluth northwest through the Aurora-

Hoyt Lakes Area, then northeast through Ely and toward Grand Marais.

The contact dips at a fairly stee~ angle of 20
o

to 40 to the southeast.

thus both open pit and underground mining operations would be possible.

The mineralized zone sulfides containing copper and nickel are chalcopyrite,

cubanite and pentlandite, all of which respond to a simple beneficiation

flowsheet involving crushing, grinding and flotation. Flotation procedures

at natural pH require only a collector such as xanthate and an alcohol-

type frother to recover up to 90% of the copper and 65% of the nickel as

combined sulfide concentrates.

!/ PeKe Sims, ~~SJ 1972.
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by of

metallurgical processes·to produce whatever final stage produce is

A fair value of precious metals recovered with the sulfides

is also recoverable.

This report begins with a general discussion of the regional geology

as condensed from the published literature. More information will become

available as cureent studies on hydrology, surficial geology, bedrock

geology and mineralogy are completed. These studies should be extremely

helpful as, for example, a more detailed outline of the potential

regional ore zone will be generated.

The next section is a series of professional opinions on mine and mill

design. Due to the limited information available and the time restraints

placed on the team, the author had to be rather bold in his assumptions

and conclusions in order to produce a report of this caliber. Qualifi

cations exist and are pointed out at the beginning of this section,

read them carefully.

The final section of this report concerns secondary metallurgy - pyro

metallurgical or hydrometallurgical techniques which are necessary to

produce a saleable product from the flotation concentrate. Let me assure

you, "SMELTER" is not the dirty word it once was. Read this summary of

the techniques available and consider the claims for S02 and particulate

matter removal.

Basically, this report is a summary of the processing techniques available

as applied to Minnesota's great resource potential of copper-nickel.

Again, remember the ions when you read and t our findings.
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Technology team has deal of

time and effort on this report. We now want your'input, particularly as

it ~ffect8 your area of interest in the To those of

you in the Study group who will be attending our September 10 seminar,

please prepare your questions and comments for the meeting, and we will

attempt to answer them at that time.

David L. Veith, Coordinator
Mining &Metallurgical Technology
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GEOLOGY

This section attempts to describe the 'geology of the Hoyt Lakes - Ely Area with

p~rticular conditions mine design and its

potential environmental impacts.

The Minnesota Land Management Information Survey (MLMIS) has generated a computer

based area delimiting the most economically attractive area for copper-nickel

mining consideration, hereafter in this report designated as the Hoyt, Lakes-Ely

Area (Map AI). Based on 24 drill hole assays in this area, Bounichsen has estimated,

using a cutoff grade of 0.5% Cu + Ni, that>2 billion tons of mineralized rock

averaging 0.8% Cu + Ni probably exists at depths of 3000 ft. or less (Table AI).

Besides Cu and Ni, significant amounts of economically recoverable Co, Ti, AI, Au,

Ag, Rh, Pt and Pa with the possibility of other Platinum Group Metals (ie: Ir, Ru
A20

and Os) exist within the Duluth Complex. Investigators have also reported trace
A10

amounts of Va, Cr, Zn, Pb and Mo.

GEOCHRONOLOGY

Bedrock (Precambrian)

There are three major rock groups that have to be considered closely in this study,

characterizable by age as well as rock type(s) (Table A2). The earliest are early

Precambrian greenstones, metavolcanics, metasediments, granitic rocks and migmatite

dated at 2.6 to 2.7 billion years old. In the middle Precambrian, 1.8 to 2.0 billion

years ago, the Animikie group of rocks (consisting of the basal Pokegaw8 Quartzite,

Biwabik Formation and Virginia was in basin lying

roughly where the Lake Superior basin 1s. By late Precambrian times,

roughly 1.1 billion years ago, the this basin
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Map Al Map of northeastern Minnesota. showin9 the location
of the Ely-Hoyt Lakes region relative to the Duluth
Complex and to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area.

Table Al Estimated tonnage. value. and grade of copper-nickel deposits in the
Ely-Hoyt lakes region for calculations A and B.

Calculation A (33.2 mi 2) Calculation B (15.3 mi 2)

Cutoff grade 0.25% 0.50% 0.25% 0.50%

Tons· of mineralized material 14.30)(109 5.85)(109 5.54x10 9 2.24x10 9

Tons of metal (Cu ... Ni) 78.60xl0 6 49.18xl06 29.81xl0 6 18.42)(106

To ns of copper·" 58.95)(106 36.89x10 6 22.36)(10 6 13.82x106

Tons of nickel·"" 19.65xl06 12.29xl06 7.45xl0 6 4.60x106

Gross value of metal*""· $117.9 . $73.8 $44.7 $27.6
Billion Billion Billion Billion

Average Qrade (Cu ... Ni) 0.55'1 0.84% 0.54'1: 0.82%

.. Short tons (2000 lbs.)
.* Assuming Cu:Ni ratio of 3:1

**"" Assuming a copper price of 50t/lb. and a nickel price of $1.50/1b.
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of fault bounded blocks cutting across older, less dense rocks in a six state

This continental rifting WRS accompanied by volumes of lava flows

and intrusive bodies, including the North Shore Volcanics and the Duluth Complex

("Duluth Gabbro"), which is subdivided into the Anorthositic and Troctolitic Series.

Since Cu-Ni mineralization is confined largely to this third major group of rocks

and its two subdivisions, their structural and petrologic evolution merit further

comment. Keweenawan rifting, faulting, fracturing and accompanying i~~ous activity

occurred during two stages. In the first stage, as the volcanic pile increased

in thickness, upwelling magma tended to travel between the formations of the

Animikie Group and along the contact between the Animikie Group and earlier

Precambrian rocks. During an assumed period of tectonic acquiesence, low-AI magma

gravity segregated as crystal mushes into rocks of the Anorthositic Series:

peridorites, anorthosite and late local granophyre rocks (Figure AI). Before the

Anorthositic Series completely crystalized, the second stage of rifting disrupted

the initial volcanic edifice and created new magma chambers of a second parent~

magma, high in AI. Isolated magma chambers produced the Troctolitic Series of

rocks that were intruded as pulses as indicated by interfingering of

different (compositionally and te~turally) troctolitic gabbro. Textural relation-

ships indicate a crystallization sequence
Al

first).

follows forming crystals

Anorthositic Series Rocks: Troctolitlc Series Rocks: Textural Changes:

spinel
plagioclase
plagioclase & olivine
olivine
clinopyroxene

magnetite & ilmenite

biotite

clinopyroxene, ite,
pentlandite
magnetite & ilmenite,
chalcopynite, cubanite

large. euhedral crystals
.J,

subhedral & interstitial
crystals l

filling voids,
exsolution & replacement
in formed
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~Reverse flows
_ flows

Low - AI
magma

HIgh -AI
magma

Figure Al Schematic:: diagram summarizing results of
petrologic mixing calculations discuned in
text.

Boucher has suggested that a later, Cu-bearing solution entered the still porous,

fractured rock after the clinopyxoxene. pyrrhotite and pentlandite crystallized
1'e

filling voids and replacing some pyrrhotite with intergrowths of chalcopyr~ and

cubanite.

Apparently, by the end of the Preeambrian (570 million years ago) rifting had

abated, resulting in approximately 8 km. of actual separation. Although faulting

is thought to have occurred during , there is no reason to assume

motion along these faults closed with the cessation of activity

in Middle Keweenawan time. Many of the faults associated with the Midcontinent

Gravity High in southeastern Minnesota were 1y
A3S

Ordovician time, and perhaps during Pleistocene time.

during Cambro-

Later erosion removed much of the volcanic led to the exposure

of crystalline rocks that 150 from Duluth
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left 0 to 85 ft. (ave. <30 ft.) of till, ice-contact deposits, outwash,

crevasse fillings and other features.

Unconsolidated deposita (Pleistocene-Recent)

In Minnesota, the sequence of glaciation is represented as a series of glacial

phases, each named on a local basis and associated with a particular lobe{s). Any

definite time correlation (based on carbon dating, stratigraphic~ and/or geomorphic

relationships) between lobes is indicated by combined 'names, (e.g., Automba-

Vermilion phase of the Superior and Rainy Lobes) (Map A3).

Itasca-St. Croix phase of the Wadena, Rainy and Superior Lobes:

About 20,000 years ago, the Rainy Lobe moved southwestwardly, from

Canada, across the upland of crystalline rocks, while the Superior Lobe

moved up and out of the Lake Superior Basin into the Minneapolis lowland

(Map A4). In central Minnesota, the two lobes flowed side by side as

one lobe depositing the St. Croix Moraine at the limit of advance, about

200 miles south of Ely (Map AS). As the lobe retreated, it split into

the two original lobes. The toimi drumlin field was produced by the

retreating Rainy Lobe as a series of roughly 1400 drumlins trending S-6SoW
A37

(Map A6). Drumlins formed 8S the thinning ice lobe retreated; some sort

of knob or surface irregularity started a "plastering" action in which

layer upon layer of bouldarly clay was deposited as the debris-choked
A37

ice lost its carrying capacity.

The long axis of a drumlin and tapered end indicate the direction of ice

ic

flow at that area. The Tairoi drumlins

mile long, consisting of grey,

about 50

ly

thigh and one
AJ7

till ..
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This till ; pres . any cement or silt

fraction has been eroded away. The drumlins are buried under younger drift

south of the St. Louis River and truncated on the north by the Vermilion moraine.

Map A3 Block diagram of f\1 inncsota showing com
posite of main phases of glaciation. with
three cross-sections. Arrows show direction
~f ice movement. Main moraines and drum
lin fields are also shown. Initials stand for
the following ice lobes and phases:

Des Moines lobe

D-nu New L'lm phase

\Vadena lobe

W-i

\V-h
W-gf

Itasca phase

Hewitt phase
Granite Falls phase

Rainy lobe

R-v Vermilion phtl\e
R-sc 51. Croix phase

Superior lone

LD Lal-c Duluth
Son Nickerson rha c
S- ... r Spl it Rod pha e

5-a Automha pha<,e
5-sc 51. Croix pha...e
S-hc Hawk Creek pha,>c



Map A4

I
\

mtervo I

200 Feet

Bedrock topography

Map AS St. Croix phase: advance of Superior
and Rainy lobes to St. Croix moraine;
formation of drumlin fields by sub lobes
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Map A6 Automba phase of Superior and Rainy
lobes: advance to Vermilion moraine

Autamba phase af the Superior,and Rainy Lobes:

Following the readvance of the Rainy and Superior Lobes, the Vermilion and

Highland moraines were deposited contemporaneously. Near Isabella, the

two moraines meet at a 30 0 angle (Map A7). Eskers developed at this

junction and blocks of "stagnant" ice were left stranded within and on
A37

moraines and outwash plains (Figures A2 and A3).
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ice

(b)

Figure A2 Ice-contact deposits associated with 8 mass of sla~nant ice. The upper
dia~ram shows the deposits being formed. the lower diagram after the ice has disap
peared.



T- Tunnel
BS - Braided stream
OP - Outwash plain
1B - Ice blocks

TM - Terminal moraine
RM - Recessional moraine
1M - Interlobate moraine
GM - Ground moraine

E - Esker
DR - Drumlins

(a)

(b)

ML - Marginal Lake
I - Iceberg

D - Delta
0- Lake outlet

D - Delta
DK - Delta kame

S - Shoreline
LB - Lake bottom
OP - Outwash plain

K - Kettle

Figure A3 Landforms produced by deposition Dear the margin of a continental glacier.



The stagnant ice blocks, melted

- .,
f

since only a few of glacial drift is

needed to insulate a mass of underlying ice; sometimes a cover of 80il and forest

can develop over stagnant ice. Eventually, the buried ice melted, forming de-

press ions or "kettles" that filled with water. Lakes with no rapidly eroding

outlet streams, filled with sediments, eventually becoming bogs and marshes.

Radiocarbon dating of early sediments indicate that some kettle lakes ftid not
.6038

come into existance until thousands of years after ice had left the region.

(Table A3)

Table A3. Quaternary history of Hoyt Lakes-Ely Area Wisconsin Glaciation

Years ago

15,000 (St. Croix
Phase)

(interstade)

(Vermilion Phase)
and end of
glaciation
to present

Glacial Feature

Rainy Lobe advanced in S 20 0 W direction creating
Roche Moutonnees preferentially in gabbro and
glacial striations

Rainy Lobe retreated depositing ground moraine
{thickening to the south} in between a series of
east-west trending end moraines; glacial erratics
incorporated within and on top of glacial debris;
stagnant ice blocks deposited, later forming kettle
lakes and stagnation gravel deposits.

Superior Lobe melt waters draining to the east;
Perched deposits of well-bedded sand and gravel
deposited.

Rainy Lobe readvanced i the Vermilion
Moraine and a veneer of glacial debris northward
from the -moraine; Glacial outwash formed
and sedimentation of lakes p bogs p etc.
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area, the first advance of the Lobe (about

15,000 years ago) moved S 20 o W, making glacial straitiooa io the exposed

bedrock and bedrock into streamlined

landforms called Roches Moutonnees.

During the following interstade, ground moraine was deposited between a

series of east-west trending end moraines (Map A8). Generally, these

deposits thicken to south (Map A9). As the ice melted, large glac~al

erratics of local bedrock were deposited within and on top of glacial debris.

The glacial ice apparently did not transport debris for great distances, as

the lithic character of the drift changes abruptly as contacts in the bedrock

are crossed. Large stagnant ice blocks were stranded, later melting to form

kettle lakes and stagnation gzavel deposits. Apparently, in these deposits,

the finer fraction (clay and silt size) was carried off by meltwaters and

the coarse fraction was concentrated.

Glacial meltwaters from the Supetior Lobe apparently were draining to the

west and had established a large watershed draining from the east through

the present topographic low now occupied by the Stoney River. Perched

deposits of well-bedded sand and gravel developed as sand and gravel from

the Superior Lobe were carried by meltwaters and deposited between blocks

of stagnant ice.

In the)'Vermilion Phase, the Rainy Lobe advanced again and upon retreating.

deposited the Vermilion Moraine and veneer of drift to the north (Table A4).

As the ice left for the last timet.glacial outwash its were formed

(Qo) and favorable topographic lows filled with locally derived silt and

has

(Qsal). tation

in bogs

tablished
AJO

AIO).

much 12 feet
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Table A4.

11,500

Climate

warming and
drying trend

Northward spread of boreal spruce forest from
southern Minnesota; final glacier has left the
state by this time~

10,000 Forest successions leading to
principally.

pine forest

8,000

7,000

o

cooler and
wetter trend

Prairie vegetation in central Minnesota:

Prairie-forest border reaches maximum limit,
about 75 miles northeast of present position.

Gradual invasion of prairie by forest and the
advance of conifer into deciduous forest.

Poorly draining areas expand into "blanket bogs"
where peat accumulates (perenially wet conditions
inhibit decomposition of plant debris).

Continuing lake sedimentation from soil erosion
and the conversion of lakes to bogs (mats of
sedge, heath plants, and conifers spread towards
centers of shallow lakes).

The geometry of and from

glacial activity, varies according to the depositional environment in

which the body was formed. Many of the smaller formed outwash

fans, kames, valley trains, and eskers. Major deposits were laid down

Q
along channels of glacial rivers. In many places, post-goacial rivers

reworked the sand and ts,

Because of the high bulk-low unit value of and , their utili-

zation depends more on economic and distribution.
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Genera I Distribution Map*

• Pecllnnd, ~mo"est oo"n.o"on I', opp,o<,molely
one SQuore mole

(or'09ropl1lC I>'or' by Thomos Moliere" Research
.:lSSls,onl, Depollmenl 0/ Sod SCIence under 'he
d,rectIOn of Rouse Farnham, Pfo(esso"
Depor'menl 01 Sod SCIence, lec~",col oHlslonce
prov,Jed by DavId [,rll;/Ol /lssoc/ole Pro/essor,
Depor'men' of SOd SCIence

Mop preporOf",n was funded by M,nrte905ct:'
November, (97'5

Map AID The distribution of peatlands in Minnesota.
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where

is mined, local problems may result in urban areas unless planning is

STRUCTURE

Researchers have compiled drill core data to define the structural attitude

of the basal contact of the Duluth Complex (Map All). Preliminary work of

this type and of others indicates s moderate, though locally variable, dip
A3 ,A20 "1'

of the basal contact: 10-60 0 (generally 25°), 20-45~ 20-30~ and "almost

vertical to flat", all in a southeasterly direction.

Virginia Formation

Lower Precambrian rocks

Biwabik Iron - formation

Duluth Complex.

EXPLANATION

Contour Interval 600 feet

SE

.) ,

- .) ~

,... ..... ~. L. _ ..). ,- ~

C Cross Section

NVIT
A::l:'..Ce ---r--;:--,.c:::X::::::::::::::=~~~;:----------;--------1
S~:: lt~'f~ ,,)( '-... -J ...... ,J ....

.,., ..,

I-

Map All
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the Duluth on

Giant's Range granite.. The uppe.r contact of the granite is estimated to

o
be about 20-45 SEa In the southern part, the Duluth Complex lies OVer

a wedge of metamorphosed Virginia and Biwabik Fm. that pinch ,out down dip.

Drill core data supports this "pinching out" at depth and it has been

suggested that structural activity at the time of emplacement removed the

Biwabik Fm. at dept. oThe Biwabik Pm. dips 5-15 SE throughout the study

o
area except in the Dunks River area where it dips at 15-35 SE at the

surface and 5-15
0

SE at depth. Bonnichsen believes this indicates

moderate deformation and rotation due to forceful emplacement locally.

Lineaments studied from high level aerial photographs (1:24,000) (Map A12),

have been studied in the area and represent stream courses or topographic
All

alignment due to faulting or contacts between rocks of different lithologies.

Data collected on joint frequency and orientation tends to confirm the idea

that lineaments are a surficial expression of faulting.. In fact, faults

probably control the distribution of rock units of the Duluth Complex,

spatially and stratigraphically.. Studies indicate that joint frequency is

directly related to lineaments. Besides faults and lineaments trending

northeast to north-northeast in the Babbit area, there are extensive

north-northeast trending lineaments that are subparallel to known lower

Precambrian faults suggesting a reactivation of old faults during the
A35

emplacement of the Duluth Complex. In the lower 2000-3000 ft. of the

Complex where it lies directly over the Giant's Range Granite, numerous
A9

near vertical, late-stage granitic and syenitic dikes exist ..

Generally, the attitude of the basal contact was probably determined by

the t structure of older, coun rocks.. The was
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as sheet-like in f the outheast cut into the

Virginia Fm. and riding up on the Virginia-Biwabik contact, stoping,

plucking and assimilating on the way.

MINERALIZATION

Economic Mineralization

Sulfide mineralization occurs both in the Giant's Range Granite and within

the Duluth Complex. Wherever the Duluth Complex is in direct contact with

the Giant's Range Granite, a several hundred foot thick metamorphic zureole

is evident. Generally, the metamorphism recrystallized feldspars to

aggregates of smaller grains and converted hornblende and biotite to

hyperstene and augite. Significant mineralization (~l% CU)hl p1sQea7 exists

in places, as disseminated chalcopyrite, bornite, sphalerite and millerite.

These deposits are considered to be epigenetic in origin resulting from

residual liquids from fractional crystallization of the Duluth Complex.

Cu;Ni ratios are typically 5:1 in contrast to ·Ctt:Ni raties of 3:1 in the
_ A9

disseminated basal Duluth Complex deposits.

~ The second area of mineralization is considered to be mostly due to

syngenetic magmatic segregation and is confined to the Troctolitic Series,

specifically at and/or near the contact of the Troctolitic Series and middle

or early Precambrian rocks.

Available data indicate potentially economic Cu-Ni mineralization is

confined to the Troctolitic Series, particularly at and near the basal

contact. Locally, mineralized zones extend for a "few hundred feet".

Numerous inclusions, with dimensions ranging from inches to thousands of

feet, exist in the Troctolitic Series. Generally, these inclusions of

the Anorthositic Series, Biwabik and Fm. barren. eu-Ni
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sulfides inuous lenses or or

scattered bodies of massive sulfides 'at or near the base, only

inches across. Individual disseminated deposits vary in shape, from

lenses parallel to the base, to lenses or very elongate bodies inclined to

the base, to irregular lenses. From available information, it appears that

the lateral boundaries of the Cu-Ni concentrations are gradational, except

where these abut against large, non-mineralized inclusions. However, the

upper limits of some deposits are abrupt and gene.ally toincide with the

contacts between intrusive units.

Controls for the Cu-Ni concentrations are poorly known. Basin-like depressions

on plunging synformal structures at the base of the Gabbro appear to have

localized some Cu-Ni concentrations. Juxtaposition of sulfides with the

various lithologic units in the footwall and abundant inclusions of Virginia

hornfels may be considered as possible ore controls. In the Dunka River area

and at other locations, economic copper and nickel sulfide concentrations

also occur locally in older granitic rocks to depths of a few hundred feet

beneath the Duluth Complex.

Specifically, Cu-Ni sulfides have been found 8S (1) scattered bodies of

massive sulfides at or near the base of the troctolite, (2) tic

intergrowths with late-stage pyroxene and plagioclase, (3) interstitial

grains p associated with or surrounded by clinopyroxene p magnetite-ilmenite

or plagioclase. and as (4) fine grained inclu.ions in biotite, amphiboles and

in the borders of plagioclase and clinopyroxene grains. (Figure A4) The

sulfides are confined to a sulfide zone 1-2 miles from the contact on the

two modes of occurrence are the most important. An timated 70% of sulfides

inclusions. Occurrences ofand nearly 30% occuroccur as interstitial

surface. This is ized by inci and a heteorgeneous
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ize 1 defined discontinuous

Figure A4

exists in this zone as well. The local variability in texture, grain size

and modal composition is due to inclusions of a fine grained gray sandy

textured hornfels (.5-1mm diam. grain size), well-banded Biwa~ik Formation

and basic group (possibly recrystallized olivine-rich gabbro and/or

troctolite). Generally, the grain size of the sulfides varies directly

with the grain size of the silicates.

Diagrammatic sketches of typical textures
in rocks of the Duluth Complex.

The bar scale in each diagram is approximately
2 mm in length.

Mineral Formulas

Below are listed most of the minerals occurring in the rocks of the Duluth

complex and the contact zone in the study area.

Major minerals

Plagioclase Series (pI): (Ca,Na) (AI,Si)AlSi208 : a continuous solid-

solution feldspar series with end members albite (NaAlSi30a) to

anorthite (CaAlSi308). Series members in order of increasing anorthite
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troctolitic series.

or of ro<:ks in the

Olivine: continuous solid-solution series with

varieties are called olivine; alters to serpentine or hematite.

Pyroxene group: a closely related group of mafic minerals commonly

divided into two groups based on crystal structure; occurs interstitially

to plagioclase and olivine.

Orthepyroxenes (opx): (orthorhombic crystal structure) enstatite

(MfSiO J ) to hypersthene ~Mg.Fe)Si03J forming a continuous series

not extending to pure Ferrosilite ~eSiOJJ.

Clinopyroxenes (cpx): (monoclinic crystal structure) the main

clinopyroxenes are clino-enstatite (MgSi03), clino-hypersthene

[(Mg,Fe)SiOJ], di~pside (CaMgSi206), hedenbergite (CaFeSi206).

augite (intermediate between diopside and hedenbergite), and

pigeonite (intermediate between cline-enstatite and augite). The

most common pyroxenes 1n the Duluth complex rocks are augite-

pigeonite and slightly hypersthene.

Major sulfides (in order of abundance):

pyrrhotite: Fe lFn, n = 0-.2, gangue (non-ore) mineral
n-

Chalcopyrite: CuFeS
2

, copper ore mineral

Cubanite: CuFe 2S
3

copper ore mineral

Pentlandite: FeNigS
S

nickel ore mineral

Other accessory and minor minerals are listed on the next page.
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ite: CaS(P04)3 (F,Cl,OH)

biotite: K(Mg,Fe)3(AlSi3010)(OH)2' common accessory mineral associated with ores

borni te (bo) : CuSFeS4' exsolution with cp as small grains along fractures in pI
ana 8S lamellae i~ cp, may alter to cp covellite or malachite

bravoite: (Fe,Ni)S2

chalcopyrite: Cu2S

chlorite series: (Mg,Fe,Al)6(Al,Sl)4010(OH)a' alteration product of biotite and
other ferromagnesium minerals.

covellite: CuS alteration product of primary sulfides

U
cyprite: Cu20

cummingtonite-grunerite: (Mg,Fe)7(Si8022 ) (OH)2

digenite: CUlSS also CU2_xS

'graphite:

hematite:

C

Fe203' typically gOSS8n cap mineral

haycockite:

hornblende:

Cu4FesSa
+2 .(Ca,Na)3(Mg,Fe ,Al,Ti)S(Si,Al)a022 (OH,F)2' Ai alteration product

of clinopyroxene; locally, associated with ore

ilmenite: FeTi03 , se magnetite

mackinawite: FeS

magnetite: Fe304 both magnetite and ilmenite and intergrowths of the two are
associated with main silicates in mineralized zones.

malachite: Cu2(COJ ) (OH)

millerite: NiS

native copper: Cu

phase "X": Cu3Fe4S6

pyrite(py): (Fe.Ni,Co)S2' locally important; upon oxidation breaks down to limonite

serpentine: Mg6Si4010 (OH)a' an alteration produce of olivine

sphalerite(sph): An(Co)S, inclusions in cp/cb ; also (Zn,Fe)S
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cations

tenorite (melaconite): CuO

triolite(tr): FeS, commonly in exsolution with po, nonmagnetic

valleriite: CuFeSi: M&tAl,Fe(OH)2

violarite: (Ni,Fe)3S4' common alteration product of pn.

other secondary nickel Bulfides
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Table AS. Average modal composition of gabbroic rocks; in vol.% (**5-10% HydrOl Silicates)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.. 7.. 8d 9.---
ave. range ave .. range ave. range ave .. range range range range raltlge ave., ave.

lase 60 40-79 60 .. 2 20.8-82.7 58 .. 8 6 .. 1-95.1 76.4 65.6-88.0 55-80 65-75 60-75 75·-95 86
olivine 0.34 24.9 0.0-76.3 21 .. 1 0-53.9 7.7 tr-19 .. 3 12-30 5-10 10-25 4-8

6 0-45 1.. 1 0.0-15.9 4 .. 9 0 .. 6-23 .. 9 --- 0-3 0-1
(OPX) 2-14 15-30
te 7 0.40 5.4 0.0-27 .. 9 6 .. 0 0-47 .. 7 5.5 2 .. 6-9.7 10-20 2-4 0-2

(CPX)
biotite 2 0-8 2.1 0.0-5.9 .9 0-5.2 1.. 5 .4-3 .. 5 1-4 1-5 0-2 0-2 --- minor

ine 3 tr-20 (1) tr-45.8 1.5 0-16.6 0-5 *.
chlorite 3 0-5 0-5
magnetite 2 0-5 1-5

lmenite 3.5 0.0-18 .. 4 4 .. 1 0-50-7 2.3 1.. 3-3.9 6-17 0-3 0-1 _t\!II'lIII'_ 5-10
fides 2 0-8 5-15 -- 5-10

other 3 0-12 1.4 0.0-34 .. 2 , 4.8 1.1 0-4.3 0-5 *.

1. Anderson" (average of 18 samples-nos. 2-19 from Anderson-Table 2. Samples ranged from mineralized to norma~ to
ros 1n rock type).

2. • (average of 49 samples from Table 1, app. 1 in Hardyman's thesis" Rock types range from troctolite
olivine-gabbro to picrite.)

3. Boucher. (average of 72 samples from U.S.B.M.-H-IA, excludes hornfels, includes anorthosite, troctolite and olivine
to picr1te.)

4. Phinney. (average based on Phinney's average data from 318 thin sections of anorthositic gabbro, troctolite norite
from the South Kawishiwi and contact zones.)

5. Viflan t Iwasaki and Bleifuss. 1967. (ranges given by the authors-po 2 for a bulk sample~ranging from olivine gabbro to
troctolite.)

'lother" may include considerable sericite, appatite, amphibole (hydrous equivalents of the~~pyroxenes), symplecite,
talc Mg3Si4010 (OH)2 ' etc.

6. Lawver. 1975. (grab samples from Spruce Road Test Pit)
7. Hays. 1914.. (unidentified source(s» Troctolitic series. Anorthositic series.
8. Bonnichsen. (according to Phinney, 1969)
9. Weiblen and Hall. (Mineralized gabbro samples from Inco's Spruce Rd. Test Pit)



24

plagioclase-mole % in An- CaAlSi
3
0a 57 51 50-65 35.3-70.3

olivine-mole % Fo- Mg2Si04 53 39 50 45.2-51.5

1. Hardyman, 1969. (plagioclase 8ve.-24 samples; olivine-35 samples)
2. Renner, 1969. (plagioclase ave.-24 samples; olivine 8ve.-5 samples)
3. Weiblen & Morey, 1976. (weight %(1) Inco's Spruce Road Test Pit ill, 3 samples)

Id. Hardyman. (35 CPX (clinopyroxene)
2d. Renner. (15 CPX samples-22i ,OPX

OPX .)



la. 2a. 3a.

plagioclase 54 .. 4 45 .. 7-65 .. 8 48 .. 8 10.3-75 .. 8 44.6 40 .. 6-48.7
olivine 8.0 0-17.0
OPX (hyp.) 29.6 2.0-44 .. 9 12.8 0-40.6 10.8 6.3-15.4
CPX (augite) 3.3+ .4-13.2 17.4 0-65.4
biotite 1.9 .. 1- 7.. 4 .. 7 0- 2.2 17 .. 6 13 .. 6-20 .. 6
opaques (11m) 4.5 2.. 0-10.6 3.3 0- 8.. 5 13.9 4 .. 3-23.5

(sulf) .9+ .1- 9.6
other 3.0 0-11 .. 3 3.3 0-16 .. 4 13.5

la. Renner, 1969. (ave. of 16 samples from "D-series" rocks from the Duluth
complex-Virginia Fm. contact zone.)

2a. Boucher, 1975. (ave .. of 9 samples from U.. S.B .. M.-DDH-LA. hornfels)
3a. Hardyman, 1969. (these averages are based on only 2 samples of hornfels

and are thus rather poor as averages)

Table A9 .. Opaque compositional distribution (vol .. %)

Ib .. 2b.* 3b .. 4b. 33 33
Cu Fe S Cu Fe S Nl

31.5 44 .. 8 ----------chalcopyrite 22 .. 7 34 33 35 40 .. 6 14 .. 8 47.3 36.8 1.1
cubanite 22.5 13.4 11.2 22 43 35 0.7
pyrrhotite 22.4 37.1 24.3 61 39 55.4
pyrite 2.3
violarite 3.5
pentlandite 4.9 5.7 3.4 3.3
oxides 12 .. 9 * 37.6
other tr .8 (42 27 31)-bornite

ave .. vol.% 10 .. 6* 8 .. 9
opaque in samples

Q..I,J.£IJ.o.o;;.o)

sections)
ions)

cuban .. , pyrr. and
on 7,5,4 and 2 grains

{ave. vol .. % for opaques from 10
{ave .. vol.% for sulfides from 15 thin

(ave. vol.% for opaques from 16 thin
for chalco.,

's microprobe anal.

Anderson, 1956 ..
Hardyman, 1969 ..
Boucher, 1975.
Hardyman, 1969.

bornite averaged from
of the respective sulfides .. )

1b ..
2b.
3b ..
4b.

• these averages are based on total
";;;'--''':--_~F

not

33 Modal Abundance Data Inco Test Pit #1.
Column 9.. 24 random modal

Sulfides------



s . 36 .. 67 41 37 32 .. 90

Fe 62.65 60 .. 02 30 .. 55 31.29

Co 0 .. 28 0 .. 03 1..84 0.08

Ni .. 014 0.24 34.67 0.06

Cu 0.01 35.16

39 .. 46

0 .. 06

21.91

36,,06

54.95

0.96

7.68

Note: Inco Test Pit Hl. Each analysis is ave. of 3-5 point po' and
po" are intergrown po, po' is monoclinic and po" is hexagonal crystal
form.

Table All .. Theoretical Composition of Major Sulphide Minerals - % by Weight.

~ ~ .....£P...... cb

S 36.5 20 35.0 35.4

Fe 63.5 38 30.6 41.2

Co

Ni 40

Cu 34.6 23.4
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ENGINEERING DATA

Weathering: an estimated 6-12" deep g08san exists where the Duluth Complex i8

with a. friable 2-3" upper layer e

Stratigraphy &Permeability: from available core information and literature. the

following rock types can be expected:

(1) mineralized Troctolitic Series rock (this includes ore and lean ore)

(2) non-mineralized Troctolitic Series rock

(3) Anorthositic Series lock

(4) Virginia, Biwabik, Giant's Range Granite

(5) and inclusions of (3) and (4) that could be partially assimilated
and/or metamorphoses depending on dimensions.

Overburden would consist primarily of:

(1) Pleistocene glacial deposits - largely sand and gravel, although numerous
boulders exist, from 0 to 85' deep but generally less than 30'.

(2) Recent deposits of peat, lake and stream sediments

Since the thin glacial drift acts as the aquifer for the area, erosional glacial

features such as buried river channels should be anticipated as well as the

permeable outwash deposits and ice contact features (such as eskers, kames, and

features made by stagnant ice blocks).

Rock permeability is very low. The USGS Water Resources lists the

Duluth Complex as haVing a low water yield capacity with massive areas of imper-

viousness and adds that below 300-400' the complex is reportedly less fractured

than above this depth. Farm wells in the complex yield "little on the

order of 1 gpm. Reportedly, in the 40Q' drift of INCO' shaft, seepage was

approximately 16 gpm.
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the Duluth Gabbro

are than vertical pressures. This stress distribution is related

to the intrusion and crystallization of the magma at depth.

Rock Defects: drill core data indicates no major alteration zones except

8urficially, 13-60 ft. zones of fracturing, breakage, serpentinization and

occasional slickensides and shearing. Zones of serpentinization conceivably

could act as surfaces for future fault and water movement.

Table A12. Density Measurements of Duluth Complex Rocks.

Troctolitic Series:
(SPT, AGU. AGO, ST)

Flow-Structure Troctolite:
(ST)

Anorthositic Series:
(AGU)

mean • 2.85 gm/cc
range • 2.12-3.13 gm/cc
standard deviation • 0.077 gm/cc

mean • 3.01 gm/cc
range • 2.92-3.10 gm/cc
standard deviation • 0.126 gm/cc

mean • 2.85 gm/cc
range • 2.72-3.13 gm/cc
standard deviation • 0.084 gm/cc

Note: ( ) indicate rock types included in measurements according to Phinney's
classification (Phinney, 1972). For comparism, the density of plagioclase
series ranges from 2.62-2.76 gm/cc.



Table AI3 - Physical property results

3.09
(.11 )
n .. 10

3.03
(.04)
n '" 11

2.99
(.08)
n .. 13

62.1
(7.)

n - 6

60.0
(4.2)
n .. 9

54.7
(5.4)
n - 9

105.2

n .. 1

82.4 I
(ll.5)

n - 3

80.6
(4.5)
n .. 3

69.0
(25.6)
n - 3

79.5
(1.4)
n .. 2

38.9
(.4 )
n .. 3

37.4
(7.8)
n .. 2

39.8
(1. 3)

n - 3

(b) Young's modulus, GN/m2 (-145x103 psi)

46.4
(5.5)

n - 4

52.4
(5.2)
n .. 5

48.3
(2.4)
n - 5

(c) Hardness "and

------------------------1 Density
Uniaxial Triaxial Triaxial Shore

I
compression compression compression Dynamic hardness Density

17.24 MN/m2 34.48 MN/m2 I gm/c~

93.0 I
n - I

580.6
(90.5)
n - 3

387.5
(57.4)
n .. 3

362.6
(37.9)
n - 2

434.6
(291. 3)
n .. 2

347.8
(9.9)
n .. 3

318.4
(40.0)
n .. 3

279.8
(34.8)
n - 5

214.0
(11. 3)
n - 5

179.7
(44.2)
n - 4

Uniaxial Triaxial Triaxial
compression compression compression

1!.24 MN/m2 39.48 MN/m2

Maximum differential stress, MN/m2

(-145 psi)
(a)

I Brazilian

I 14.5
(2.0)
n - 11

I 15.7
(3.4)

I n - 6

17.1

I
(8.0)
n - 4

I
- 152.9. 263.3 356.7 I 39.6 34.2 34.4 77.1 I --- 3.88

(.1) (.06)
n-1 n-l n-l n-l n-l n-l n-21 n=2

I 20.6 304.8 411.1 330.5 I 53.4 33.4 35.4 --- 52.4 2.85
(5.7) (374.3) (l88.7) (7.0) (4.9) (18.4) (.17)I n04 nol no' no' I nol no' no' I n04 n05

Nonmineralized

Semi-massive

Biwabik iron
formation

Mineralized
a. troctolite

Hornfels

test
Zone type

I Straight I I
pull

Troctolite I 3.5 221.9 I 54.1 69 I 78.8
(.5) (32.1) --- --- 00.0) --- --- (5.7)I n-3 n=4 I n-4 n-? I n=5

3.11

Note: Laboratory tests are made on intact rock specimens so it should be remembered that test data often represents only the stronger propcrtiescr
the specimen. Allowances for these differences are made by an experienced engineer in the design stage.

Results are given in this order: average
(standard deviation)
n .. number of samples
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It must be emphasized that this study and resulting report has had many drawbacks.

No recommendations are either or No would base

any report or decision to a client for a multi-million dollar project on the

sketchy and limited information that was available for this "preliminary report"

during the short time period available for its

In addition, no land ownership information was available for this preliminary study

hence the possibility of the land indicated for use as Minesite, Millsite9 disposal

areas, etc., might not be available for use as outlined in'figures B2. B3 and B4.

A Minesite package as shown could include a multiplicity of ownerships including

several private landowners in addition to the State and Federal Government.

No proper engineering study can be made without a physical examination and assessment

of the area involved. Time limitations did not permit an on sight inspection of any

of the uMinesite" area. No exploration nor resource data was available for the

selection of Hhypothetical" Minesites No. 1 and No. 2 and "hypothetical" Minesites

No.3, 3A, and 4 were selected solely on the basis of the analyses of the drill

cores of one drill hole for each site.

The conflict of interest in land use between the taconite operations and potential

copper-nickel operations was neither studied nor investigated. The following are

some of the items that should be studied and discussed to cooperation

toward joint uses:

1. Land use for waste rock and tailings disposal areas west of the
Duluth complex contact.

2. The feasibility of building a second railroad by the
present railroad bed of either Erie Mining Co. R.R. or Reserve
Mining Co. R.R. to a dock (or a smelter) on the North Shore at
Lake Superior.

3. Joint of the

Railroads and truck haul



b. Power Lines and power line of

c. resources

!" ·Potable a.nd non

2. Water treatment and purification facilities

3. Sewage treatment facilities

4. Effluent disposal to the watershed

Other areas of common interest will become apparent as this study continues and all

should be given careful consideration.

It is hoped that after a proper "on sight" examination and assessment of the

"Minesite Area" and more information is made available to the "Copper-Nickel Study

Group", a more meaningful analysis of the potential for Copper-Nickel mining and

its impact on the environment can be made.

{/~
~eo~.E.
August 6. 1976
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:lineralogy-Duluth r;abbro COllii)lex - Brief

Hajor ~ '.linor

Bornite (CuSFeS4)

Sphalerite (ZnS)

1.

2.

Pyrrhotite (Fe 1 s)
-x1.

Chalcopyrite (CuFeS Z)

3. Cubanite (CuFeZS3)

2.

Cu-Ni Ratio: + 3:1 in mineralized parts of basal intrusive unit. 1:1 to 8:1

in underlying granite.

Trace Elements of possible economic potential: Cobalt, Silver, palladium, gold,

platinum, rhodium.

Typical ore at Contact: + 1. O~~ Combined Cu-~·Ji.

Typical ore drops at depth to ± 0. 5/~ Combined Cu-J1i

Average % Concentration: Copper=O.45% - 1%; :lickel=O.n5iv - 0.3S~.

Troctolites are a possible source of alumina (Calcic Felspar). 53 bore hole

samples by the u.s.r,.s. averaged 11.3% AI
Z

0
3

(52.9% AI; 47.1% 0)

ore 6.24% l\.l.
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in the Minesite Area

1. Geological, Geophysical, and Geochemical Exploration

2. Sampling by Core drilling, Shaft Sinking, tunnelling, and trenching

3. Chemical, physical, and metallurgical testing for mining and processing
feasibility and design.

B. Development

1. Preparation of the ore body for mining, including initial shaft sinking
and underground development for mining; or, pre-stripping for surface mining

2. Construction of all facilities for mining and concentration of the are

3. Site preparation for areas to be used for stockpiling of waste materials,
(surface stripping, lean are, and/or waste rock)

4. Site preparation for area to be used for tailings disposal and the settling
ponds and water recycling system

5. Construction of water appropriation facilities including possibly, a
reservoir. Construction of settling ponds and water treatment facilities
for effluents from the beneficiation plant, mine and sewage disposal
system

6. Construction of transportation facilities such as roadways, conve1or lines,
and railroads

7. Construction of auxiliary facilities, such as power plants, transmission
lines, pipe lines, pumping stations, sewage disposal plant. off site
equipment, supply and repair facilities, expansion of tOWTIsites, etc.

C. Mining

1. Extraction of waste rock after initial mine development

2. Construction pf primary crusher underground

3. Disposal of waste rock and lean are

4. Disposal of water from underground-possible use for mill make-up water

5. Transportation of ore from mine to secondary crushing facilities

6. Construction of
equipment on site

, maintenance and warehoU9 facilities of mining
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7. Extraction of ore

8. Reclamation or backfilling of mined out areas

9. Reclamation of waste disposal areas on the

D. Concentrating

1. Secondary and tertiary crushing facilities

2. Concentration of the ore-flotation

3. Disposal of tailings

8S mining progresses

4. Water appropriation facilities for the concentrator

5. Water discharge and treatment for effluents from the concentrator and
tailings facilities

6. Reclamation of tailings disposal areas as deposition progresses



Hining, Beneficiation and ('{aste Disposal i.n t~lC 'r-inesj tp .1'rc','l

I. Preliminary Planning

In studying the plan map of the l!'linesite Area", it 't..:ras determined that for

simplification, it ,vas expedient to divide the area into four(4) segments as

follmvs:

NE Area

NW Area

SH Area

SE Area

207 square miles - That area north of the Laurentian Divide and

east of the Gabbro Contact.

67 square miles - That area north of the Laurentian Divlde and

west of the Gabbro Contact.

47 square miles - That area south of the Laurentian Divide and

west of the Gabbro Contact.

229 square miles - That area south of the Laurentian Divide and

east of the Gabbro Contact.

Total area of the Minesite is 550 s~uare miles. (Fig. 1)

Each area has been reviewed as to the location of physical objectives that

must be considered in the location of a mine site and particularly those

objectives ~vhich must be avoided or cannot be included in any minesite or dis-

posal area for a mine operation. Major rivers, lakes over 40 acres in size,

railroad rights of way, high';vay right of ,,,ay, cities, open pit taconite mine
t W\1l-LL WIl)&

areas and a buffer zone between the ~inesite Area (550 sq.mi.) and the Boundary

Waters Canoe Area (BWCA) were all considered to be areas which must be excluded

in planning for the location of either an open pit mine or an underground

(shaft) mine.

Table I shows the areas which must be considered unavailable for use in a

mining operation,
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Use Miles

Table I

Item NE Area NW Area SW Area SE Area .. Total
I

Rivers 6.3 14.6 2 .. 8 14.6 38.3

Lakes 13 .. 4 12 .. 4 1.. 8 11.8 39.4

Railroad R/W 1.5 0.6 4.3 8.9 15.3

MN HwylJl R/W 3.4 1.0 --- ---- 4.. 4

Cities ---- ---- 3.0 --- 3.0

D.P. Tac. Mines ---- 8.0 17.0 ---- 25.0

BWCA Buffer Zone 11.0 6.0 ---- --- 17.0

Sub Totals 35.6 42.6 28.9 35.3 142.4

Total Area 207.0 67.0 47.0 229.0 550.0

Area. Available 171.4 24.4 18.1 193.7 407.6

The area west of the Gabbro Conta.ct is not mineralized and hence not potentially

a minea.ble area. However, same areas could be adapted for tailings and/or stripping

and rock dump purposes. Any potential minesite would necessarily be located east

of the Gabbro Contact and, due to the dip of the Contact (20 to 45 ), would

necessarily be within a band ! l~ miles wide. Beyond this point, the depth of a

shaft to the contact would be excessive and costly ..

Discounting the possible site locations for mining in the listed 1n Table It

we have: (1) In the NE Area 6.0 square miles of possible open pit mine site

locations (room for 2 open pit mines), and 24.0 sq. mi. of

mine ite locations; and (2) another 38.0 ~q. mi. of

site locations in the SE Area. A total of 41 miles the contact would

be ia1 mine ions 6.0 miles additional

possibilities. the location by Inco. IU<;;;;U"',""" the
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area now available for the disposal of waste material (surface stripping, waste

lean ore is NE

to 155.7 sq. mi. in the SE Area. The NW Area SW Area would not be

by possible mine locations.

a maximum of 339.6 sq. mi. could possibly be

waste materials.

J of the 550 acres of Minesita Area,

for the disposal of

II. Proposal No. Ip Underground Mine. (1ig.B2)

a.) Shaft Site: SW-SE of Sec. 19 T.59NR 13W

b.) Mill Site: ~-NE of Sec. 19 T.59NR 13W

c.) Shaft Depth: Approximately 1800 feet

d.) Accessability: State Highway 1110 to 3 miles north of Hoyt Lakes.

East on Forest Service Road 3.5 miles to end. Shaft site is 1 mile

N.E. Railroads: D.M. & I.R. is located 4 miles SW of shaftsite

e.) Electric Power: Erie Mining Co./MP & L Electric Power Line is

located 3.5 miles due west of proposed plant location

f.) Water Source: Potable Water: Wells drilled on the property should

provide potable water supplies.

Mill Water: The water source for plant operations could pose a

problem. The flaw of the Partridge River 1.3 SE of the plantsite

1s not known at this time. The potential supply from wells on the site

is also unknown at this time. The next potential possibilities in

order of would be Cranberry Lake, 5 miles south of the

ite; Colby Lake, 5.5 miles SW; the St. Louis River, 6.8 miles

south; and Big Lake, 9 SEe All is to the St. Louis

River and to

) Ore, Rock Stripping)

A 3.. 15 sq. (2016 ) as follows:..
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Sec. 2 and E~l Sec. 3 T5 8~'1 ru 3H \Jill store 295 million tons 0 f Has te

materials Crock and surface) at a maximum height of 51) feet over a

period of 20 years. The average haulage dis tance ,vould, be approximately

212 miles. This area is located south,vest of the shaft site.

h.) Tailings Disposal Area: Parts of sections 4,5,6,7,8 and 9 of T.59N

R.13W located l~ miles north of the plantsite has been designated for

the tailings disposal area and reclaim water pond. This area·,.covers

3.28 sq. mi. (2099 acres) and will store some 230 million tons of

tailings at a depth of 50 feet for the 20 year mine life period. The

average pumping distance from the plant to the disposal area will be

approximately 3.5 miles.

All water systems from the plant will be closed systems and so constructed

to prevent leakage or seepage into the p,round Ivater or streams of the area.

i.) Hater ~'1anagement Area: In order to exert proper control and monitoring,

the area exposed to mining and possible contamination of ground water

and soil as ,vell as the lakes and rivers of the area, it is reconnnended

that a geochemical survey be made of the water management area (both land

and Ivater) to establish the base level of all pertinent metals and chemicals

before mine development work is begun. For the water management area of

this particular mine operation, 44.52 sq. mi. (28,500 acres) has been

designated as follows:

T.58N. R.13W - Sec. 6,7

R.14H - Sec. 1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12

T. 59N. T',. 13H - Sec. 3,4,5,6, 7 ,8, 9 , 1I) , 15, 1 (j , 17, 18, 19 , 20,21,22 ,28,29,

30,31,32,33

R.14W - Sec. 1,12,13,23,24,25,26,27,34,35,3A

T. 60H. P.. 131'; - Sl i Sec. 33, Sec. 3/,
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The Partridge River 12 miles

Creek ~ .. 5 miles

Langley Creek 3 .. 5

Colvin Creek 2 .. 5 miles

Wat1eg's Creek 2 .. 0 miles

Creek enterinl Colby Lake 1 .. 0 miles

This area also includes the mine site, plant site, waste disposal and tailings

disposal areas. All creeks and rivers listed above flow generally to the

southwest with the exception of Colvin Creek which flows northward from

. 'Cranberry Lake before joining the Partridge River in Sec. 28 T.59NR 13W,

making this particular creek a good monitor base. All the above listed creeks

and rivers should have adequate water monitoring stations established along

their length and careful analyses should be made of all samples before any

work begins in order to establish the base data for controls to be established.

The tailings disposal area and the rock dump area are located in areas of low

relief and swampy ground so that the effluents of these areas, as well as those

from the plant, should be kept under complete control.. A settling pond should

be established between the tailings area and the plant (about 6 acres) for

recycling water from this area.

Production from this mine should approximate 11.3 million metric tons per year

as suggested by Lawver, Wiegel and Shultz in their paper, "Study of Economic

Feasibility for Copper-Nickel in Northern Minnesota", delivered at

the University of Minnesota Mining Symposium, Duluth, in January, 1976, and

this material

(Appendix "A"). The method of

Caving". The possibil

of thispublished in the

rec.oImIiended is
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caving to the surface would be remote as the caving stapes would drch

to support the more than 1500 feet of rock above the ore body. The

feasibility of pumping coarse tailings into these voids should also be

studied•.Tailings from this processing plant are composed of a high

percentage of Calcic Felspar and, if it can be beneficiated, could be

a source of Alumina (A1203) and hence metallic aluminum. A total

mine production of 211 million tons (metric) of tailings containing an

average of 11.8% Al203 (52.9% AI; 47.1% 0) is equal to 1,298,QOO metric

tons/year Al203 or 1881 tons AI metal per day.

III. Proposal No.2, Underground Mine. (Fig.B3)'

a. Shaft Site: NE of,the ~~ of Sec. 11 T.60NR.12W

b. ~ll Site: sw-mv and IDv-SW Sec. 14 T.60~.12W

c. Shaft Depth: approximately 1800 feet

d. Accessability:

1. Roads - State Highway #81 east from Babbitt to Forest Service Road

#112; 1 mile south to F.S. Road #424,6 miles east and then construct

mine road 1.5 miles NE to mine and mill site.

2. Railroads:

a. Erie Mine RR passes 0.75>miles west of mill site. Investigate

possibility of building a 150 car siding to arrange with Erie

Mining Company to have the D.1I. and I.R. RR. haul 285 cars of

concentrate per month, 20 miles to the connection with the DM

and I.R. RR. in Sec. 17 T.59NR.14W.

b. Transport concentrates from mill loading station on Forest Service

Road #424. Truck haul' west 20.5 miles to the D.M. & I.R. RR. at

Embarrass. Construct a loading station for RR. loading at Embarras •
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e. Electric POHer Source: An el<:;ctric po\:.rer line from the Eric piant to

Dunka Hine is located 0.75 miles westcof the proposed mill. It might be

necessary to arrange with Erie ~1ining Co. and HP & L Co. to increase

the capacity of this line. The towers for the transmission line are

already there and in use. Arrangements would have to be made ~~ith Erie

Hining Co.

f. Water Source: (1) Birch Lake. A 3.5 mile pipe line could be built from

Bob's Bay on Birch Lake (NE-NW Sec. 36 T.61NR. 12W). A pumping

station can be built at that location to provide ample water for pro-

State departments for the use of this water and it would have to be used

in a completely closed circuit. The potable ~vater supply could be

obtained from wells drilled on the property.

g. Waste Disposal Area (Lean Ore, Waste Rock and Surface Stripping)

A designated area of 3.13 s~. miles (2000 acres) located as follows:

Parts of Sections 6 and 7. T. 60T'PU HI and all of Sec. I, and parts of

Sections 2, 11 and 12 of T.60NRI2H. This is an area \.,hile not entirely

flat will lend itself well to the separation of the various products

to be disposed of such as the surface strippin8, lean ore and waste

rock. A road that is located in SW-S'H Sec. 6 and W~-N1\f Sec. 7

T60i'lRIIV1 can be relocated. This disposal area is located ~'2 mile to 2.3

miles due east of the shaft site. Average haul will be 1.3 miles.

h. Tailings Disposal Area: The center of this designated area is approximately

3 miles SE of the mill site and was selected for its low relief. The

area covers parts of Sections 18, 19 and 30 of T.60~.R.IIW and parts of

Sections 13, 14, 23, 24 and 25 of T.6D:LR.12'.J. This area will be

cessing the ore. Permits would have to be obtained from the various

surrounded by a perimeter canal for collection of any seepage outside
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the ·tailings dikes and the '\later sys tem ,·!ill be a closed

Tailings will be pumped approxi~ately 3 miles to· the area for distri-

but ion over the area.

i. \-later Hanagement Area: For the mine and mill to be loea ted as designated,

a water management area has been set up to include the mine and plant

and the two disposal sites. This area covers a total of 43.08 sq. miles

(27,571 acres) and covers the follmving areas:

T61N.R.I1W - Sec. 29,30,31,32

~.12W - Sec. 25,26,35,36

T60N.R.IIW - Sec. 5,6,7,8,17,18,19,20,29,30,31,32

R.12W - Sec. 1,2,3,10,11,12,13,14,15,22,23,24,25,26,27,34,35,36

Also included in this 'vater manar.;ement area are the follmvinp;: The

Dunka River and Tributaries 10.5 miles; Stony ~iver and Tributaries

9.0 miles; Creek to Bob Bay of Birch Lake 2.0 miles; Denley Creek

I.O mile and 4 miles of the south shoreline of Birch Lake.

Drainage floH of this area is to the NT: into Birch Lal~e and into

the South Katvishiwi "!liver and thence into the Boundary Haters Canoe

Area (B\vCA).

j. Method of 'fining: Block caving is recommended since at a depth of

approximately 1900 feet and a zone thickness of 200 feet, the rock

overbreak above tile are zone should arch to support the rock above to

prevent caving to the surface. The feasability of usinR coarse tailings

for fill above the are zone should be studied to permit bacl~filling

when an area of the mine has been exhausted of economically mineable are.

Production from this mine should approxinate that sup,sested for Minesite

Proposal No.1.



Three items should be considered seriously in the planning for the

operation of this mine:

1. The feasibility of using coarse tailings for backfill in the open

stopes when mining is completed.

2. The feasibility of the beneficiation of the calcic in

the tailings to produce an alumina product.

3. The feasibility of pumping the discharge effluents (after puri

fication) into the watershed of the St. Louis River, south of

the Laurentian Divide, approximately seven miles either to a

tributary of the Partridge River in the E~ of the NE~ of Sec.

29 T.59NR. llW or to the North River in the N~ of the S~ of

Sec. 7 T.59NR. 12W.

All water systems will be operated in closed circuit and all effluents

will be tre.ted in a water treatment plant before any discharge into a

watershed area. This is also true for the sewage disposal plant to be

built on the property for the personnel employed.

It is very important that a geochemical survey be conducted over the

entire water management area to establish the base mineral content of

the 80ils before any construction or development of a mining operation

betin. It is equally important to survey the rivers and lakes of this

area. Any water treatment plant should be capable of treating the

effluents of the disposal areas and/or plant and mine to within reasonable

limits of the condition in which they are found prior to the development

of the property.
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IV. No.3 -'Open Pit Mine. )

a.) Mine Site (Open Pit Limits)

W~-SW Sec: 25, ~ Sec. 35, ~-NWt NW-SW Sec. 36-61-12, m~-NE, NE-NW

Sec. 2-60-12

Depth .... 1110 feet II Length .... 1.5 miles, Width.- 0.5 miles

b. ) Mill Site:
•

1. Primary Crusher - SW-SW Sec. 36-61-12

2. Secondary Crusher - SE-SE Sec. 1-60-12

3. Hill site - Lots 3 and 4 Sec. 18-60-11

c. ) Pit Dimensions:

1. Length 1.5 miles (NE-SlV)

2. Hidth 0.5 miles (NW-SE) Haximum

3. Depth 1110 feet

d.) Accessability:

1. Roads - Forest Service Road 112 from Babbitt to Forest Service Road

No. 424-3.6 miles east to Mill site.

2. Railroads - Erie Mining Co. railroad is located 3 miles west of

Mill site in NW-NW Sec. 15-60-12.

3. Open Pit Site is 2~ mi. NW of Mill site. Roads and conveyors will be

used to transport men, material, and ore from mine to crushing plants

and to the mill.

e.) Electric Power:

Reserve l1ining Company Power Transmission line is located 3 miles west

of the millsite. The possibility of tyin~ into this line should be

investigated with both Reserve Mining Co. and ~~ & L.

f.) Water Sources:

1. Potable \~ater Supply: Water wells drilled on the property should

provide an ample water supply for the personnel working on this project.
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2. Hill 'Hater: Establish a ,pumping station on the south end of tl1e tip

of Birch Lake that extends into the SE-iiW of Sec. 36-61-12 and pump

3.75 miles through a line to the mill.

Alternate water supply for mill - Dunks River, 2.5 ,miles west of the

millsite. Water available. Unknown.

g.) Waste Disposal Area (Lean Ore, Waste Rock & Surface-Stripping)~

A designated area approximately 3 miles south of the proposed open pit

of 3.11 sq. mi. (1990 acres) located as follows: Parts of'Sections 13,

14, 23, 24 of T.60NR.12W and parts of Sections 18 and 19 of T.60NR.1IW.

This area will store approximately 290 million tons of waste materials

(rock and surface stripping) at a height of 50 feet over the 20 year life

of the mine. The average haulage distance would be approximately 4.5

miles. This area should be underlain by an impermeable pad to control

any seepage or leaching that could occur,and the area would be surrounded

by a perimeter canal draining to the south point of the area. Here the

effluent would be collected and either recycled or pumped to the purifi

cation plant for disposal into the watershed south of the Laurentian

Divide. The purification plant and Sewage Disposal Plants should be

located in the area or Sec. 31 T.60NR.1IW (lots 12 & 13).

h.) Tailings Disposal Area:

The area designated for tailings disposal is designated as follows: All

of Sec. 29 and parts of Sections 20, 21, 28, 32 and 33 of T.60NR.IIW

and totals approximately 3.67 sq. mi. (2350 acres). This area will store

some 270 million tons of tailings at a depth of 50 feet for the 20 year

mine life period. The average pumping distance from the mill to the

disposal area will be approximately 2.5 miles. The area will be surrounded

by a perineter canal draining to the south point of the area where it will

be collected and recycled or pumped to the purification plant for treatment

before
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into the watershed on the south side of the Laurentian Divide. A

settling basin of approximately 6 acres will be located between the

tailings area and the plant fer th~ recycle water.

All water systems will be completely closed circuits, and so constructed

as to prevent any leakage or seepage into the ground water or streams

of the area. A complete geochemical survey should be made of the entire

area before any work commences in order to establish the base from which

proper levels of control can be established. A complete monitoring of

all rivers and lakes of the area should also be done before work

begins for the same purpose. Permanent monitoring stations should be

established on Birch Lake, along the Dunka and Stony Rivers and along

Nip, Jackpot, Niva, Denley and Kelley Creeks.

i.) Water Management Area:

In order to exert the proper control over the area exposed to mining and

possible contamination of the soil, groundw~ter, lakes and rivers of the

area; it is recommended that a complete geochemical survey be made of

the water management area designated as the following 75.82 sq. mi.

(48,525 acres):

T.61NR.11W - Sec. 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 & 34

R.12W - Sec. 24, 25, 35, & 36

T.60NR.11W - Sec. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,

21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 & 34

R.12W - Sec. 1,2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23,

24, 33, 34, 35 & 36

Rivers and Creeks included in the above area are:

The Dunka River and tributaries - 14 lineal miles

The Stony River and tributaries - 18 lineal miles
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Niva Creek
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6 lineal miles

4 miles

Denley Creek 3 lineal miles

Kelley Creek 2 lineal milew

Also. 6.5 miles of the shoreline of Birch Lake

Complete monitoring of the above should be completed with all

before work is begun. Then permanent monitoring stations should be

established at strategic locations for control points. All rivers and

creeks lIsted drain into the Birch Lake Watershed and hence into the B.W.e.A.

Therefore, it is essential that good controls are provided, based on the

data acquired before the beginning of any operation and continued monitoring

during operations. This area for water management includes the mine site,

mill site, waste rock and tailings disposal areas. The last ~o sites

being located in areas of low relief and reasonably close to the Laurentian

Divide to make it feasible to dispose of effluents (after purification)

into the watershed of the St. Louis River.

Production from this mine should approximate the 11.3 million metric tons per

year (41,450 D.S.T/day) as suggested by Lawver, Wiegel and Shultz in their

paper. The method of mining would be open pit, based on the information from

a drill hole located in NW-NW of Sec. 36 T.61NR. 12W which indicates 140 feet

of 0.197% Cu and 0.076% Ni ore, equivalent to OT422% combined Cu-Ni value

between the depths of 970 feet and 1110 feet below the collar of the hole

(£1. ! 1470 ft.). Also, 40 feet of 0.543% Cu and 0.235% Ni (1.241% combined

Cu-Ni value) between the depths o~ 610 and 650 feet below the collar. The pit

limits would be approximately 1.5 miles long in a SW-NE direction and 0.5

miles in SE-NW direction, and would cover 0.74 sq. mi. A

proper control barrier would have to be maintained between the NE side of the

and Bob Bay of Birch Lake to in either direction.
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When this ioned .

Copper-Nickel ores indicated another drill hole in SW-SW Sec. 36-61-12

could use the surface described above. This

operation would mine 50 feet of O. eu; 0.014% Co and 0.148% Nt at 2080

feet to 2130 feet below the collar (RI. 1450). and 47 feet of 0.324% CUt

Trace Co~ and 0.089% Ni between 2133 and 2180 feet below the collar.

Combined _quivalent analyses are 0.647 and 0.587% Cu respectively. This
Q

area could be mined by room and pillar thad or (if the dip ~8 over 40 -

Rill or shrinkage stoping). Additional waste rock and tailings disposal

areas would be needed for this operation.

v. Proposal No. 4 - Underground Mine (Fig.SA)

a.) Shaft site location - NW-NW Sec. 34 T.60NR. 12W

1. Primary Crusher, underground

b.) Mill site

1. Secondary 6rushers - NE-NE Sec. 34-60-12

2. Mill site N~-NW Sec. 36-60-12

c.) Shaft depth - 3625 feet (including skip pocket)

d.) Accessability:

1. Roads - Forest Servic@ Road 112 SE from Babbitt to Forest Service

Road 424-1 mile east to F.S. Road 114-3.5 miles SE to mill site. A

mine road would be built 3 miles westl:to the shaft site.

2. Railroads - The Erie Mining Company railroad is located 3.5 miles

west and the Reserve Mining Company railroad is located 2 miles

south of the Erie facilitj, or 5.5 miles from the mill site. A

railroad spur would have to be built to service the plant.

3. Build a 1 mile conveyor from the pocket to the secondary crusher.

and second conveyor 2 miles to the fine ore bins at the mill.

conveyors would the road from the ft ite to the 1.
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e ) Electric Power Source:

The Reserve }lining Co. power transmission line is located 2 miles NW of

the shaft f-Site (4.5 miles from the mill site). The Erie Mining Co. power

transmission line is located 4 miles SW of the second~ry crushing plant

.site. Feasibility studies should be made with both of the mining

companies and ~ & L.to determine what steps would be necessary to

provide adequate electric power for this operation and which line would

be best to furnish this power.

f.) Water Source:

Potable water supplies can probably be furnished by wells located on

the property. These wells should furnish adequate water for the personnel

employed.

rlill water source could be located on the Stony River. A pump station

could be located 4.5 miles NE of the mill in the NW-:iE of Sec. 17 T.60NR.11W

and a pipeline from the pump station to the mill. Permits from the

various State agencies would be necessary for the use of this water.

All water must be in a completely closed circuit.

g.) Waste Disposal Area (Surface Stripping» Lean Ore & Waste Rock):

A designated area of 3.,11 sq. mi. (1990 acres) has been located in an

area of low relief and swamp land covering all of Section 14 and parts

of Sections 11, 12, 13, 15, 22, 23 and 24 of T.59NR.12W. This area will

store some 290 million tons of surface material, lean ore, waste rock at

a height of 50 feet, maximum, over the period of the mine life (20 years).

The average haulage distance would be about 4 miles and drainage would be

to a tributary of the North River» south of the Laurentian Divide after

purification at the treatment plant located in Section 31 T.60NR.I1W.

h.) Tailings Disposal Area:

The center of this designated area is approximately 4 miles SE of the
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rnillsite and was selected for its low relief and its proximity to the

Laurentian Divide. It is 3.44 sq. mi. in area (2200 acres) and will

provide room for approximately 325 million tons o~ tailings at a depth

of 50 feet for the 20 year life of the mine. The area is located in

parts of Sections 7, 18 and 19 of T.59NR.I1W and parts of Sec. 12, 13

and 24 of T.59NR.12W. It will be surrounded by a perimeter canal to

collect seepage outside the tailings dikes and the water system will be

a completely closed circuit. Drainage from this canal will b~ pumped

to a settling pond (about 6 acres) between the tailings area and the

mill for recycling as make-up water. An alternate disposal of this

effluent could be through the purification plant for disposal into the

west branch of the North River, south of the Laurentian Divide.

i.) Water ~funagement Area:

For a mine and mill operation to be established in the above area, a

water management area of approximately 55.76 sq. mi. (35,686 acres) has

been set up to include the mine, mill and all disposal areas as well as

the lakes and rivers in the surrounding area. It is located as follows:

T. 59NR. 11W - Sec. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17

18, 19" 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 & 33

T. 59NR. l2W - Sec. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22

23, 24 5 25, 26 7 27, 28, 33, 34, 35, & 36
T. 60NR. 12W - Sec. 2 , 26, 2 & 28

Also included in the water management area are the following:

Dunka River and tributaries

North River and tributaries

Lobo Lake shoreline

Bonga Lake shoreline

North End Big Lake shoreline

Lake Culkin shoreline

Continental Lake shoreline

Fools Lake (west half) shoreline

- 8 miles

- 2 miles

- 2~ miles

- 2 miles

- 1. 5 miles

- 1. 5 miles

- 1 mile

- 4 mile
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rihutaries Lobo Lake and Lake all drain into

Birch Lake (the two via Sand Lake and Sand River, Stony Lake and

Stony River). All other lakes and the North ~iver and tributary drain

into the St. Louis Rive.r watershed. All effluents from both mine and

mill and sewage disposal plant which are not recycled will pass through

the water purification plant before being discharged into the west branch

of the North River. Hater discharged from the plant must meet peA

standards before discharge.

j .) ;'Iethod of Mining:

Drill hole analyses show four zones of mineable grade of Copper-Nickel

ore as follows:

(company report)

Depth

1793 to 2080 ft.

2580 to 2602 ft.

2782 to 2894 ft.

3093 to 3521 ft.

Thickness

287 ft.

22 ft.

112 ft.

428 ft.

0.25

0.305

0.239

%Ni

0.10

0.10

0.072

%Combined

0.547

0.602

0.542

0.453

The dip of the ore body, according to the sketchy information available,

seems to be approximately 17° to the SE from the Contact. It is

suggested that the top .zone and the bottom zones be mined by the sub-level

caving method and that the middle two zones be mined by inolined room and

pillar methods. The distance between the ore zones are great enough to

support the workings of two or three of the ore zones simultaneously and

for the high volume production necessary to support this mine, these

would be the most economic methods to do it safely.

One fact must be remembered, all assumptions for the design and operation

of this mine are based on the information available at this time

(August 2, 1976) and the analysis of drill hole.

Production of this mine is based on the tonnage suggested 1, 2 I) 3 ..
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1•. The mine and mill water supply is to be a closed system with
water provided by precipitation in excess of evaporation, and
input of 80me or water.

Selection and preparation of the tailings area will require care and
study to assure a minimum of water seepage from the impoundment area.
Perimeter canals to accept seepage waters from the tailings would be
channeled to adequate settling basins from which the effluents could
be combined with the regular water recycling system from the tailings
pond.

The tailings area will require partial revegetation throughout the
life of the mine, although the major part of the tailings should be
water covered to prevent wind erosion. Complete revegetation wiil be
done when the mine has been exhausted.

Lean ore and stripping dumps will also require revegetation at the
completion of operations.

2. The mine will need water for the drilling equipment, automotive
equipment, sewage disposal system, dust control, and a potable drinking
supply for personnel.

3. The mill will need water for use by the grinding, classifying, thickeners,
flotation machines, screens, and other milling equipment as well as for
dust control, sewage treatment and a potable drinking supply for
personnel. Water will also be needed for major dust control of the
tailings basin.

4. The collection of the water will be by pumps from the original
make-up source (lake, river and/or well) to tank located
in close prox~ity to the mill and high enough to provide a gravity
feed to milling operations: A , but similar, water system will
be required for the potable water supply with a smaller storage tank.
The main-nonpotable supply tank should be large enough in capacity that
it could also be used for a source of water in case of fire. At the
end of each use of water in the mill, water will be drained into sumps
and pumped to settling basins where the contained material will settle
and the collected water can be recycled. Water used in mining equipment,
for the most part, will be lost. It is possible also that the mine
could generate some water from the rock through fractures and fissures.
Inco's shaft and stope (1) operation produced less than 300 g.p.m. at
a depth of 1100 feet. This water would probably be used in the mine
for dust control and/or pumped to the surface for use in the mill.
The discharge from the milling operations would be directed to tailing
thickeners and settling basins for clarification, and any excess to a
treatment plant for further ion before discharged into
the watershed of the If metals in
the effluents, further be for their removal.

(1) Inco Maturi Shaft Sec. 5 T.6 llW
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minimized as much as possible. According to the of

t 1974, total of

would be required. Therefore, with a rated capacity of 11.3 million

metric tons per year, the water will be 17,066 gallons

per minute. Assuming 85% recycle and 15% make-up, the

consumed will then be 2560 gallon. per minute.

water

6. 3.5 million gallon water storage tank would furnish the make-up water.

This water would come from the primary source (lake, river and/or

wells). This storage tank would also supply water for emergency~fire

protection.

7. Both the rock and stripping dump areas and the tailings disposal area

would have perimeter canals surrounding them with drainage to a sump

at the low end of the areas where the seepage water would be collected
-

for recycling, and/or purification before discharge into the watershed.

8. Depending on the amount, and quality, of water generated from the

mine, this water, with a little treatment, could possibly be used as

a source of potable water supply. Otherwise, the source of the potable

water would come from either Birch Lake, Colby Lake, Big Lake, the

River or the St. Louis River. Very little treatment would

be required for water from any of these sources. A separate storage

tank would be required for this water.

*short ton of 2000 lb.
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9. All effluents from the nine dnd plant \-wuld be treated in a ncuLra] i7.:atiorl

process before being discharged into tJle watershed of the area. Particular

care should be exercised in the areas north of xhe Laurentian Divide since

this watershed passes ~to the BWCA. This is especially ,true of heavy

metals or deleterious chemicals are detected in the effluents.

Waste Disposal (14.7 ~MT/Y)*

1. \vaste rock, lean ore and surface stripping would be ser,regated and stacked

to a height of 50 feet on a ± 2000 acre tract selected in the most acceptable

(environmentally) location as close to the mine as 'possible for economic consi

derations and controlled disposal of thiel-material. A perimeter canal would lur

round the area with ditches at strategic points from the stacks draining into the

perimiter canal. A geochemical survey should be made of the area before any

dumping takes place to provide a base of data to determine the possible

contamination of the ~round by dumpinr, this material on this 2000 acre tract.

This is particularly necessary at the bottom of the perimeter canal after it

has been dug. The overburden would be deposited in the same area as the

waste rock and lean ore, but in separate stacks. As mining proceeds, it is

possible that some of the 'vaste rock could be used as backfill for some of

the mined out areas. That of course, would depend on the mining method used.

It would not be possible if block cavins were used.

Tailings (11.0 }lliT/Y)*

1. The tailings disposal area of ± 2000 acres (50 feet deep) would be selected

in the most environmentally acceptable area as close to the mill as possible.

This area too would have a perimiter canal to receive seepage that 'vould be

generated from the tailings draining into a sump or pond at the low end of

the area. This water "70uld be pumped back along "lith the recycle water from

*~allion Netric Tons per Year
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mill for reuse The area would be covered

with water to the extent and would be in

dry areas continually to pr~vent wind and water erosion. Continuous moni

toring of the seepage water would be made t and if any is ~llowed to join

the. watershed of the area t neutralization and purification would be done

before this would take place. The geochemical survey of the bottom of the

canal after it has been dug would establish the base information to control

ground contamination.

Effluents

1. Effluents from the mine would only be an excess of water produced by the

mine through faults, fractures or fissures in the rock. This would be used

for dust control in the mine with the excess being pumped to the surface

to supplement the make-up water for the mill. If the mine water is s.fficiently

pure, it could add to the potable water supply instead of going to the mill.

Drill water excess will enter the mine water excess to be pumped to the surface.

2. Effluents from the mill would be water, probably contaminated by both reagents

and dust. The mill floor should be made of finished concrete sloped in

such a manner as to drain all water into sumps conveniently located so ~hat

the water may be treated and recycled to the plant. It is customary to

hose down most mills each shift hence drainage of the floor is an important

factor. A level iron grill flooring is usually laid above the floor 4" to

6" for personnel to slipping on the concrete floor. All

water used in the mill will be in closed circuit 80 that the only water

leaving the mill would be that discharged to the tailings area and that

in the filtered concentrate.

Pollution Control

1. Air4~ In the mine, all drilling will be done

would be t

, hence the only pollution

ions, and from
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will be used

, forced air

with combustion

and

and

to control the dust from

ventilation and dust collectors for blasting operations, and exhaust

mobile equipment with' combustion

forced air ventilation would be used to provide dillution of any gases as

well as fresh air for the personnel working underground.

In the mill, dust collectors would be installed in the crushing area where

the major portion of the dust would be in the gyratory_crushers.

the secondary and tertiary crushers, and the fi.e,ore bins. From the fine

ore bins, water will be used through the circuit with the addition of

reagents in the flot circuit to the concentrate dewatering and drying.

Adequate ventilation of the mill building will provide fresh air for the

personnel. Offices and electronic equipment rooms will be air conditioned

and temperature and humidity controlled.

Tailings Area: A maximum amount of the tailings area will be covered with

water at sufficient depth to prevent wind erosion, hence no air contamination

would result. That area not possible to maintain inundated will be continuously

revegetated to prevent wind and/or water erosion. Chemical treatment of the

tailings surfaces may be used where difficulty is encountered in promoting

vegetation growth.

Roads: A sprinkler truck will be used to keep dust on the plant roads under

control. These roads would include those which would not normally be black-

topped such as those surrounding the rock

providing access to these areas. Roads in the

2. Water - Waters that are not to be recycled,

into the or into the

and tailings areas and those

area would be blacktopped.

those that will be

t will be put through

neutralization proces to much of the

1s possible. This will be done after it through a
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proper settlinp, basin (approxim.ate ~ acres in size) .strate~tcal1y located

as to reception from the plant ~ purification plant .and discharge to the

watershed-and/or ground water table. lfunitoring of the inflow and outflow

of the purification plant will be continuous. Hater used for the sewage

system must be also treated to the extent possible to prevent contamination

of the watershed. At least a secondary sewage disposal plant would be

necessary since approximately 860 people will be employed at each mine and

mill, and both will be operating on a year around basis. (300 d~Js)

3. Ground Pollution - This type of pollution is difficult to describe in concrete

terms. Contamination of the ground by effluents such as could occur in the

canals surrounding the rock, stripping and tailin8s areas, can be monitored

to give a fairly accurate indication of how much contamination'is occurring

by geochemical surveys. Esthetic pollution, which is more difficult to

define, will occur in practically every phase of the operation from the original

prospecting tllrough to the exhaustion of the mine. ~fforts must be made to

have all construction coordinated so as to blend into the adjacent area to

make it as esthetically pleasing and least offensive as possible. There 'tvill

be destruction of trees,bypassing of creeks, diversion of water channels,

filling in of swamps, etc.o all of ,,,hich will he necessary for the operation

of a mine and mill to succeed. Contributors to this esthetic pollution

would be the buildin8 of access roads; clearing of mine site and mill site;

preparation of the rock and tailings disposal sites; construction of

the mine shaft facilities and/or open pit and facilities; construction

of the mill; power line and suhstation; water lines and storage tanks; seT,.;rage

system and disposal plant; and water purification facility. All this work

should be done in a manner which is in harmony Hith the area in 1;.Jhich it

is located so that it blends well uith its hacl:r,round. At the end of the
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operation, the area, hefore abandonment, should he completely rehabi.litated

in such a ,.;ray that '(\Then na ture takes over, the scars will be healed and

the area will again he a part of the former ecological landscape.



Remarks:

Because of the lack of concrete information in many areas of the !"hnesite Area"

such as the di~ of the beds t drill hole analyses, depth of the overburden, flow

of the rivers and creeks t etc. t many assumptions were necessar¥ in this report.

The proposed mines are hypothetical since they are not based on known are

reserves. These assumptions and locations were chosen to indicate the m~jor

conditions that will have to be encountered and solved if a viable are reserve

is found in the Minesite Area.

In calculating the combined Copper-Nickel analysis t nickel assays were converted

to copper values on the basis of the 74 cents per pound price of copper and the

$2.20 price per pound of nickel hence, nickel assays were multiplied by 2.97 to

convert to the copper equivalent. This figure was then added to the copper

analysis to give the combined Cu-Ni value.

To develop a viable underground mine, an average Cu-Ni value 'vould need to be

at least 0.75% combined. ~vith the exception of two analyses (A 10 ft. layer in

Sec. 16-57-14 and a 40 ft. zone in Sec. 36-61-12), we have no drill hole analyses

that will average this mineable grade.

Between Section 10 T.60NR.12H and Section 17 T.59NR.13W and also between

Section 9 T.58NR.14W and Section 16 T.57NR.14W, we presently have very little

geological or exploration data to work from.

From the information at hand at this time, the area of greatest potential for

development would seem to be located along the contact from Section 4 T.58NR.14W

to Section 24 T.62NR.IIW and from the contact east between 1.5 and 2 miles for

underground development and from the contact to approximately 0.5 miles east for

an open pit development.
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For underground mining, three methods of mining can be considered for large

volume mining, .depending on the thickness of the ore zone, the dip of the zones,

and the distance between ore zones (barren zones).

1. Room and pillar for zones up to 100 ft. thick and the dip of the zone

under 20&.

2. Sub-level caving for zones up to 500 ft. thick and the dip of the zone

under 20°.

3. Block caving for thick zones and where the dip is greater than 20°.

For multi-level mining where more than one method of mining is employed, the

barren zone between ore zones should be greater than 150 feet to assure proper

safe support for the upper level workings.

Depending on the presence of heavy metals and chemicals in the run-off waters

from the surface stripping dumps, lean ore and waste rock piles, it may be

necessary to lay an impervious mat over the entire waste rock area. For this

purpose, the possibility of setting up a ready-mix concrete plant in the area

should be investigated. There are several sand and gravel pits in the area,

particularly in the NE segment, north of the Stony River.

If two or more mines are operated at the same time and in the same general area,

the possibility of combined sewage treatment plants, water purification plants

and water management areas should be studied as suggested in proposed mine sites

III and IV of this study. (Figure B-4)

All efforts should be made to dispose of effluents which are not recycled after

purification into the St. Louis River Watershed on the south side of the

Laurentian Divide rather than through the Birch Lake Watershed and into the

B.W.e.A.
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Copper-Nicke.l in NE ,~finnesota

In the Contact between the Duluth Complex and Giants Range Granite.

Dip - 20° to 40~ to the Southeast

Favorable Zone: 30 to 35 miles long and up to 1 mile below the surface - Zone

width approximately 2 miles.

Major Ore Minerals: Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), Cubanite (CuFe2S3) Pentlandite

(Fe,Ni)9SB

Minor Minerals: Pyrrhotite (Fel_xS), Bornite (CuSFeS4), Sphalerite (ZnS)"

In lenses parallel to the base of the gabbro.

Economic Analysis

2 identical mines operate at 11.3 million metric tons/yr. for 20 years.

Xining

Rotary Drilling; ANFO-Slurry Blasting; Electric Shovels (16 cu. yd.);

150 Ton Diesel-Electric Trucks

~illing-Crushing Circuit{

Primary Gyratory Crusher; Screens (2"); Secondary Crushers; Screens (~");

Tertiary Crushers;

Concentrating Circuit:
80%

6-4500 HP Ball Mills; in.closed circuit with Hydrocyclones;(-150M); 114-500 cu~ft.

Rougher Flotation ~tachines (Sodium Isopropyl Xanthate Collector; Polypropylene

glycol, Hethyl Ether Frother), Thickener, Regrind Circuit-5-700 HP

Ball ~lills in closed Circuit w/hydrocyclones to 80% (-325M); overflow

to Cleaner Flotation (7-300 cu. ft. cells).

Tailings recirculated to rougher flot & middlings to reclean.

Recleaned tailings to rougher and recleaner conc. and combined with cleaner

conc., thickened, filtered and dried in a fluid bed dryer for shipment to

smelter.



Tailings Site 2000 acres (31/ 8 Srt. mi.) at -50 ft .. depth. - Prepara tion costs

$7 million. Revegetation .costs $200 OOO/yr rlus $2 million

at termination.

Lean Ore .& Rock Disposal Area == 2000 acres at 50 ft. height - Revegetat ion

cost $1 million at termination.

Smelting:

1. Fluid-bed roasters in tandem w/submerged arc resistance type electric

smelting furnaces.

2. Outokumpu type flash smelting furnaces

3. Inca-type Oxygen flash smelting furnaces

depending on 1. Nature of the feed

2. Price of electric power and fossil fuels

3. Nature of local markets

Smelter Product Flows

CONC. "A"

0.34 MT/Y
14% Cu

3% Ni

ACID

0.37 "'IT/Y

SHELTER

WHITE
J·lliTAL
~TTE

O. 15 l-rr/y

CONC. "B"

0.34 }ff/Y
14~~ Cu

3% Ni

SLAG

0.66 MT/Y

62.4% Cu
12.9% Ni
21. 0% S
3.5h Fe
0.25% Co

4.90 oz./T Ar,
0.15 oz./T Au
0.18 oz./T Pt
0.44 oz./T Pd

0.002 oz./T Rh
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Mine and Mill

Flow Sheets

WASTE L" MINE~

-
14.1 loIT/y* 11.3 Kf./y*

0.45% Cu
0.15% Ni

,~

MILL

TAILS AI ,
CONCa..... ,.

11.0 Kr/Y*

.. Million Metric Tons Per Year

0.34 Kf./y*
14% Cu

3% Ni
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To'mine 11.3 million metric tons per year (Open Pit)

Mining - 3 - R~tary Drills

ANFO-Slurry Blasting

6-Electric Shovels-IS cu. yd. buckets

23-150 ton Diesel-Electric Trucks

Milling - I-Primary Gyratory Crusher

Screens-2 11 and -~"

2-Secondary Crushers

5-Tertiary Crushers

6-4500 HP Ball }tliis w/Hydrocyclones

5-700 HP Regrind Ball Mills w/Hydrocyclones

2-Thickeners

114-500 cu. ft. Rougher Flotation Cells

7-300 cu. ft. Cleaner Flotation Cells

-Filters

-Fluid Bed Dryer

Personnel - 860 for each mine and mill

450 mining

270 mill

140 technical

Mining & Milling Capital Costs
(Millions of Dollars)

Predevelopment Expenses

~tlning

Hilling

Tailings Site Preparation

Total-l mine + 1 mill
-2 mines + 2 mills

4.7

33.6

86.7

7.0

132.0
264.0



Mining Operating Costs per Year
(Millions of Dollars)

Labor and Supervision

Energy-Explosives

Fuels

Electrical

Operating and Maintenance Supplies

Surface Stripping & Drilling (Contract)

Total - 1 mine
- 2 mines

8.83

2.12

0.71

0.51

2.65

1.49

16.31
32.62

Milling Operatin~ Costs per Year
(Millions of Dollars)

Labor and Supervision

Energy-Electrical

}letal Wear

Flotation Reagents

Operating & Maintenance Supplies

Tailings Area Revegetation (Contract)

Total - 1 mill
- 2 mills

5.46

3.59

8.85

1.21

1.62

0.20

20.93
41.86

Rail Transportation Costs

Concentrates-Ely to Duluth

Concentrates-Ely to Sudbury Area

Slag -Duluth to Ely

$4.50/M.T.

$2.00/M.T.

$18.75/Y1..T.
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Smelter Capital Costs
(Millions of Dollars)

Predevelopment Expenses

Smelter

Acid Plant

Hiscellaneous

Total

10

90

30

29

150

Smelter Operating Costs per Year
(Millions of Dollars)

390 Workers

Labor & Supervision

Energy-Electrical

Operating Supplies

!1aintenance Supplies

Total

6.48

5.21

2.02

1.10

14.81

General Office Operating Costs
(Millions of Dollars per Year)

20 workers

Labor & Supervision 0.51

Supplies f).05

Total 0.56

Uni t Cost for Hining = $0.63/\1. T. Ore & 'vas te

$1.44/M.T. Ore.only

$48.26/M.T. Final Cone.
Milling 13 $1.85/:1. T. Crude Ore

$62. Final Conc.
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Combined Unit Cost for mining and milling is $llO/M.T. of Final Conca

Total Unit Cost for mining, milling, and smelting is $600/M.T. 'ihite ~~tal Matte

Unit Cost of smelting = $22/M.T. Conca or $99/M.T. \{hite Metal ~mtte

Note: Energy cost for production of Matte == 30% in mining
30% in milling
40% in smelting

The smallest economic smelter (Duluth area) == 150,000 }1etric Tons metal/yr.
Hill capacity == 340+000 Hetric Tons Conc./yr.

a 930 Metric Tons Conc./day

Concentrates to smelter == 680,000 Metric tons/yr. == 411 ~1etric tons metal/day
== 150,000 M.T. metal/yr.
@62.4% Cu & 12.9% Ni

Smelter Flow Sheet

G CLEANING
FURNACE

n ROASTER

HATTE TO
RECYCLE TO

ROASTER

r
••,

-----------~I
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TABLE 8

SI~~LIFIED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS - MINES AND MILLS
(Millions of

Capital Investment
Two Hines
Two Mills

Working Capital

$76.6
187.4

$264.0
14.8

278 .. 8

Product Sales (Fer Year)
l-ietal Values

Copper
Nickel

$109 .. 7
52.6, $162.3

Expenses (Per Year)
Operating Costs

Mining
Hilling

Transportation
Cone. to Sudbury

Royalty
State Copper-Nickel and

Royalty Tax
Depreciation*

32.6
41 .. 9 74 .. 5

14 .. 3
5.4

0 .. 6
17 .. 9 112.7

49.6

13.5
36 .. 1
17.9

$54 .. 0

49 .. 6
24.8
24 .. 8

12% 3.0
@ 48% 10.5

State @
Federal

Net Income After Taxes
Depreciation
Cash Flow**

Net Income Before Taxes (Per Year)
Depletion Allowance
Taxable Income
Income Taxes:

* Includes $93.6 million in mining equipment replacements in addition
to initial capital investment of $264 million. depreciated over 20
year mine life.

**A detailed year by year cash flow evaluation for the two year con
struction period and 20 year operating life of these facilities
indicates a 16.2% discounted cash flow rate of return on this
investment.
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TABLE 9

SIMPLIFIED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS - ~UNES, HILLS AND SMELTER
(Millions of Dollars)

Capital Investment
Two Mines
Two Hills
One Smelter

Working Capital

Product Sales (Per Year)
Hetal Values

Copper
Nickel
Cobalt
Precious Metals

By-Product Acid

Expenses (Pe.r Year)
Operating Costs

General Office
Mining
Hilling
Smelting

Transportation
Cone. to Duluth
Matte to Sudbury
Slag to Ely
Acid to Chicago

Royalty
State Copper-Nickel &

Royalty Tax
Depreciation*

Net Income Before Taxes
Depletion Allowance
Taxable Income
Income Tax: State @ 12%

Federal @48%
Net Income After Taxes
Depreciation
Cash Flow**

$123.8
68.3
2.0

16.9

0.5
36.6
41.9
14.8

3.4
3.1
1.5
6.0

7.3
25.6

$211.0
12.8

89.8

14.0
5.4

0.6
25.4

$88.6
28.0

$60.6

$ 76.6
187.4
150.0

$414.0
16.3

$430.3

$223.8

135.2

88.6

32.9
55.7
25.4

$81.1

* Includes $93.6 million in mining equipment replacements in addition
to initial capital investment of $414 million, depreciated over 20
year mine life.

**A detailed year by year cash (low evaluation for the two year con
struction period and twenty year life of these facilities indicates a
16.8% discounted cash flow rate of return on this investment.
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Metal Prices

Price Latest
I I Used

Copper $0.65/ $0.74 /lb 7/2/76j Gold $175 $112.50 /Troy8z. 7/30/760.75

Nickel $2.00 $2 .. 20 lIb 6/30/7 Platinum $175 $ 175 1 " u 7/27/76

Cobalt $3.00 $4 .. 45 lIb 6/30/7 Palladium $100 $45-50 I II It 5/20/76

Silver $5.00 $4 .. 53 ITroy OZ". 7/30/7 Rhodium $171 $300-310 / " " 10/10/75

Copper Value in Concentrates ($'1~) • 0.95 [Refined Cu Value ($/lb)-0.20]

Nickel Value in Concentrates ($/lb) • 0.90 [Refined Ni Value ($/lbl-O·..70]

Depreciation:

Mine & Mill -10 years

Smelter -14 years

Depreciation of capital costs to be 95%-5% remaining in value.

Depletion Allowance:

1. Cost Depletion: -A portion of the mineral acquisition costs, prorated on

the basis of annual production vs. proven reserves.

2. Percentage Depletion: -22% for Nickel; 15% for Copper-of gross income from

the property during the tax , but cannot exceed 50%

of the taxable income

Royalty: $1.00 per acre per year through 1976

$5.00 per acre per year 1977 to production/or through 1986

4.8% of finished "Copper & Nickel Metal Value - 3 through 1986

5.3% of finished Copper & Nickel Metal Value - J 1996

5.8% of finished Copper & Nickel Metal - J 2006

State Taxes:

Tax: Rate $0. ton to with

for o. Cu-Ni

of 1.0%.



Tax: of total mineral

Occupation Tax: -1% of value of

12

is to the State.

produced certain deductions.

or refined metal in Minnesota.)

State Corporate Income Tax: 12% on income allowing deductions of:

Operating Costs; Interest; Royalties;

Depreciation;

Occupation Tax.

depletion of the

Federal Income Tax:

48% of adjusted income after deductions; Operating Costse Transportation,

Depreciation. Interest, Royalty, depletion and State Taxes.
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G8162

DRILL HOLE DATA

D.H. No.

PD 11-2 - SE-SW Sec. 16 T.57NR.14W. E1 Col. + 1550 depth-1702' @45°

Contact @± 1200 ft.

Depth 900'-910' - EI. 650-640 ::: 0.25 Cu; 0.040 Ni; 0.002 Ag; 0.005 Mo;<O.002 Co

= 0.144 Combined*

PD 11-3 - NE-NE Sec. 16 T.57NR.14W E1. Col. ± 1540 depth 510' @45~

Contact @not known

Depth 110'-150' - E1. 1430-1390 = 0.213 Cu; 0.089 Ni ::: 0.475 Combined

PD 11-~ - SE-NE Sec. 16 T57NR.14W E1. Col. : 1527 depth 623' @45°

Depth 105-623 - 518 ft. Trace Ca1copyrite, disseminated E1. 1422-904

PD 11-5 - SE-SW Sec. 16 T.57NR.14W E1 Col. = ± 1550 depth 593' @45°

Depth 100'-110'; E1. 1450-1440 - 0.27 Cu; 0.08 Ni = 0.507 Combined

PD 11-6 - NE-SE Sec. 16 T.57!~.14W E1. Col. =~ 1530 depth 1323' @45°

Depth 100-110; E1. 1430-1420 - 0.27 Cu; 0.08 Hi = 0.507 Combined

220-230; E1~ 1310-1300 = 0.82 Cu; 0.37 Ni - 1.919 Combined

80-130; E1. 1450-1400 - 0.139 Cu; 0.060 Ni = 0.318 Combined

Contact ~ 1323

BA-2 - NW-NW Sec. 34 T.~ONR.12W E1. Col. =± 1560 depth 3574

Depth 1793-2080-E1. (233)-(520)**· 0.25 Cu; 0.10 Ni g 0.547 Combined

2580-2602-E1. (1020)-(1642) = 0.305 Cu; 0.10 Ni = 0.602 Combined

2782-2894-E1. (1222)-(1334) = 0.542 (Company Report Combined Cu-Ni)

3093-3521-E1. (1533)-(1961) 0.239 Cu; 0.072 Ni = 0.453

Contact =-:!: 3521

SE-SW Sec. 10 T. 60:'iR.12W E1. Col. 1550' depth 353

Depth 183-195 = E1 = 1367-1355 = 0.20 Cu; 0.G8 Ni = 0.438 Combined

- SE-NE Sec. 10 T.60NR.12W E1. Col. : 1550 depth 250

Depth 225-250::: E1. = 1325-1300 :: 0.139 Cu; 0.045 Hi :: 0.274 Combined



59029 -'NE-NE Sec. 36 T. 60NR. 13\-1 El. Col. + 1600 depth 6301

Depth 47-185 == ~abbro-No Analysis-El. 1558-1415

A4-14 - SW-NE Sec. 20 T.59NR.13W EI. Col. ± 1550 depth 3463'

Depth 1710~1800-El. ,(160)-(250) = 0.238 Cu; 0.071 Ni == 0.452 Combined

2316-2317- If (766)-(767) == 0.26 Cu; 0.10 Ni == 0.557 "
2431-2444- It (881)-(894) == 0.283 Cu; 0.091 Ni == 0.553 "

2725-2755- " (1175)-(1205) == 0.51 Cu; 0.20 Ni = 1.104 "
'-2885-2915- " (1335)-(1365) = 0.35 Cu; 0.16 Ni == 0.825 "

2325-3397- " (1775)-(1847) = 0.283 Cu; 0.078 Ni == 0.515 "

2725-2915- " (1175)-(1365) 0.135 Cu; 0.057 Ni = 0.304 "

Contact ± 3405 El. (1885) I.F. = 3452 El. (1902)

A4-11- NE-NW Sec. 16 T.59NR.13W El. Col. ~ 1500 depth 2179'

Depth 251-335-El. 1249-1165-0.264 Cu; 0.064 Hi = 0.454 Comhined

"

"

"

"

1335-1405-El. 165-95-0.426 Cu; 0.134 Ni - 0.825

1515-1525-El. (15)-(25)-0.37 eu; 0.09 Ni = 0.637

1335-1525-El. 165-(25)-0.176 CUi 0.054 Nt - 0.337

1804-1825-El. (305)-(325)-0.32 Cu; 0.07 Ni • 0.528

Contact ± 2180 - El. (680)

B-3 - NW-NW Sec. 36 T.59NR.14W El. Col. ~ 1550 depth==2477'

Depth 1010-1087-El. 540-463 - 0.326 Cu; 0.117 Ni == 0.673 Combined

Contact ~ 1087 El. 463

A4-12 - SE-NE Sec. 25 T.59NR.14W El. Co. ~ 1500 depth-2655

Depth 1026-1079 - El. 474-424 - 0.298 Cu; 0.096 Ni - 0.583 Combined

Contact 1414 El. ~ 86 I.F. 2629 ± (1129)

No.9 - NE-NE Sec. 36 T.61NR.12W El. Co. ± 1440 depth 2696'

Depth 2670-2694 - El. ± (1230)-(1254)-0.271 Cu; 0.016 Co; 0.098 Ni == 0.563

Contact ± 2696 + El. ± (1256)



No. 10 - SW-SW Sec 36 T.61NR.12W Ei. Col. ! 1450 de~th 2?25'

Depth 1990-2000 - El. (540)-(550) - 0.32 Cu; 0.01 Co; 0.10 Ni • 0.617 Combined

2080-2130 - El. (630)-(680) - 0.208 Cu; 0.014 Co; 0.148 Ni = 0.647 Combined

2133-2180 - El. (683)-(730) - 0.324 Cu; Tr. Co; 0.089 Ni = 0.587 Combined

1990-2180 - El. (540)-(730) - 0.152 Cu; Tr. Co; 0.066 Ni - 0.348 Combined

Contact 2160 El. (710)

No. 11 - ~~-NW Sec. 36 T.61NR.12W El. Col. : 1470 depth 11751

Depth 610-650 - El. 860-820 - 0.543 Cu; 0.235 Ni = 1.241 C~gined

800-810 - EI. 670-660 - 0.22 Cu; 0.08 Ni = 0.458 Combined

970-980 - EI. 500-490 - 0.22 Cu; 0.09 Ni = 0.487 Combined

1000-1110 - EI. 470-360 - 0.231 Cu; 0.089 Ni = 0.495 Combined

970-1110 - El. 500-360 - 0.197 Cu; 0.076 Nt = 0.422 Combined

Contact 1110 EI. ± 360

* Cu-Ni Equivalent = Assay for Copper + 2.97 times assay for Nickel at $2.20/lb.

the price for Nickel is 2.97 times the price for Copper (74¢/lb).

**Numbers in parenthesis are belo~ sea level elevations.
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SECONDJLRY

Ore-dressing is but one of the many vertical in the process of isolating metal

from

ore. Further treatment, hO'J@l,@r, is required to eliminate the of the

gangue and to break down the mineral into its component elements for the freeing of

the Just as different minerals require special methods to effect their con-

cantration, so the extraction of various metal8 requires a diversity of treatment.

The extractive processes can be classified under three general headings':

1. Pyrometallurgy, in which the reaction ia carried out by the ap
plication of heat supplied by the burning of fuel.

2. .Hydrometallurgy, in which a solvent is employed to leach out the
metal from the ore.

3. Electrometallurgy, in which electrical energy is utilized either
for its heating value to effect the decomposition of the
or for electrolytic dissociation of the metal in either aqueous
solution or a salt bath.

Fire treatment usually plays an important role in a least one of the various

chemical changes through which a material has to pass in becoming suitable for

Both the quantity of heat well as the of an important

role in metal recovery. Following is a of the roasting,

smelting, and converting as used in the treatment of copper-nickel sulfide ores.

Roasting is defined aa a metallurgical operation wherein a ia to an

elevated to create a certain desired chemical

change. Stated differently, roasting, an ore is under .uch conditions

and to such a that of fusion it. constituents) that

the of the

from the in which it in the be
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to some

of the oxidizing, reducing, sulfating, or chloridizing type. Oxidizing roasting

involves oxidation of ~ portion of the iron content of the are
(26

or concentrate to iron and sulfur oxides.

Typical types of roasters include:

1. mechanical roasters

2. agglomeration roasters

3. fluid roasters

Mechanical Roasting The most Widely used mechanical roasters today are of the

superimposed multiple-hearth type. The o~e 1s continuously raked by rotating rabble

arms from hearth to hearth. During its passage down the furnace, the rabbling

action continually exposes fresh surfaces to the oxidizing action of the air. In

the case of sulfides, provided sufficient sulfur is initially present, once roasting

has commenced, the heat generated by the reaction is sufficient to run the sulfur

down to a low content without the need for extraneous heat. The gases leaving the

top of the roaster contain from 2% to 6% S02 (low for sulfuric acid manufacture) and

carry away approximately 6% of the roaster calcine product. Sulfur elimination in

the roaster is varied by regulatio~ of air flows and charge ret~ntion time on the
(26

hearths. (Figure Cl)

Agglomeration Roasting The chain, circular, and Dwight-Lloyd types of traveling

grates can be considered as proven industrial machines.' Reactions are usually

performed with the beds supported horizontally, though in some unusual cases, grates

have been mounted on inclines to elevate the discharge end. Wind boxes and. in some

instances, hoods used for confining draft that i8 either induced or formed by

blowers. are used as auxiliaries for traveling grates. igniting or firing

is performed by the use of open torches in of incandescent

refractory heat reflectors in cases of coal combustion with ignition.
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Figure Cl \-\'EDGE ~IECHA~ICAL ROASTER

or by elaborate combustion chambers mounted in the hoods of the traveling grates

when substantial quantities of heated draft are used. In some processes. recir-

culation and recuperation of draft are used by compartmenting and connecting the

wind boxes and hoods with blower arrangements.

The circular type of grate operates by having the grate carriers under compression

and tension induced by a friction or gear-driven mechani~m outboard of the ring of

grate members. The circular grate revolves in a horizontal plan and offers the

unique feature of having grate components in continuous use throughout the processing

period. Discharge is accomplished by a tripping mechanism which can be operated by

gravity or by a separate gear-tilting mechanism. This type of grate was applied

very early in the sintering of ores. For this service. heavy-duty

components are required.

zone.

whichtail endby

)

train of cars under compression.

Is

ide

8S

pallet cars

Pallets made of castings are

The Dwight-Lloyd type of
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are removable to allow the insertion lets

heavy narrow pallet and grate members serve as heat sink and conse-

quently allow proces~ing bed temperatures as high as 3000 F. The Dwight-Lloyd

machine has been extensively applied for downdraft operations in
Cl

the production of metallic and nonmetallic sinter and pallets. (Figure C2)

A

B

Figure C2 Simplified illustrations of various types of
traveling grates: chain or stoker type ( A),

circu Jar type ( B), Dwight-Lloyd ( C).

Fluid Roasting Fluid bed roasting is characterized by a gas-solid reaction in a

dense suspension of solids maintained in a turbulent by the flow of gases

that affect the reaction. The roaster is cylindrical refractory-

lined steel shell used to contain the suspended solids.

Air is forced into the in teel construction

that is at the bot of the shell. cont
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collectorse Once tarted, ion

is self-sustaining. The heated suspension qf solids in the reactor diluted by the

air/gas streams acts in many ways like that of a fluid. Material will flow like

water into and out of the reactor. It will exert a gravity head which is used to

effect movement of the mass. Upon the introduction of heat either in the form of

gas or fuel, the fluidized bed, because of its violent motion, quickly reaches a

uniform temperature throughout. The temperature of the reactor can be controlled

by regulating the volune of combustion air and by the admittance of sp.r~y water to
C12

the chamber. (Figure C3)

EXHAUST
r-

·"----FLUIDIZING GAS

ENTRAINED
MATERIAL _1--------..

. , .
DILUTE

PH AS E--1---"';"-':-- .' . . .

DENSE
PHASE

=.J.

"-PROCESSED
MATERIALS

Smelting

I. -:

" ..

ORIFICE
PLATE

Figure C3

Fluid bed processing is
essentially a gas-solid con·
tacting mechanism utilized in
materials processing. In
minerals processing it has
been most widely used in
roasting reactions involving
nonferrous metal con·
centrates, although it may be
employed in any sort of
reaction involving drying.
oxidizing, reducing, or
agglomeration whereby a
gaseous phase must be
contacted with particles.

Smelting can be as a process for metal extraction involving the reduction

of ore to metal or matte, later to be collected by As the

gangue material at in of that of the metal or
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which with the

sufficiently liquid at the c.ommonly

attained in practice by burning coal, coke. pulverized fuel, gas, or by the heat

from electrical

Treatable materials in the formation of mattes (artificial sulfide solutions) include:

1. naturally occurring sulfides

2. partially roasted sulfides

3. mixtures of sulfides and oxides

In reference to a predominantly Cu-bearing calcine, two theories exist concerning

the chemical reactions taking place during smelting. The older version is based on

a neutral or slightly oxidizing atmosphere wherein copper has a greater affinity for

sulfur than does iron. Little or no sulfur is essentially lost in the system. All

of the copper combines with the available sulfur to give the stable CU2S form. The

remaining sulfur combines with available iron to give the stable FeS form. The

remaining iron and gangue combine as a slag. In the newer version, however, the

affinities of both copper and iron for sulfur are to be approximately

equal at 1300 C. It is believed that the difference in the affinity of oxygen by

copper as ppposed to iron is responsible for the decisive

separation of copper into the matte.

1. 2Cu (I) + FeS (1) .. Fe (I) + CU2S (.()

K .. 3

2. Fe (I) + Cu20 <l> .. FeO (I) + 2Cu (J)

K .. 1300

3. Cu
2
0 (I) + FeS .. Cu S (1) + FeO (1)

. 2

K .. 3900

relatively clean-cut

The above chemical , with their cons
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iron' for that

oxygen. The iron tends to combine with oxygen, whereas the copper tends to remain,

in combination with sulfur.

For copper-nickel bearing calcines, smelting occurs in a similar' fashion with copper

sulfides and nickel sulfides forming the matte.

Smelting Furnaces

Electric Furnace

With this in mind, a review of available smelting apparatus is in order. Typical

types of smelting equipment include:

Conventional Blast Furnace

Hamoda Blast Furnace

Reverberatory Furnace

Outokumpu Furnace

INCO Furnace
Flash Smelting Furnaces

Continuous Smelting Furnaces

Noranda Furnace

WORCRA Furnace

Hitsubishl Furnace

Britcosmaco Furnace

USBM Furnace

Processing operations for the conventional smelting furnaces include only the

smelting phase. Flash smelting equipment combines both phases of roasting and

smelting in a single confined unit. Continuous apparatus, on the other

hand, combines the phases of roasting, ~elting, and converting (with cleaning

in some instances) in a single contained unit.

The of tall

vertical hollow in hearth or crucib
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combustion b tn8.in

surrounding the furnace and there to the tuyeres, hence into the furnace.

Where the air enters the furnace, very high are generated by the com-

bustion of fuel, and as the products of combustion ~o,_~u,u, they yield up their heat

to the charge. Gases and fumes escape from the top of the furnace through a flue

located just below the charging floor. Metal and slag separate according to their

specific gravities and are tapped from the crucible. The blast furnace, although

simple in construction, is elastic in operation and is capable of high efficiencies.
(26

Coarse or sintered are, however, is required for efficient working. (Figure C4)

CONVENTIONAL BLAST furnace has walls of water-cooled
jackets and is charged by Side-dump cars Figure C4

Momoda Blast Furnace The Momoda process involves the feeding of plasticized

concentrates directly into a furnace without prior briquetting or sintering. The

plasticizing step consists of thorough kneading of fine copper concentrates, flue

dust, and other fine material such as cement copper into a stiff plastic mass

containing 10-15% water. The charged at approximately ~

hour intervals through a central hopper opening, first with plasticized concentrates.

and then with a coarse mixture of coke, flux lI t crushed converter

s , and crushed SKull material. The ticized concentrate 50-60% of

the total charge to the furnace. (Figure C5)
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SPECIALLY-DESIGNED hopper feeds Momoda furnace
w!thout briquetting or sintering of concentrates Figure C5

Reverberatory Furnace The reverberatory furnace is composed of a shallow hearth

with side and end walls surmounted by an arch roof. The hearth is well constructed,

being built of concentrate overlaid with silica brick and sintered sand. Side walls

are of silica brick with frequently two or more courses of magnesite brick at the

level of the slag line. The arch, or roof. is composed of a span of silica or

magnesite bricks held in place by iron platel which run along the longer sides of

the furnace and are bolted to cast-iron uprights set in the foundation8. The plates

take up the thrust, the weight resting on the side walls. Horizontal tie-rods

across the top of the furnace, bolted to the vertical uprights, serve to hold the

furnace rigid. Heating is ueually by pulverized fuel or gas injected into the

furnace via burners inserted in the end wall. The ore is .!ther through

holes in the roof or through openings in the side walls. Metal 1s withdrawn through

a tap-hole in the side of the furnace, slag either being tapped from the opposite

side or. as in the case of copper. run'lng continuously through a
C26

front end. (Figure C6)

in the

Electric are rectangular in cro••-section. with a

firebrick and basic-brick bot of
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CUTAWAY of Inco reverberatory furnace shows key features of furnace-type common at copper producing installations Figure C6
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r slag .,

i
l

magnesite basic brick to above the slag line, followed by three or four courses of

transitional chrome magnesite brick, followed by firebrick to the roef level.

Matte is tapped from either of two regularly-rotated outer matte taphole is used

for the draining of the furnace.

Slag is tapped from one of three regularly-rotated situated at one end of

the furnace. A converter slag-return launder enters above bath level at the

opposite end of the furnace.

Power is supplied to the bath by Inline Soderberg electrode., either three, four,

or six in number, extending down from the center line of the furnace. Surrounding

each immersed electrode is an annular ring of superheated , and the free-flowing

charge of calcine or dried concentrates i8 charged by drag chain conveyor. to a.

close to the electrodes as possible. The heat for smelting is by electrical

resistance in the iii and correct composition (35" .. 5% must be

maintained for proper resistivlty~ The depth of the bath must be raised

the power rating of the furnace is increased, in order to the electrical

resistance about 24" for

6000 kva furnace t 40" for
C26

(Figure C7)

30.000 kva furnace. for
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CONCENTRATE
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CHARGING HOPPERS
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SLAG

Electric furnaces have been successfully used in oreas where hydro-electric power is cheap and fuel is expensive. Figure C7

Flash Furnaces Flash furnaces for copper smelting are of two types:

1. The Outokumpu Furnace

2. The INCO Furnace

In the flash smelting process. flotation concentrates are injected along with flux

and either preheated air or oxygen into a combustion chamber maintained at smelting

temperature by "flashlt combustion of iron and sulfur while the particles are in

suspension. The heat of the exothermic oxidation reactions is used in the smelting.

with any heat deficiency augmented by a small addition of fuel. preheating of com-

bustion air. enrichment of the combustion air with oxygen. or a combination of the above.

Outokumpu Furnace Concentrate. dried to less than 0.2% moisture is mixed

with heated air in a burner at the top of a reaction shaft. The melted

droplets collect in the settler and develop the two normal liquid

layers--slag and matte. The off gas haa a sulfur dioxide content of

approximately 14% and a dust burden of 6-10% of the The matte

grade is ordinarily 50-60% in Cu. The • which contains too much copper

to discard. t be

casting, slow t and ion-concentration
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The

verter processing which follows. However. the amount of secondaries which

can be smelted as coolant in the converter is The amount of

available to flash
(26

(Figure.C8)

depends upon the iron and sulfur con'ent.

INca Furnace

OUTOKUMPU FURNACE produces 14% SO;? oHgas. an
ideal gas grade for sulfuric acid plants Figure CB

The INCO Flash furnace uses commercially-pure oxygen in

the flash smelting of sulfide concentrates. The concentrates are dried

to approximately 0.1% moisture and ially with the oxygen in

burners located in the ends of the furnace. A furnace of modest proportion.

offers a high throughput. The gas volume is very wmall. containing approxi-

mately 80% S02 which can be scrubbed liquified by and

cooling. The developed in the furnace is low enough in value to discard.

but the converter slag 1s not returned for cleaning. Thus, the slag-cleaning

facilities must be included in the The oxygen flash

is dependent solely upon the oXidat~on of a portion of the iron and sulfur

for the furnace's energy so that its

concentrate

covers the same
(26

C9)
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Pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite
concentrates and sand

\'

"\'\
\

INCO FLASH FURNACE utilizes 95% oxygen for combustion of concentrates, produces 75% to 80% SOz oHgas Figure C9

Continuous Furnaces Continuous smelting furnaces include the following:

1. The Noranda Furnace

2. The WORCRA Furnace

3. The Mitsubishi Furnace

4. The Britcosm4cO Furnace

5. The USBM Furnace

In continuous copper smelting. each metallurgical stage of roasting. smelting. and

converting, with slag cleaning, is accomplished in an individual unit with continuous

tapping and transfer of matte and metal.

Noranda. Furnace The Noranda process is based on two considerationg: by

combining smelting and converting in the same furnace, the fuel consumption

can be minimized, and dynamic conditions can be created in the bath which

will allow the production of copper while charging copper concentrates in

the furnace.

Pelletized concentrates and flux are fed into a

cylindrical furnace of the diameter but twice of
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As three

liquid layers are produced and coexist in the furnace: , matte, and

copper ..

Matte and slag flows are controlled as they move slowly to the'tapping ports ..

Oxidizing gas is introduced into the matte to oxidize the PeS ..

Continued injection of the gas into the resulting white metal gradually

oxidizes Cu2S to metallic copper, which is tapped periodically afte~ it

separates by settling.

Slag tapped from the reactor is a low-silica, high-copper product which is

treated by milling to yield a high-grade concentrate, which is r~cycledt and
C26

a low-copper (about 0.5%) tailing which is discarded. (Figure CIO)
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and flux U I ") L t II
--............... §:~':::' _ J ) -) '----'

....................... ------/ .-/
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NORANDA PROCESS produces rich off-gases to facilitate 502 recovery Figure CIO

WORCRA Furnace In the WORCRA process, concentrate and flux introduced

in a mildly oxidizing zone by or injection

at an to ensure into the liquid and to

aid the continuous circulation of and in the Some coneen-

trates may be added in the converter zone to the exit" where
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c.ontrol in

A form of hot solvent-extraction is achieved by- the slag to move

countercurrent to the

particularly iron, are thus continuously being to ~he slageafter

oxidation. Conversely, and particularly in the smelting and slag cleanup

zones, valuable copper in the can be caused to revert to the matte

for waste-heat utilization and

phase by interaction with ferrous sulfide in the matte. In this separate,

but connected, slag-cleaning zone, additions of concentrates or pyrites are

made to cause both separation or settling of entrained matte, which is

continuously returned by gravity to the smelting zone via a sloping hearth.

As the matte moves slowly through the smelting and converting zones, it is

sequentially lanced with air (or enriched air), causing conversion to white

metal and thence to copper. Significant differences in specific gravity

of these phases aid in the separations. The hearth in the converting zone

continues to slope downward to an underpass through which copper passes

continuously to a "copper well" which overflows with the blister copper product.

Furnace gases rich in S02 can be

recovery in conventionll equipment prior either to venting or to conversion

in a sulfuric acid plant. In a commercial-scale plant, the low S02 gases

generated by the burners that heat the slag-cleaning zone could be used

separately for concentrate drying or combined with the rich gas.
C26

(Figures Cli and C12)

The Mit8ubishi process is recent

and utilizes three In the first , concentrates

are dispersed in air jets which the of the , and

te.

This matte then flows into second and i. converted by air
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WORCRA PROCESS SCHEMATIC shows concept Figure CII WORCRA FURNACE unites three operating zones Figure Cl2

while the 818g:is treated pyrometallurgically in an electric furnace. The

basic elements of the Mitsubishi process are similar to those of the flash

smelting process, with the exception that the three furnaces are inter-

connected and transfer of slag and matte between them is by gravity flow.
C26

(Figure C13)
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Returning by moving bucket system or air lifting

Ore, flux, air, 0:1

!
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Smelting furnace
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• >. -"

. ;'.,

Slag granulation " . .
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MITSUBISHI PROCESS depends on material flow between three vessels Figure Cl3

This process 1. intended to bring the

in the
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of sulfide concentrateSe on of

not only oxidize sulfur, but also produce a slag of high enough oxygen

potential to allow metallic copper to be made directly in process ..

Dry concentrate and flux are fed into the main smelting shaft"with sufficient

preheated or oxygen-enriched air to provide for autogenous smelting, pro-

ducing enriched white-metal and 8lag phases. These collect on the hearth

in two layers.

As the volume of slag increases, it flows along the phase-reaction section

of the hearth. Contact with matte and low-grade matte causes more copper

to be rejected.. As the slag progresses toward the top hole, it is subjected

to even greater reducing action immediately under the secondary smelting

shaft. In the final stretch between the shaft and the tap hole, fine

particles of matte disperse through the slag, reducing oxygen potential

even further and caRsing additional rejection of copper.

Meanwhile, at the other end of the hearth, copper falling down the main

smelting shaft is oxidized up to the state of metal, with variations in

oxidation level evening out al the work their way through the

slag. The copper dissolves at the top of the enriched white-metal layer,

is precipitated from the bottom as , when it is removed via a bottam-
C26

tapping xyphon arrangement. (Figure C14)

Gases and suspended
molten products
from secondary
smelting shaft

/ Gases and some
Phase-reaction suspended molten
hearth products from

second"lry
smelting shaft

Gases and
suspended .
molten products
from main
smelting shaft

__ Main
smelting maft

\
" Enriched

white metal

Figure C14 BRITCOSMACO PROCESS needs low energy input
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The USBM process consists of hearth.

Sulfide concentrate and flux are blown into the furnace through a burner.

Flash smelting produces approximately a 50% copper matte t which flows down

the hearth countercurrent to slag flow.

At the converting end of the furnace, oxygen is introduced via a watercoeled

lance immersed in the matte layer t where conversion to blister copper pro-

ceeds. Injection of oxygen into the matte by a lance passing through the

slag layer concentrates heat in the matte t where it is needed~ and keeps the

slag at lower oxygen potential, thus lowering its copper content.

Slag formed in the smelting and converting reactions flow to the slag well t

undergoing cleaning enroute by:

1. contact with lower-grade matte

2. the roast reaction of copper sulfide and copper oxide

3. the reduction of copper oxide by sulfur and ferrous sulfide
(26

4. the reduction of magnetite (Figure CIS)

flue

~ Copper overfk>w

~

Vert ic1e.elevation $!etion through center

Common reactions by zone

BUMINES AUTOGENOUS scheme combines multiple processing in single furnace Figure CI5

@Siag cleaning

2Cu,0 + Cu,S"" 6Cu + SO,
Cu.O + FeS:" Cu.S ... FeO·
2C~20 + S - 4Cu'+ SO!
FeS + 3FeJ 0 4 .. 10FeO + 5°2 "

®Converting

2FeS + 30 2 ..... 2FeO + 250 2
2CU2S +.302 -+ 2CuzO .. 150z'
CUzS + 2eu zO ..... 6Cu + SOz
2FeO + Si0 2 .... Fe 2 - 5i04

6FeO + O2 ..... 2Fe j O..

. G)=lash roasting ",fld smelting

2CuFeS 2 + O 2 -+ CU2S + 2FeS + S02
2FeS + 30 2 -+ 2FeO + 250 z .
(FezO J and FeJO" also formed)
3Fe20J + FeS -+ 7FeO + S02
3Fe)0.. + FeS ..... 10FeO + S02

. 2FeO + SiOz -+ Fe2 SiD. "
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The process of converting is essentially an oxidation process, no extraneous fuel

utili.zed e Air for oxidation' is admitted foot or so abov~ tuyeres so when

the converter is in the normal operating position, the air 1s forced by pressure

from the blower through the matte.

The conventional-type converter lies in a horizontal plane and is capable of being

rotated on its long axis for purposes of charging and emptying. Liquid matte from

the smelting phase is charged to the converter together with silica flux. In the

case of a copper rich matte, oxidation commences and slag begins to form, the oxi

dation of the iron producing the heat necessary to maintain the slagging action.

2FeS + 302 • 2FeO + 2S02 + 224,000 calories

The iron oxide produced combines with the silica flux to form an iron silicate slag

which is poured off, more matte and flux added, air readmitted, and the action

commences.

2FeO + Si02 • 2FeO-Si02 (slag)

When sufficient copper sulfide has been accumulated in the converter, this in turn

is oxidized, the product being blister copper (98% - 99% eu), which is transferred

to furnaces for casting into anodes prior to electrolytic refining.

2Cu2S + 302 = 2Cu 20 + 2S02

Cu2S + 2Cu20 = 6Cu + S02

3Cu2S + 302 = 6Cu + 3S02

In the case of a copper-nickel sulfide matte, separation of the non-magnetic copper

nickel sulfides is generally affected by flotation, the copper sulfide being con

veyed to the copper smelter, the nickel sulfide being sintered for the production

of aickel oxide.

Typical types of converters

1. The Pierce-Smith Sideblown Converter

2. The Hoboken Horizontal Converter
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3. The Vessel

Pierce-Smith Sideblown Converter The Pierce-Smith Converter is an efficient

machine whose high air-flows allow both large copper throughputs and the

smelting of culky copper-bearing materials and scrap bhat might otherwise

be difficult to dispose of. Outlet gases are generally low in S02 concentration,

a consequence of excessive air infiltration into the off-take hood over the
(26

converter mouth. (Figure C16)

Oft-gas

\r

Siliceous
flux

/

FLUX GUN

Figure C16

Cutaway view of horizontal side-hlown converter.

Hoboken Horizontal Siphon-Type Converter In this unit, reaction gas is taken

off the vessel constantly through one end, and matte charged to the converter

through the small pouring-mouth while the converter is in the upright blowing

position. Dilution of the exhaust gas is minimized by controlling the converting

to give zero suction at the converting mouth.

When the converter 1s poured or skimmed of air is diacon-

tinued and the weak are vented to an escape stack rather than to the
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is consis

during converting c.onverters are

operating on a continuous basis, it should be possible to supply an acid plant

with a mixed exhaust gas containing all of the converter while avoiding
(26

excessive fluctuations in gas volume and 802 concentration. (Figure C17)

HOBOKEN CONVERTER can improve sulfur recovery but
lacks Peirce-Smith unit's smelling efficiency Figure C17

Kennecott Converter-Smelter Vessel This unit is based on the modification

of existing converters to allow them to double aa smelting and converting

vessels. Pelletized concentrates and flux are fed through the mouth of the

converter and are smelted and converted to high-grade'DUltte through the use

of oxy-fuel burners and oxygen-enriched tuyere air.

In the KeS process, a high bath of high-grade matte is maintained in the

vessel at all i. and and

at hourly is to
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alterna~ive for exi~ting smelters w~ich for 5C~ rea5~~ do n~t w~t ~o cc~t:~~~

C15
operating their reverberatories. (Figure CIS)

OXy- FUEL
eURNER

HOOD --t--4..

~
SLAG TO
MILLING

PELLETS
FLUX

-_"""lI~_~OHIGH SPEED

CONVEYOR

I
t
'NHfTE METAL TO
FtNISHING CONVERTER

Kennecott's converter process aHt!r'1 can Cllt1Tactive iQ~'<::Qst altltrnarl"fJ/ tar ulstlng uneiteM. ? i.gur..;:: C13

ReIer to table Cl for a statistical review of aase of the features of each

piece of pyrometallurgical equipment and/or apparatus; refer to figure Cl~

which illustrates in a very generalized combined flow.heet the various choices

in current and developing technology offered to smelter de.

Figure C20 compares and contrast. the quality of Detal product produced from

the various pyrosetallur8ical .ystems. The reverberatory and electrical

fluidized or hearth roasters, in which CJII..lE tte is converted slightly to

the composition of point 8. !he flash furnace and a1.0 the converting

furnace of the Mil5ub1shi proces produce a tte of 55-60%

copper, near point C. In the ~oranda process reactor. the aatte CJll.D be

converted all the vay to eu), there an electro-ref

proble~ due to the ret ion of high bi.muth or ant content in the anode.



Table Cl

Salient Feature. of Pyroaetallurgieal
Equipment and-Apparatu8

,t.PP,l:lll,ruS

~ltipl@ Hearth Roaster

D£SCRIPTIOM &D~NSIONS

Cylindrieal-briek-lined vessel

~ CAS GRADES

2-6% S02

DISADVANTAGES

Hare expensive to operate in comparison
to other cftlctnln~ oprrntlonn.

Calcine Carryover of 6% in outlet gases.

ADV/\lITAGr.S

t£4fQ1£ ~ __ k __ Q if '!I"~

Fluid ~d ~oaster Cyllndrieal-refraetory-lined
steel shell

1600 LPO 12-14% S02
Coneentrate

Proeessing difficulties.

Exce~8ive calcine carryover of BO% In
outlet gases

No moving parts In the coebu't~o, c~a=?~,.

Malntenanee requlreoent~ are at

Uniform bed teQperatures and co~~o3~~lo~

are m41ntafn~d In th~ fl~l~ Lp~.

Little exeesa air 1m require1.

Sloterlng ~chine Traveling straight line grate

25 ft. - 35 ft. long
5 ft. - 8 ft. vIde

1.5-2% 502 Requires a very careful adjustment of the !xeellent hearth ,~ffieiency.

physieal and chemical conditions of the eharge.

Sulfur control is not very practleal.
i JJ"TJ,,2$$biMQ!liliiii&JJMiikM'~

~OCOdA Blast Fumsee

~ever~eratory Furnace

tlectric 'umace

A long horirontal furnaee with
a roof designed to refleet flame
dovn onto a charge on the hearth

120-150 ft. long
30-40 ft. vide

High temperatures 140o-1700·C
Tapping te~perature llOo-1300·C

Gas te~?eratures 1100·C

Rectan~ular 1n cro!!ls-secti~

with a firebrick sprung-arch
roof and a basic-brick Inverted
arch bottos

500 TPO
eharge

1600 LPO
charge

7.3% 502
9.5% C02
3.1% O2

.5-1.0% 502
11-20% of
sulfur
content
relllOved

2-4% S02

Laeks espacity fOr large smelter
operations.

Thermal efficiency of the reverberatory
i!I lev.

High hydrostatia heads attributable to
deep layered alags constitute a definlt.
furnace operating haZArd.

8ath runavaya are a major hazard.

Copper matte ia more difficult ~o produce
than nlekel matte. '

Lover BTU requir~~~~t!!l per ton of ~\ar~~

vhen compared 'lith the 8TU req'J~r~=~~tSl ~r

ton of vet chlllr~e in re·lerjerat~~/.

Furnace possesses fhxibility' "'~:~ res?'!: t

to feed.

Capable of handliTI~ large tonna~e$ of hot
charge per day.



Table Cl continued

Flash rurnace (Outokuepu)

Flasb Furnace (INCO)

Phrclll-SlUth SldeblCl'llol'n
waverter

Robo~en Horizontal Siphon
'.I'yp4! eonyutlllr

Cylindrical ateel Yessel lined
with basic refractory bricka.

13 ft. diameter; 30 ft. lenlth

1400 TPD
concentrate

56.5 TPD
blilllter
copper

14% 502

7S-80% S02

2-6% SOZ

8% 502

Slage are too hi~h in copper content to b~

die carded. An additional electric furnace
i. needed to treat both flash furnace slag
and converter 11ag.

Slage are too high in copper content to be
discarded. An additional electric furnace
is needed to treat both flash furnace elag
and converter sleg.

~eletlvel1 low concentration of SOZ in
outlet gal.

Capital colte are high than Pieree-S.ith
converter.

Capacity per unit ai&8 is lower than
comparable unit••

Efficiency a. a ~.ltinn machine i. low.

ltD emaIl phyaical ai14 support. 1.r~e

throushput.
It i8 very econo=ieal in its ule of fuel,
the Rreater portioD used for aIr heating,
and therefore. of lov quality.
The ga. produced 11 a good feedstock for
an acid plant.
Direct production of ele~nt41 Gulfur 10
the flash-.meltiD~ e.i•• ion .ystem ie
beinR developed.

Very efficient a. III .m~ltln~ •• chlne uDdlllr
certaIn .edified conditionl.

M1tlllubllbi PToce•• (ContiDuoua)

WO~ClA Procee. (~tinuoua)

500 !PD- lZ-15% S02
1500 TPD

concentrate.

9-12% S02

The IIIYltem il pollution free. all exit gal~1

have a SOZ content greater than lOt vhlch
will permit recovery of lulfur LI ~ulfurle acid.

Capital investment 111I 70% of that needed Ito
build a conventional ...lter.

Operating colllta are reduced due to a ~ller

Capital COBtlll 20-301 below that of rever~

eraCory-coDverter plants.

Lower operating COltl, with saTings depe~d~nt

upon local ~Ollltl for fuel. power, Iud 11ll~oY.

Economic Viability lilt low annual throughput.
poasible lO.O~O to 20.0~ t ... per year of
copper.

Effieient recovery'of byproduct sulfur fr~

coutinuoUG S02 .-lllllion.

PTocellle mAkes metal rather than ~tte

directly from concentratel.



Nor~da 'roc••• (Continuous) Horizontal cylindrical furnace
with a ratsed hearth at one end,
and a depree.ion nelr the
sidd1. in which the copper
collects.

13 ft. diameter; 60 ft. length

Kennecott ConTerter-Smelter
Ves.el

BOO TP1)
1600 TPD
concentrate

400-S00 !'PD
concentrate

Table Cl continued

P'cat ·of the exothermic oxidation rel!lc t ionl
are generated lIlnC! continued within til",

Hquid bath.

Injection of oxy~en-cODtainin~ g~l!Ie. vLm
lances createe t~rbulence and co~tlnuoUA ,
flow in the smelt!n" and eonvp.rt:og ~on~l!I,

In the converting zone••lag -evem by ~rl!lYit7.

generally countercurrent to ~tt~ l!I~d m~tl!ll,

Copper Content of the alac i. ·re~uced to
throwaway leve1a .a the .lag flovs throu~h

the .meltin~ and .l~n-cl••nlng %00•• ; there
1. no revert .1ag. -

Off~a.e. generated In the smelting and con
verting atag•• cre combine~ and leave the
furnace continuously. S02 concentration
i8 mostly 1n the 9 to 12% rsnr.e.
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Figure CI9 COMBINED FlOWSHEET shows variety of choices In current and develo~fng technology offered to sr;;elter designers.



ENERGY REQUIREMENTS AND SULFUR ELIMINATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL MATTE SMELTING SYSTEMS

(Approximate values for a concentrate assay: Cu-30%. Fe-28% and 5-32%)

Gas eliminated proportion & concentration

50% a 6~o

50% a 6~0

45% a 6')0

Convener'Furnace

5% a 2%50]

1%q. 4% 50 2

55% ~ 12-14%5° 2

55% q. 80% 502

30%'~ 2%502

Roaster

40% Ci 5% S02

45%0. 14%50]

50% 9- 14% 502

Smelting energy/

r.,·'atte smelling system ton cone Matte grade

Reverberatory green charge 3.2mm 8tu a 34%

ReverberaDry calcine from

mu!tl Iwarth roaster 1 8mm Btu a 45%

Reverberatory calccne from
f1uld bed reaClOr 1.8mm 8tu a 45%

Electric furnace calCine 500 KW hr 45%

Flash furnace Outokumpu oa b 48%

Flash turnJce oxygen (Inco) 46mm 8tu b C 48%

" Smelling energy with waste heat steam credIt
[, Energy for concentrate drymg Included
( Equivalent ot electrlcal energy used In oxygen plant

TableC2

S;_orn2~~~
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Magma Copper Co
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Asarco, Inc.
Inspiration Consolidated Copper

Co
White Pine Copper Co.
Anaconda Co. .
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Kennecott Corp.
Cities Service Co.
Asarco, Inc.
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Asarco. Inc.

Total

Capacity,
Short tons metal

70,000
165,000
200,000
1S0,000

SO,OOO
130,000

125,000
90,000

200,000
80,000

100,000
15,000

100,000
240,000
110,000

Tass,ooo
Primary ('opper smelters ill the United States Figure C21
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In this the proper

the white metal stage of point D. The Kennecott converter-smelter process
C25

also converts concentrates to the white of point D.

s

Copper motte composition diagram. Figure C20

-

Finally. table C2 summarizes, in tabular form. the of sulfur removal as

well as the concentration of exit gases for several of the matte smelting systems.

The fifteen operating in the United States vary in annual capacity

from 15,000 to 240.000 tons of metal (Figure e21). Thirteen of these smelters

use reverberatory furnaces, of which seven roast concentrates before charging,

while the others practice charging. Because of air pollution regu-

lations for smelter dioxide emissions. roaatins may be adopted at aome of the

other wmelters to obtain gas streams that are suitable for sulfuric acid production.

Other methods to abate air pollution and improve efficiency are developed ..

As a final note. table C3 summarizes of the nw

facilities that either gone on in the or go

on within the five years.



ENERGY REQUIREMENTS AND SULFUR ELIMINATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL MATTE SMELTING SYSTEMS

(Approximate values for a concentrate assay: Cu-30%. Fe-28% and S-32%)

50% a 6"0

50% a 6"0

Converter'

50% a 6"~

45% ~ 6"/0

45% a 6')0

Furnace

1% g. 4%SO]

55% ~ 12-140/0S0}

55% q 80% SO]

Gas eliminated proportion & concentration

Roaster

45% a 14% SO}

50% C3 14% SO]

Smelting energy/
Matte smelting system ton cone Matte grade

Reverberatory green charge 3.2mm Btua 34%

ReverberaLJrY calcine from

mu!tl- heiJrth rOiJster 1 Bmm Btu· 45%

Reverberatory calcine from
fluid bed reactor 1.8mm Btu· 45%

ElectrIc furnace calcine 500 KW hr 45%

Flash furnace Outokumpu oa b 48%

Flash lurnJce oxygen (Inca) 46mm Btu b ( 48%

• Smelting energy With waste heat steam credIt
[, Energy for concentrate drying Included
C EqUilialent of electrical energy used In oxygen plant

TableC2

~Orn..?a~~
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Magma Copper Co
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Asarco, Inc.
Inspiration Consolidated Copper

Co.
White Pine Copper Co.
Anaconda Co. .
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Kennecott Corp.
Cities Service Co.
Asarco, Inc.
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Asarco, Inc.

Total

Capacity.
Short tons metal

70,000
165,000
200.000
180,000

80,000
130,000

125,000
90,000

200,000
80,000

100,000
15,000

100,000
240,000
110,000

1]85,000

Primury copper smelters in the United States Figure C21



Plant Location

Copperhill, Tennessee

Table C3

Process

Electric Furnace

New Generation of Copper Smelters

Designed Capacity
(Tons of Cu/Year)

Start
Up

1972

Coniments

Noranda, Quebec

Onahama, Japan

Inspiration, Arizona

Naoshima, Japan

Chile

Lakeshore, Arizona

~oranda Continuous Process

Reverberatory Furnace

51-:-iVA Ele'ctric Furnace (Dry
Charge) with Hoboken Sypon
Converters

Hitsubishi Continuous Smelter

Reverberatory Furnace

Roast-Leach-Electrm,rin Process

50,000

150,0001

1973

1973

1974

1974

1974 .

1975

Worlds First Continuous Copper
Furnace

99.7% fixation of the imput
sulfur, ~ as sulfuric acid
using a magnesium hydroxide
scrubbing process, ~ as gypsum.
Ready markets for these two by
products exist.

\1orlds largest electric copper
smelting furnace

Uses auxiliary oxygen-oil roof
burners to increase smelting
capacity; higher S02 strength
in outlet gases

Butte, Hontana

Hida.lgo, New Hexico

Ga.rfield, Utah

Timmins, Ontario

36-INA Electric Furnace (Calcine
Charge) w/38-Ft. Diameter Fluid
Bed Roaster

Autokumpu Flash Furnace with
reduction of S02 to Elemental
Sulfur

Noranda Continuous Smelting

}litsubishi Continuous Smeltinr,

210,000

100,000

298,000

130,000

19-75 Horlds largest calcine-charged
electric copper smelting furnace

1977 First North Ameri.can OJtokumpu
Flash Smelter. First copper flash
smelter to employ S02 reduction

1977 . 2nd Noranda Process Sm2lter, 1st in
1 U.S.

1978 2nd ltltsubishi process smelter,
1st in North America

Kamloops, British Columbia Top Blown Rotary Converter 28,000 First commercial use of TBRC for
copper smelting
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Wet methods are frequently resorted to in tke case of low-grade ores or those ores

whose concentration by difficulties or is not economic. The

essential operation is leaching. the ore being introduced to the solvent (sometimes

under pressure) which abstracts the metal leaving the gangue unaffected. After

filtration from the gangue, the metal is recovered either by a chemical precipitant

or electrolysis. It is essential that the metal be in·a form for dissolution and,

to effect this, preliminary treatment is often necessary. To ensure that the leaching

solution effects its solvent action, the ore must be in a fine state and hence the

firs~ step is frequently crushing. The ore having been rendered into a suitable form

can then be leached.

Leaching--Generalized Look Leaching involves the extraction and/or separation of

particular minerals, metals, or elements. In hydrometallurgical operations an ore

or concentrate is brought into contact with a liquid which is capable of dissolVing

the valuable metal without attacking or effecting the host or gangue rock.

In order for an ore to be successfully treated by a leaching system, the material to

be leached should have the following characteristics:

1. The metal to be recovered should be soluble in the solvent used.

2. It is hoped that the gangue minerals will be insoluble in the leaching
solvent.

3. The dissolved metal should be readily recoverable from the pregnant
liquor.

Hydrometallurgy offers many which make it attractive .s a means of metal

extraction. The following generalizations are revealed in contemporary

literature which deal specifically with leaching systems.

1. In leaching ly a high rate
is important,
and lower cut-off

extraction realized. This
where lower
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whenvery
roasting is essential or necessary.

3. The equipment utilized is relatively simple and inexpensive when
compared with equipment used in pyrometallurgical operations. (When
c~n3idering scale .) The expenge in
our case, is the cost of the chemical reagent used, which incidentally,
is a direct function of rock competency, leachability, and'certain
environmental characteristics.

Leaching is a heterogeneous process involving three vertical stages of development.

The first or initial vertical st.age involves the diffusion of the solvent through the

pores into the interior of the solid particle. The second vertical stage involves

the chemical process of solution at the reaction site within the solid particle.

The ~inal vertical stage involves the transport of the dissolved substance in the

solvent away from the particle surface. Steps one and three are generally considered

to be the rate controlling phases, that is to say, the weak links in the chain of the

leaching cycle. Therefore, the choice of a particular leaching system depends

principally on the chemical and physical characteristics of the material, or;

1. the grade of the ore

2. the solubility of the material

3. the size of particular particles

4. the relative size and intensity of the operations

5. the mode of occurrence of the minerals

Materials suitable for leaching are classified into two broad classes, the first

category being the low-grade ores, the second category being other , further

classified as

concentrates

b) calcines

c) matte

d) spe1ss

e) certain
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should' be

1. cheap and readily available in large quantities

2. ~egenerative in nature (regenerated in the precipitation cycle of
the leaching sys

3. non-reactive with the gangue minerals.

Specific solvents include:

1. vater - natural
connate
interstitial
acid mine type of water
brine

2. acids - dilute sulfuric acid
nitric acid (concentrated form)
hydrochloric acid

3. bases - ammonium hydroxide
ammonium carbonate

40 salts - sodium cyanide
potassium cyanide

Mechanics of Leaching Leach solutions are applied to copper-bearing rock under

three circumstances in conventional practices:

1. Ore is mined, crushed, and processed in a tank.

2. Unsorted are is mined, placed in a heap or dump. and leached in-place.

3. Ore is broken or fractured and the copper is leached from the rock
in-situ.

The basic principles involved are applicable to all three methods of extraction.

The leach solutions must pass downward through the ore and contact and dissolve the

copper-bearing minerals. Adequate arrangements are necessary to collect the resultant

copper-bearing liquors without appreciable loss. Provision usually must be made to

pump the liquors to the surface where the copper can be recovered.

Underground leaching opens wide for complex extraction from ores. All

valuable. in the. ther or

successively.
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thods for

and other substances can be utilized in complementary fashion in combination with

conventional 'mining. It is to combine the washing out of the ore through

boreholes with leaching, to combine underground leaching with drilling and blasting,

or undergro~d leaching with microbiological methods.

Following is a review of some of the operations involving the treatment of copper-

nickel sulfide ores by a hydrometallurgical process.

Ammonia Leaching - Sulfide Ores The ammonia leach process can be used to extract

and recover both nickel and copper, from a copper-nickel sulfide concentrate, ore,

or matte. To adapt the ammonia-laaching process for the treatment of copper-nickel

sulfide concentrates. it i8 necessary to include the following steps:

1. Roast the copper-nickel concentrate to remove sulfur.

2. Reduce the calcine with hydrogen to produce metallic nickel (and
copper) and Fe304e

3. Digest the reduced calcine with ammonia-ammonium-carbonate leach
solution to overcome the leach-inhibiting action of any metallic
iron produced during reduction.

4. Leach the digested calcine with ammonia-ammonium-carbonate solution
to extract nickel and copper, leaving the iron oxides as an insoluble
residue.

5. Purify the filtered leach solution to remove copper by precipitation
with reduced nickel metal.

From this point. the copper and nickel can be recovered and the ammonia leach

solution regenerated by anyone of a number of methods. C22

identifies the various steps in the recovery of nickel and copper from sulfide ores
(7

and concentrates.

Ammonia Leaching - Copper-Nickel-Cobalt Sulfides pressure leaching

process for producing high purity copper, nickel, and cobalt fro. a sulfide concen-

trate can be used fully at cost if conventional

smelting and ic
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Figure C22 Propoled Bow-aheet for adapting the ammonia-leaching proceu
to the treatment of copper-nickel auiphidel.

The process involves treating the copper-nickel-cobalt-iron sulfide concentrates

under pressure with air and ammonia to dissolve the variable metals and most of the

sulfur t leaving the iron and other impurities in a tailing which is discarded. The

copper 1s first from the solution &s sulfide by a boiling operation, the

nickel is then by hydrogen. under preaaure t the cobalt removed and

purified, and the end solutions evaporated to produce ammonium

The is carried out of the order
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o les than 125 inch •.

copper sulfide is precipitated by bailing the pregnant leach solution at atmospheric

pressure. Hydrolysis and hydrogen reduction of

temperatures and pressures.

are carried out at higher

The total leaching time in continuous operation is lesa than 24 hours, whit' the

subsequent operations such as boiling, hydrolysis, and metal precipitation are all

of short duration, of the order of one-half to two hours each.

Figure C23 shows in outline form the main production and re-cycle streams. Essentially~

the leaching operation comprises a reaction between the sulfide minerals, oxygen,

ammonia, and water. Although the mechanism has not fully been established, it is

recognized that a number of reactions take place in sequence, some being more rapid

than others. The principle reactions in a batch operation are presu-ed to be:

1. Ammonia Leaching -- Ammonia, oxygen, and water react with the sulfide
in an autoclave at 125 pai and 150-220 F to yield metal amines, hy
drated iron oxide, and ammonium thiosulfate,

2NiS + BPeS • 1402 + 20 NH) + B H10 • 2Ni(NH3)6 504 + 4Fe203 x

H20 + 4(NH4)2 52°3

and dissolved oxygen reacts further with the ammonium thiosulfate to
produce ammonium sulfate and ammonium trithionate.

Further oxidation of the trithionate produces more ammonium sulfate
and ammonium sulfamate.

At the end of the second leaching stage. the hydrated ferric oxide,
silica, and insoluble compounds are filtered, washed. and discarded.
The two stage continuous counter current leach is carried out in
a continuously operated autoclave. The first
treats fresh concentrate with recycle liquor from the second s
and the partly leached solids go to the second tage where they
are supplied fresh ammonia. OxYgen demand is lower in the second
stage and increasing amounts of sulfate and suI are formed.

2. Copper Removel -- Boiling in continuous
ammonia and recomposes thiosulfate and trithionate

free



8Cu++ + 25 2°3-- + 4820

2Cu+ + 53°6-- + 2H20

52°3 504 -- + CuS ""

• 8Cu+ + 53°6-- +

lB' CuZS + 2504 + 4~

Insufficien sulfide ion 1s produced to precipitate nickel, and the
copper sulfide contains only about 1% nickel while the purified
solution contains less than 0.005 grams of copper per liter. While
all"the copper may be precipitated by the reactions above, it is
convenient to remove the last traces of copper with small amounts
of H2S.

3. Hydrolysis -- After removal of copper through the reactions above,
remaining thionate and thiosulfate and sulfamate are removed tO'avoid
high sulfur content in the nickel metal product. Oxidation under
pressure converts the thionate to sulfate and hydr~lyzes the sulfamate.

•

•

5203-- + 202 + H20

5306-- + 20
Z

+ 2H20

lB

2504-- + 2g+

3504-- + 4H+

(NH4)2 504

4. Hydrogen Reduction -- As shown by the reactions below, both cobalt
and nickel compounds react the same way when treated with hydrogen
under pressure.

Ni(NH3)2 504 + HZ

Co(NH3)2 504 + H2

lB

lB

Ni C + (NH4)Z 504

Co' + (NH4)2 504

Separate nickel precipitation, leaving cobalt in solution, is
possible because the nickel reaction proceeds more readily. To
miniaize cobalt precipitation due to overlap of reaction condi
tions, about 1 gram of nickel 1s left per liter of solution. C22

The Arbiter Process The Arbiter process 1. a hydroaetallurgica! proce.s capable

of treating copper sulfide concentrate.. A of options are available to the

operator, depending on the characteristics of the feed, the aarket for sulfur

compounds, and the cost of energy and/or other supplies. The allows for the

treatment of mixed concentrates containing of zinc, nickel, and

cobalt, or lesser ..aunts of other rials.

The Anaconda plant which hoats the arbi process 1. b..ed on a _~'~~9·.

leach of concentrates in sulfate

The process is outlined in C2+. Slurried concentrate is l.ached witb
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t the copper then extracted with an solvent.

The copper from the by means of t and recovered
(26

by electrowinning.

Solution
Recycle

Feed slurry

I
~ Residue.... --_.._~

(Discard)........_----_ .. _-- .....
Stripped organic

Acid
Electrolyte

Metallic Copper

Ammonium ........ Gypsum
sulfate OR

ARBITER PROCESS of Anaconda Copper Is hydro

metallurgical, using ammonia to leach feeds Figure C24

The process ia a process utilizing

electrochemical techniques to put tal into solution for eventual recovery.

The process has been ....... Il.Uliij,&lWdl'trated in of 50 UD

of concentrate.
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The of the proces in

figure C25 in simplified Sulfide concentrates are ground in ball mills to a

finenes~ of at least 95% - 200 mesh, to facilitate contact in the leaching step.

Leaching with ferric chloride anolyte solution from the iron electrolytic cells

produces the following reaction:

6FeCl
3

+ 2CuFeS
2

lCuCl + 8FeCl
2

+ 4S

Leached slurry goes to the anode compartment of electrolytic dissolution cells,

which are diaphragm-fitted cells with a woven permeable synthetic material that

separates anode from cathode compartments. Anodes are titanium coated with con-

ducting oxides.

The chemical reaction at the anode is:

CuFeS2 + 2HCl - 3e Cuel + FeCl2 + 25 + 3H+

Slurry discharge from this compartment ia recycled to the final leach stage in

countercurrent flow.

Copper is recovered from the leach and anolytic solutions by electrowinning in the

cathode compartments of the cell. Cathodes are round copper rods, uniformly spaced

and oriented parallel to anodes in the opposite compartment. Metals are precipitated

as elemental powders, which are removed in slurry and thickened prior to filtration.

The chemical reaction is:

3CuCI • 3e • Jeu + 3CI-

The copper powder
(10

goes to electrorefining. (Figure C26)

The Treadwell Process In this method, copper concentrate is leached in a solution

of calcium cyanide and hydroxide. The underflow from the leach cells is

washed with water, and the solid tailings ected. Proiudt from the washing step

is precipitated and filtered in the presence of copper sUlfite, then separated into:

1. a ected calcium carbonate

2. concentrated copper
with the rich

and copper sulfide that
from the leach 8

combined
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Figure C25 Chemistry of the Cymet process. a h.l-'dromelallurgical pro
cess emploJ'ing electrochemical techniques 10 put melal values into
solution and recover these values

Cathode

Precipitates

Dissolution cell

Solution

Cake

CYMET PROCESS is one frontrunner in hydrometallurgical recovery of copper Figure C26
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In the second copper values recove.r,ed in cant.act wi th calbium

sulfhydrate. After precipitation with sulfuric acid, liquid and solids are sepa-

rated by filtration. Filtrate is neutralized with calcium hydroxide and recycled

to the first leach step, while copper sulfide and calcium sulfate solids are

separated by flotation. Part of the sulfide is calcined, reacted with S02 (generated)

to provide the copper sulfite. Balance goes to a reverberatory furnace for conversion

to copper.

The CLEAR Process The CLEAR process involves ferric chloride as an agent in
C6

leaching. Refer to figure C21 for a flowsheet analysis of the process.

SOLUTION

COPPER
CONTAINING
MATERIALS

!

Cu-130mols

Fe-13.0
S -26.0

REGENERA TION - PURGE
STAGE

ELECTRICAL
ENERGY

SOLIDS
Cu - 13.0 mols

SOLUTION

mols
H20 - 10000
CuCI-26.0
FeClz -39.0
NoCI-71.0

( /2.1 Stoge Leach)

, H20 - 10000mols
: CuCI2 -13.0
: FeCt.? -39.0
, NoCI-7!.O

O2 - 9. 75mols
H2 0-,19.5

Cu - 6.5 mols
Fe-6.5
S- 26.0

H20 - 1000 mols
CuClz -19.5
FeCI2 - 32.5
NoCI - 71.0

SOL/OS
FefOHh 13.0mols

IRON METALLIC
HYDROXIDE COPPER

HzO - 1000.Omols
CuC{z-13.0
FeCIJ -26.0
NoCI-7/.0

SOLIDS
S -26.0mols

SULFUR AND
INSOLUBLE
RESIDUE

Figure C27

Clear
Flowsheet
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Revised In this process, Bulf concan

which is ground to -325 mesh by a ballmill, goes to a leaching tank held at

approximately 220°F. A leach solution, containing 36% ferric chloride and 1%

hydrochloric acid, dissolves 99% of the copper. 96% of the silver, and 84% of the

iron in the .concentrate. Slurry from the leaching tank is cooled and sent to a

settler.

Overflow solution, approximately 5.5% copper, goes to a diaphragm-type electrolytic

cell operating at 105°F. Copper and silver plate onto the cathode, and ire dislodged

directly into the liquor by periodic tapping. Copper slurry thus formed at the

bottom of the cell passes to a rotary vacuum filter which separates the metal from

the liquid. The copper is then melted in a furnace to remove impurities, and cast

into anodes for further purification.

Liquid from the top of the diaphragm cell is pumped to turboaerators. Oxidation

there at approximately 115°F reganerates ferrous chloride to the ferric state. and

also yields solid ferric oxide which is removed by a rotary vacuum filter. An

evaporator eliminates excess water from the solution. and the hydrochloric acid is

added before recycling the stream to the leaching tank.

Underflow from the settler passes to another rotary vacuum filter. Cake from this

unit goes to a leaching vat maintained at 80°F, where an aqueous ~nium-sulfide

solution dissolves free sulfur to form ammonium polysulfide. Solids then are

separated out by a rotary vacuum filter and sent to a tailings dump. Sulfur is
C19

precipitated from the liquid by heating to decompose the polysulfide. (Figure C28)

In this process, sulfide concentrate goes to a

mill. The Sill reduces the size of ieles plus a high

of distortion in

then is slurried with

latices,

sulfuric-acid

Ground concentrate

electro-
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Revised ferric-chloride process now Figure C28
features much-improved economics

winning unit, and pumped into an autoclave. There, at an oxygen partial pressure

of 10-20 atm. and a temperature of approximately 240°F, copper values dissolve,

forming copper sulfate. Following depressurization and discharge from the autoclave,

thickening and filtration remove leach residue, including all the iron (in the

form of oxides) and sulfur (in elemental form). Electrowinning in rubber-lined

cells then plates the copper out of solution onto cathodes. The spent electrolyte

is recycled.

Precious metals in the concentrate remain in the residue from leaching. An extraction

scheme has been devised. The metals dissolve readily in hot sodium-chloride solution

as long as a certain oxidation potential is maintained by continuously dosing a small
C19

quantity of chlorine.

The Nitric Technique Being developed.by DuPont and Kennecott Copper Corporation,

the process uses nitric and sulfuric acids in leaching sulfide concentrates.

Concentrate is ground to the -325 mesh size, then lurried with nitric/.ulfuric-

acid solution, and sent to a two-step system featuring countercurrent flow.
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In at 230-240 F and.10-15
• Ii'

the acid solution dissolves most of the copper and iron, and produces necessary

ferrous ions for a subsequent nitrate-removal step. Then, in the second qtep, held

at the same temperature and pressure levels, a preferably threefold excess of

nitric and sulfuric acids accelerates the leaching of the partia~ly treated solids.

Operation is controlled so that substantially all the copper goes into solution

and remains there along with the iron.

Following separation of leach residue, the pregnant solution passes to an~autoclave;

heating to approximately 285-390 op drives off nitrate as nitric oxide, which is

recy~led to a nitric-acid recovery circuit. Next, the solution goes to another

autoclave for removal of iron that otherwise would impair the efficiency of electro-

winning. Contact with ammonia at 320-390 0 P precipitates iron from solution as an

easily filterable jarosite mineral. Electrowinning of the purified stream then
(19

yields product copper.
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The metal obtained from p,ro- and hydro-metallurgical operations generally centains

tes originally in the ore ~hich hz~e re~ined ~ith the ~t~l during

smelting and/or leaching. Blister copper for example rarely exceeds 99.5% purity

and frequently runs as low as 98.5%, the chief impurities being sulfur, iron,

oxide, arsenic, and bismuth, all of which tend to have various deleterious effects.

Seurral techniques are available to further treat metals for purification and

refining. The major techniques are described below.

Fire Refining Fire refining can be broadly divided into two sections:

1. The metal is liquified in a reverberatory furnace, the impurities
being oxidized by the application of air or oxidizing agents
and slagged off. Alternatively, chemical reagents such as soda
8sh or caustic are added which combine with the impurities and
are removed by skimming.

2. Distillation is used when the metal concerned is volatile at
an economic temperature and capable of condensation.

The essential part of fire refining 1s carr4ed out by oxidizing the impur-

ities, the oxide slags 80 formed being removed by skimming. Partial

oxidation of the copper also occurs, this being corrected by a subsequent

exposure of the metal to a reducing action. The readiness with which such im-

found that the bulk of impurities are eliminated early in the process, but
(5

and prolonged slagging.

the application of electric

1. electrolysis

purities are removed is related both to the heat of formation of the metallic

the removal of the remainder often requires

copper. Sulfur, iron, and zinc are eliminated without undue difficulty,

but nickel, selenium, te-lurium. and bismuth are very difficult elements to

oxides and also to the extent of the solubility of the oxides in molten

slag and have usually been dealth with by electrolysis. In practice, 1* is

current by two means:
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2. ut ion of the heat liberated the passage of an
electric current either by means of resistance or by arcing.

Electrolysis Electrolysis is concerned not only with the refining of metals,

but also plays an integral part in the operational recovery (winning) of many

metals, and thus it can be conveniently considered from these two aspects.

In electro-refining, the metal to be refined is made the anode of the system,

pure metal deposited at the cathode under electrolytic action. The impurities

associated with the metal either remain behind, attached to the anode, or fall

off and form a slime at the bottom of the cell.

Reactions are based upon the fact that if two metals are placed in an appro-

priate solution and a direct current passed from one metal (the anode) to the

other (the cathode), the former dissolves and the latter increases in weight.

The metal dissolved from the anode acts as a carrier of the current and on

reaching the cathode gives up its charge and deposits thereon.

Electro-winning In electro-winning, prior treatment of the ore or concentrate

has isolated the metal either in the form of a purified solution or else as

a solid chemical compound, such as a chloride or oxide. Thus, a soluble

electrode is untenable, an insoluble anode being the rule. With solutions,

the insoluble anode may be of lead or a lead alloy, the metal in solution

plating out in the usual manner on the cathode. In the case of a solid chemical

compound, however, electrolysis takes place in a fused-salt bath, an insoluble

anode of graphite or similar compound being used. The liberated metal does

not plate out on the catbode, but either floats on the surface of the
(5

electrolyte or else sinks to the bo~tom of the cell.

In summary, the new ion of the energy of the suI

for autogenous smelting. producing either a matte in the case with the
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the concentrated sulfide

into a crude metal, as is the case with the newer smelting processes - Noranda,

WORCRA~ and Mitsubishi. These processes use air, oxygen~or oxygen-enriched air

for more efficient 8ombustion. producing a rather strong S02 gas which is amenable

to conversion into sulfuric acid, reduction to elemental sulfur, or neutralization

with lime to produce gypsum.

The development of hydrometallurgical processes as possible alternatives to smelting

or roasting has also been spurred in recent years. Some processes leach concentrate

directly while others involve special pre-treatments. Some processes dissolve

copper selectively, others do not. Most, if not all systems, include a primary

l~ach step. Sulfur is oxidized at least to the element with oxygen from the air

directly or indirectly, or electrolytically directly or indirectly, or with both.

Where iron dissolves, precipitation at a later stage is required (as a ferric

compo~d). Dissolving and precipitating steps usually utilize the -ic and -oua states

that both copper and iron have. Copper can selectively be deposited in the presence

of some impurities, while other impurities must be selectively removed from solution.

Some systems utilize pressurized atmospheres at elevated temperatures while others

operate at or near atmospheric pressure and room temperature.

Distinct advantages of the pyrometallurgical processes are sumaarized below:

1. Recovery of metal by smelting is very high. In the case of copper,
recovery is usually above 98%.

2. All new smelting processes consume little or no energy, a scarce
and expensive commodity. All produce energy for internal use.

3. Pyrometallurgical processes do not consume large quantities of
water, whereas hydrometallurgical operations can be large
consumers of water, another scarce and expensive commodity
in many areas.

4. It is believed that pyrometallurgical have
production per unit than hydrometallurgical facilities.

5. Disposal of slurried in
necessitates the construction of
the residues may find their way into ground
them. This is not the case with waste

Soluble salts in
and contaminate
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proces summarized below

1. From a sulfur point of view~ many systems are essentially
pollution-free. Water is processed and reused, all sulfur is
captured and recovered in elemental form. acid form, or
neutraliz;d tv fu~m gYp~um~

2. Costs are comparable to the costs of pyrometallurgical
operations when considering small scale operations.

3. Greater flexibility in the handling of different feedstocks.

Distinct disadvantages of the hydrometallurgical processes are summarized below:

1. Due to the nature of ores, the rate of dissolution of valuable
metals is unsatisfactory. Relatively high capital costs and
operating costs exist.

2. Precious metals cannot be recovered efficiently by known
hydrometallurgical.

3. Pollution control of aqueous and particulate effluents, and the
disposal of leach residues are more difficult and more costly
than control of gaseous emissions from modern pyrometallurgical
plants.

The new hydrometallurgical processes will have to compete against the energy-improved,
pollution-free smelting processes currently being developed as substitutes for con
ventional reverberatory smelting. Hydro-processes will have to perform at least as
well as the new pyro-processes if they are to eventually take~lthe lead. C17



The domestic base-metal-producing industry has been challenged with the task

reducing the amount of sulfur oxides and other emitted by smelters

treating sulfide ores and concentrates. This challenge has been "imposed by legis

lation aimed at reducing air pollution. Standards for both ambient air quality and

allowable emissions have been proposed and already are in effect in some states.

The principle means for the removal of S02 from stack gases in the late 1960's and

early 1970's included:

1. the use of tall stacks

2. the use of tall stacks coupled with a contact sulfuric acid plant

3. a closed-loop control system

The use of tall stacks was considered at that time to be the simplest technique.

Discharges to the atmosphere at such heights diluted S02 values when dispersed into

the lower atmosphere. Even if other processes for removal of S02 from the smelter

gas are adopted.-the tall stack will still be an important control method.

The second method combines or couples the tall stack with a contact sulfuric acid

plant. Acid plants require at least 3.5-5.0% 802 in the feed gas for acid production

and cannot economically treat gases. Production of sulfuric acid by the

contact process is a well established process.

The third method, that of controlling sulfur dioxide pollution utilizing the

"closed-loop control," will be discussed later.

Process selection will be dictated by economic conditions for sulfur byproduct

disposal and by variation in the natur~ of the off gases, such julfur dioxide

concentrations, impurities carried over from g~~~ •• ~~,~ , and fluctuations

in gas flow Other factors, both economic and noneconomic, such
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nearness of for product available land

~.,~~~.gg.• , and potential water pollution problems will influence the choice of
(3

method for controlling emissions.

The Contact Sulfuric Acid Process The contact sulfuric acid process is a well-

established chemical process for removing sulfur dioxide from smelter gases.

Smelter gases are first cleaned of particulates, sulfur trioxide removed in a mist

cattrell precipitator, the remaining gas stream dried with strong sul~uric acid.

The sulfur dioxide in the dry gas is then oxidized to sulfur trioxide in a catalytic

converter. The sulfur trioxide is absorbed in strong (98%) sulfuric acid to yield

the product of the plant. The tail gas is treated to remove droplets of acid and

normally is vented to the atmosphere. T&11 gases will contain from 0.2-0.5% S02&
(3

(Figure C29)
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This Bulfi

bsorption process which involves chemical regeneration with sulfuric acid to release

S02 and form ammonium sulfate. Figure C30 outlines the process.

Sulfur dioxide-bearing gas, free of sulfur trioxide and particulat~s, is absorbed

by an ammonium sulfite-ammonium bisulfite solution. The sulfur dioxide in the gas

reacts with ammonium sulfite to form the bisulfite. Ammonia is added to convert

part of the bisulfite to sulfite which is recycled to the absorption scrubbers. The

remaining bisulfite solution is diverted to the stripper, acidified with sulfuric

acid, and stripped with air to produce approximately a 25% sulfur dioxide gas and a

solut~on of ammonium sulfate containing approximately 10% of the feed sulfur. The

process will remove 90% of the sulfur dioxide from dilute flue gases, even at con-
C3

centrations as low as Oa5%. Tail gases contain as little as 0.0'% sulfur dioxide.
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This proces , developed by the

American Smelting and Refining Company 1s ••ed for recovering sulfur dioxide from

smelter gases containing 4-1P% S028 Outlined in Figure C31~ flue gases are first

cleaned, the cleaned gas stream then passing through a bubble-cap tower where the

S02 is abs~rbed by dimethylaniline. Tail gases from the DMA absorption section in

the bottom of the tower are scrubbed with a dilute sodium carbonate solution in the

middle section of the absorption tower, thereby recovering residual sulfur dioxide

from the gas stream. The sodium carbonate also neutralizes the sulfuric._acid used

for DMA vapor recovery as well as any acid formed through ,sulfur dioxide oxidation.

The upper section of the absorption tower scrubs with dilute sulfuric acid to

remove any remaining DMA vapor.

The loaded DMA solution is stripped with steam in the stripping section of the

stripping column. Dimethylaniline and sulfur dioxide are recovered from the

combined aqueous scrubber solutions, by steam distillation in the lower section of

the stripping tower. The hot gas stream leaving the stripper. containing sulfur

dioxide. steam. and dimethylaniline vapor, is cooled in the upper or rectifier

section of the stripping column. In the presence of the sulfur dioxide. dimethy-

laniline vapor is recovered .s water soluble dimethylaniline sulfate. This leaves

essentially pure sulfur dioxide which can be liquified. The process can recover

from 90-95% of the sulfur dioxide from a gas stre.. containing 2-4% sulfur dioxide.
(3

and as much as 95-98% from a gas:.stream containing 8-10% sulfur dioxide.

The Monsanto Cat-Ox Process The Cat-Ox process is particularly suited for gas

streams lean in sulfur dioxide. A8 indicated in figure C32, the incoming lean gas

is partially heated by exchange with product gas effluents from the converter.

The gas is then preheated to approx~tely 800-90QoF, and finally is oxidized to

sulfur trioxide in the presence of vanadium pentoxide

of the order of 90%.

Conversions are
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Product gases from the converter feed gases. the sulfur

dioxide then absorbed in water. Product acid ranging in concentration from 80-93%

is then recov~red in a cooler, with going to the stack after cleansing in

a mist eliminator. Critical areas in the process include:

1. fly-ash removal upstream of the unit

2. life and efficiency of the catalyst

3. quality and concentration of the acid product
(26

4. corrosion in the heat exchanger unit

The Wellman-Power Gas Process The Wellman-Power Gas system (Figure C33) is based

on a·cyclical absorption-desorption phase, with sodium sulfite solution as the

absorbent. During the absorption cycle, the sulfite reacts with sulfur dioxide to

form sodium bisulfite. The reaction is reversed in desorption, with concentrated

sulfur dioxide released and sulfite regenerated and recycled back into the absorption

system.

O· -~._~......_._ --- "-""7"""--"''' ~_...-..~ .... --..,..-- ..... ~~..,.-.-...or...,...-~ ...-- ._-.. _-, .-.. -;- ...... :---~-_ ... - -_--.

.. .. ~: "'; .'

Steam
and SO, ...--------.,e--_........ Absorbent ...- ......

regeneration ' .
...----......Ls~~-m__J...-------.""'eo""'n....d""'en-sa-t-e-------...4

CHEMICAL RECOVERY
SECTION

Gas to stack

ABSORPTION
SECTION

WELLMAN-POWER GAS absorbs 502with Na2 503 Figure C33

Gases coming from the muat be cleaned of particulate matter before treatment.

Upon entering the absorber, the gases come in contact with the sodium sulfite

solution and the sulfur dioxide i8 out by convert the to the

biosulfute form. Exit 500 ppm hall

fur dioxide of
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enriched ion

with steam in a countercurrent tower (7-15 , stream per I 502)'"

stream in the sulfur c.ondensation

process which removes the bulk of the water vapor at a relativelyahigh temperature,

and most of'the remainder at approximately 120oP. The product sulfur dioxide gas

contains approximately 10% water vapor, which makes it suitable as feed to a sulfuric
(26

acid plant or a sulfur dioxide reduction plant.

The Allied 802 Process The Allied S02 process involves the removal of sulfur

dioxide from relatively rich sulfur dioxide gas streams.. The process involves·

direct catalytic reduction of the sulfur dioxide to sulfur using natural gas as

the reductant ..

Gas purification is optional, but generally is considered necessary in order 'to

remove particulates and excess water vapor. The cool, clean gas leaving this step,

is preheated by exchange with hot roaster gases before going to the reduction
-

section .. (Figure C34)

Roaster
gas in

(a)

GAS PURIFICATION
r-------------.Cool, clean gas

,..----""'9'4 Gas purification and cooling ..-.,..;..-'"""""'.......
Centrifugal
blower

(3)

Stack

IncineI1iIItor

50 2 REDUCTION SYSTEM SULFUR RECOVERY

ALLIED 502 process preserves reaction heat Figure C34
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In the reduction half of the ulfur dioxide rted to

elemental sulfur by reaction with methane, creating in the process H2S. ·In the

sulfur recovery system, sulfur formed in the reactor is condensed and

the remaining sulfur dioxide and H2S are reacted in a _w.~~~.

system to ~roduct additional sulfur via the reaction:

claus conversion

All sulfur recovered in the condensers is sent to storage and exit gas incinerated
C26

to remove traces of HZS before it is exhausted to the atmosphere.

The Bureau of Mines Citrate Process In this process, sulfur dioxide bearing gases

are cleansed of dust and fume by precipitation or filtering, followed by water

scrubbing. The wet gases have the mist removed by another precipitator, then pass

into an absorber system where they are contacted with a partially neutralized

solution of citric acid. 90-95% of the sulfur dioxide is claimed to be removed.

The sulfur dioxide streaa ~est goes to a reactor unit where hydrogen sulfide reacts

with the absorbed sulfur dioxide to yield elemental salfur. This is aeparated trom

the citric acid solution by filtration, with the solution recycled to the absorber.

A small portion of the sulfur product is diverted to a H2S generator. where it is

burned with steam and methane to produce H2S and 002 D the latter passing through
(26

the process and exiting from the reactor. (Figure CJ5)

The Limestone Scrubbing System A process for of sulfur dioxide from

effluent gases by exposure of such gases to aater1als such aa limestone exists.

Designed systems convert the sulfur dioxide to an innocuous fona ..

Flue gas 1s precleaned of fly ash, the~ blown into the bottoa of • spray tower

where it is sprayed with slurry containing 7-10% lLseatone. A. contact

is t the limestone reacts with the sulfur dioxide to insoluble calciua

sulfite and sulfate. Slurry effluent draina ty into
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tank, wherein supersaturated ca.lcium out before the solution is recycled

back to the scrubber. Fresh limestone is added in this tank.

A portion of the recycle stream is directed to 8. clarifier that returns a fairly

clear overflow stream to a wet electrostatic precipitator into which the treated

gases flow after scrubbing. Underflow from the t. so that

precipitated calcium ca.n be the and returned

to the mixing tank.

Other in of
(3
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This approach to control of

sulfur dioxide emissions involves the use of special automated inatrumentation for

the continuous measurement of sulfur dioxide i~ the air. The system includes

designed monitoring stations~ degital computers which question ea~h monitor and

printing out average S02 values for each station periodically, a full-time

meteorologist, plus supporting staff with extensive weather data recording and

receiving equipment.

Two techniques are used to limit sulfur dioxide emissions. The first involves

reaction to increasing concentrations of sulfur dioxide, the second involves

utilization of meteorological data in the prediction of low winds and inversions.

A third technique in the developmental stage involves continuous measurement of

sulfur dioxide emissions with the simultaneous prediction of downwind S02 concen

trations as ground level.

Refer to figure C36 (a generalized flow diagram) to compare and contrast the various

processes for sulfur dioxide concentration and/or removal from pyrometallurgical

effluent gas streams. Also, refer to table C4 for a listing of the additives and/or
C3

catalysts which are necessary for efficient removal of gaseous sulfur dioxide.
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Table C4

Additives and Catalysts Necessary for Process
Concentration and/or Conversion

of Sulfur Dioxide
Gas

Process Drying Reduction Conversion Reaction Absorption Reaction Stripping
I

Contact Sulfuric Acid Process Sulfuric Acid Sulfuric Acid

Cominco Absorption Process Ammonium Sulfite- Sulfuric Acid.
Ammonium Bisulfite, Air
Ammonia, H2O

Dimethylaniline Absorption Process Dimethyl anl1 ine, Steam
Dilute Sulfuric Acid,
Sodium Carbonate

Monsanto Cat-Ox Process Vanadium Pentoxide H2O

Wellman-Power Gas Process Sodium Sulfite Steam

Allied S02 Process Methane, Hydrogen Sulfide
All i ed Catalyst

Bureau of Mines Citrate Process Hydrogen Sulfide . Partially Neutralized
Solution of Citric
,Acid

limestone Scrubbing System limestone
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C23
Copper

Uses Copper is utilized as a pure metal, alloyed with aine to form hr••• , and

alloyed with tin to form bronze. Copper is used as a pure metal principally:

1. in electrical mining for motors

2. transformers

3. generators and instruments

4. as copper and brass tubing

5. as sheet for roofing, gutters, decorative applications, and coinage

6. in copper and alloy coatings and forgings for bearing., bushings,
jewelry, and mechanical posta

7. ordnance

B. in chemicals for insecticides, pigments, and agriculture

Supply-Demand The domestic demand for copper is distributed libe.ally among the

following induatries:

Industry

Electrical Equipment
and Supplies

Construction

Industrial Machinery

Transportation

Ordnance

Miscellaneous

Percent of Total Market

60%

15%

10%

B%

2%

5%

World copper production for 1974 was B.l million tone. U.S. production for the

same period totaled 1.6 million tons.

C37 indicates the in table C5

copper-supply-demand data for the 1964-74.
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Table CS Coppor lIuppty-demand nalatlonllhlplIII, 1964-74
(ThoulUlnd short Ionlll)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 19m 1970 1971 HI72 1973 1974

World production (primary):
Mine pfOduction:

Unrted States .. --- -- -.. -_ .. -- ----- ---- 1,247 1,352 1,429 954 '205 1,545 1,720 1,522 1,665 1,718 1,597
Aftlllt 01 wood ---- -- -.. -_ ....................... 3,865 3,967 , 4,056 4,270 4,436 4,679 4,918 5,131 5,649 6,139 6,512

Total ---- -- --- --- --_ .. -_ ........ -- .. _-- 5,112 5.319 5,485 5,224 5,641 6,224 6,638 6,653 7,314 7,857 8,1og

CO/'Tl>OOenls of U.S. wppIy (primary
and old scrap):

Refined productJon:
DomestIC mines --_ .. --------- .. -- 1,259 1,336 1,353 847 1,161 1,469 1,52' 1,411 1,680 1,698 1,421
04d scrap ---- -----_ ........ - .. -.. _...... 166 214 242 19o 231 284 278 208 2'2 241 268
Imports of ore, bhl8f, etc ________ 396 376 358 286 278 274 244 181 193 170 234

Sales 01 Government stockptle fIIll.CeSlell 27 120 400 149 252
ImpOOs 01 rolinBd ----_ ..... --- -----_ .. - 140 137 164 331 400 131 132 164 192 202 314
04d scrap (unrefined) ---------------- 288 299 293 293 290 291 228 237 246 245 215
Industry 5tOduI, Jan. 1 -------------- 527 467 498 602 507 563 541 645 S86 517 456

ToIlII U.S. lILWIY __________________ 2,823 2,949 3,308 2,698 2,865 3,012 2,942 2,846 3,109 3,073 3,160
o.Slnbubon 04 U.S. supply:

Industry lltockS, Dec. 31 ------------ 487 498 602 507 563 541 645 S86 517 456 597
Exp0rt3 (rolined) --- -- -- - -- ----- ----- 318 325 273 159 241 200 221 166 183 189 '27
Indullnal delT\lind ------ ----- ------- 2,040 2,128 2,433 2,032 2,061 2,27' 2,076 2,072 2,409 2.428 2,436

U.S. demend pallefn:
EleClllcal ------ ------- -------- --- -- 941 ',028 1,178 1,113 1,04l!I 1,'93 1,101 1,113 , ,252 1.445 1.250
ConlltruclJon ________________________ 420 415 410 2n 316 34' 328 351 432 355 425
Machlfl8l'Y __________________________ 312 305 318 208 239 254 251 243 300 253 340
Transportallon -- ------- --- ----- ----- 222 227 226 145 '93 198 173 192 227 198 257
Ordnance -------- ------ - ---- ------- 43 45 182 188 164 172 119 69 78 57 42
Other ---- -.- -_. ---------- --- _.. ---- 102 lOll 121 10' 103 113 104 104 120 120 122

Total demand - ----_. - ---- -- ------ 2,040 2,128 2,433 2.032 2.06' 2.271 2.076 2.072 2.4Q9 2.428 2.436

Tolal U.S pl'lmlll)' dema.nd (lI'\dulltnlll
demand less old IIcr~) __________ 1,566 1,513 1,008 1.549 1.5-40 1.ElIIl6 1.572 1,627 1.951 1,942 1,953
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copper in the year 2000 to. range from 4 .. .. 5

million short tons. The most probable demand figure is 60 million tons. Copper

demands for the rest of the world are expected to range from 16.9-28.5 million tons

in 2000. A summary

Table C6

forecasted u.s. and world demand is included in table Co.

Summllry of fOrKllata of U.S. lind rtIlt-of-world copper demllnd, 1973-2000
(Thouund short tons)

Probeb!e
1973

2000
Forecasl rlilnge

lO'alt High

Probable average
annual growlh ral8

---,9-85-----200-0-'973-2000 (pel't:ent)

United States:
Primary . _
Secondary _

Total _

Cumulative (primary) _

Rest 01 world:
Primary •
Secondary _

Total _

CumulatIVe (primary) _

World:
PrimMy _
Secondary __

Total .. _

Cumulative (prtmary) _

1,942
486

2,428

6,058
2.158

8.216

8.000
2.644

10.644

2.900
1.200

4,100
65.000

12,700
4.200

15.600
5,400

21.000
311.000

5,300
2,200

7.500
92,000

21,400
7.100

28.500
337,000

26.700
9.300

36,000
429.000

2,700
900

3.600
28.000

10.000
3.000

13.000
97,000

12.700
3.900

16.600
125.000

4.200
1,800

6.000
80,000

18.000
6.000

24.000
301.000

22.200
7.800

30,000
38t.000

29
50

3.4

4.1
3.9

4.0

3.9
41

39

Reserves and Resources Based on available information, the world reserves of copper

in are are estimated at 450 million tons of copper. In addition. an estimated

1600 million tons of copper is available in other global resources. In the latter

category, copper contained in oceanic manganese nodules accounts for 20% of known

copper reserves and 20% of other copper resources. A detailed assessment of world

copper resources is shown in table C7. The reserve classification includes all

economically recoverable material in identified deposits. The other resource

classification applies on an approximately equal division to deposits not yet

discovered and to deposits from witch the copper is not now economically recoverable.

Domestic reserves of copper in are are timated at 90 million .hort tons. Five

states - Arizona. Utah, New Mexico, Montana and Michigan - account for more than

90% of the total reserves. of the are in copper

is the dominant value; in the of mixed or
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Table C7 World copper resourc@s
(Milhon shontons of copper)

ResetVl!IS Olller I Total

North Amefica:
United SlBln
CanaOl!: : .
01her _

90
40
20

32'0
130
30

410
170

50

Total _ 150 480 630

South America:
Chile _
PllfU _
Other _

90
30
10

130
40
70

22'0
70
80

Total 130 240 370

130
60

190

90
40

130

Europe:
U.S.S.R 40
Othel' 20

----------Total 60

Africa:
Zaire 20
Zambia 30
Other 10

30
70
20

50
100
'30

Total 60
AW: Total 30
Oceania: Total 20
Sea nodules _

120
170
60

400

180
200

80
400

Wor1dtotal 450 1.600

I Includes undiscovered (hypothetical and speculative) deposits.

complex base metal ores. Areas containing major potential for developing domestic

copper resources include the porphyry copper-bearing basin and range province of the

Southwest United States and the copper-nickil bearing Duluth Gabbro of Minnesota.

Excluding deep sea resources, the amount of copper estimated to exist in the rest

of the world comprises reserves of 360 million tons and other resources of 880

million tons. Six countries - Chile. Canada, the U.S.S.R., Peru, Zambia. and Zaire -

account for 69% of the rest of the world's reserves and 56% of other resources.

Remaining reserves are divided among many other countries including Australia and

Papua New Guinea. Finland. Iran. Japan, the People's RepubliC of China,

the Philippines, Poland, the Republic of South Africa, Sweden, and Yugoslavia.

Economics The price of copper, in terma of constant 1913 the 1954-74

period, is summarized in table ca. Prices shown in the are producer

quotations for vir.bar refined
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of copper o 5, 1

at $.74 in terms of 1976 dollars.

Costs of producing copper are variable. depending upon location and

physical characteristics of the ore deposit. For a representativk large open

pit copper operation, cost components in terms of percentages of the price of

copper are estimated to be:

15% mining

25% ore beneficiation

25% freight, smelting, and refining

35% discovery, development taxes, marketing,
and general overhead, including profit

Table C8 TI~ra ,.latlon5h1p for copper

Y..
ActuIIII pric::IIIa ConiIniInt 1973 doIIIrB

19M 29.5 50.8
1955 37.3 63.3
1956 "2.5 69.8
1957 30.1 47.6
1958 26.3 40.6
1958 30.7 46.6
1960 32.1 48.0
1961 30.0 442
1962 30.8 44.9
1963 30.8 44.3
1964 32.6 46.2
1965 35.4 49.3
1966 36.8 49.6
1967 38.8 50.7
1968 422 53.2
1969 47.9 57.6
1970 582 66.4
1971 52.0 56.8
1972 512 54.1
1973 59.5 59.5
1974 ' n.3 70.1

, The prioll wa 63.625 to 65 cenlB PlIf pound in Oealrnbef 1975

C4
Nickel

More than 90% of all is in the fo~ of tal, principally

in alloys. Its ability to resist corrosion and to corrosion resistance,

strength t and to its vide and

use in many lead to ita

use in batteries, t and P1pents ll in
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end 'include~

I. chemicals and allied products and petroleum refining and allied products

2. fabricated metal pro,ducts

3. aircraft and parts

4. mot~r vehicles and equipment

5. electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies

6. household appliances

7. machinery

8. general building contractors

9. chip and boat building and repairing

10. miscellaneous

Supply-Demand

industries:

The domestic demand for nickel 1s distributed amana the following

Industry

Chemicals

Petroleum

Fabricated Metal Products

Transportation

Electrical

Household Appliances

Machinery

Conatruction

MiscellaneoWII

Percent of Total Market

15%

9%

10%

21%

13%

7%

7%

9%

9%

World nickel production for 1974 was 823.2 thousand tons. U.S. production for the

same period totaled 14.1 thousand tona.

C38 indicates the

data for the 1964-74.

in 1973 and table C9 reveals
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Figure C38 Supply-demand relationships for nickel. 1973

Table C9 Nickel supply-demand relationships, 1964-1974
(Thousand tons)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974"

World mne producllon:
Unrte:l States - - ~ ......... ~ ......... _......... _.. _- 122 135 132 146 15.2 158 156 15.6 15.7 13.9 14.1
Rest of world ------ --_ .. -- --_ .. -- .. --- 3968 454.8 426.9 480.2 5329 516.9 6768 685.0 666.2 707.7 809.1

~~l. ~_--::.-..--..:-:.=~=-:-..:.:-==-::=--- .~090 4~~.3 440.1 ~:8_ 5~81 ~32.7 6~2.4 .- _.?QQ:~ ~1.9 t~1.6 8g3.2.

Components 01 US. supply:
Domesllc mines ... ---- --_ ...... ----_ ... -_ .. 12.2 13.5 132 14.6 152 15.8 15.6 15.6 15.7 13.9 14.1
Secondary -- ... -- ---- ----- -_ ............... -- SO.9 51.4 63.1 52.3 36.6 71.0 48.7 72.9 74.0 66.5 70.0
Net Government release ----------- .. 2.9 16.3 103.6 23.3 3.2 4.3 2.1 14.9 1.8 1.6 4.6
Imports -- -_.- .. -_ .... -- ----- --_ .. -- -_ ..... 129.0 163.0 141.0 142.6 143.7 1258 156.3 142.2 173.9 191.1 220.7
Industry stock. Jan. 1 ________________ 17.2 17.2 14.1 44.5 39.6 37.2 31.9 56.0 82.0 99.2 1088

Total U.S. Supply ------- .. -_ ....... --- 212.2 261.4 335.0 277.3 2383 254.1 254.6 301.6 347.4 372.3 418.2
Distrbc!ion 01 U S. supply:

Industry stock. Dec. 31 --- .. ------_ .. _ .. 17.2 14.0 31.3 34.6 373 31.9. 56.0 82.0 99.2 106.8 150.3
Experts -- -- --- ----------- -- -------- 120 5.6 1111 8.0 65 14 6.3 4.6 2.6 4.5 4.3
Induslrtal demand _________ w ________ 183.0 241.11 291.9 234.7 194 5 220.8 193.3 215.0 245.6 2590 263.6

U.S. demand panern:
ChemICals __________________________ 10.5 168 21.4 25.9 219 340 28.9 32.1 36.8 389 39.7
Petroleum __________________________ 5.8 9.1 11.7 14.1 11.9 170 15.4 19.4 22.2 23.3 23.7
FabrICated metal products ____________ 15.8 22.5 28.7 402 24.5 184 18.4 22.0 24.6 26.0 26.5
Transpor1ato",:

Alfcrafl -- ------------ ---_ .... ---- 14.5 239 30.4 16.5 24.2 14.8 11.6 15.1 16.9 18.1 18.4
Motor vehICles and eqUipment ____ 27.2 38.4 364 23.9 22.0 23.3 23.1 23.6 27.5 28.5 29.0
Ship 8. boat budding and repus 53 9.1 11.1 7.3 9.1 8.5 5.7 6.6 7.1 7.9 8.0

Total ------ --- --_ .. ---- ------- 47.0 714 785 47.7 553 46.6 404 45.3 51.5 54.5 55.4
ElectrICal - - ------- -- - -- - -- --- ------ 170 28.5 34.7 20.2 202 29.7 24.9 27.8 31.9 33.6 342
Household appld arIces -------------- 16.9 24.9 28.9 184 18.2 134 12.5 14.7 17.2 18.1 164
Machinery __________________________ 21.6 33.6 42.6 129 12.6 16.0 143 148 172 18.1 18.4
ConstructIOn ________________________ 6.8 98 13.8 11.0 10.3 15.8 184 196 22.2 23.3 23.7
Other --- - ---- -- --- --- -- -- --- ---- -_ .. 41.8 25.2 31.6 44.3 196 29 II 19.3 193 220 232 236

Total US. prlml!lfy demand (IndUI-
toal demand less secondary) 132.1 190.4 228.8 1824 1579 149.8 143.6 142.1 1718 192.5 193.6

• Preumnary
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the year 2000 from 420-640

thousand short tons. The most probable demand figure.is 550 thousand tons. Nickel.

for the rest of the are to range 1190-1710 thousand

tons in 2000. A summary of forecasted U.S. world is included in table CI0.

Table CIO Summary of forecastl of U.S. and rest of world nickel demand, 1913-2000
(Thousand tons)

2000
Probable

Probable average

1973 Forecast rllflge annual growth rate
1973-2000

low High 1965 2000 (percent)

Un~ed States:
Primary __________________ 193 300 450 260 385 2.6
Sea:>roary -------------- 66 120 190 100 165 3.5

Total -- ------- .-------- 259 420 640 360 550 2.8
Cumulative (primary) ------ 6.600 8,300 2,700 7,600

Rest of world:
Primary __________________ 597 990 1,450 810 1,205 2.6
Sea:>roary -------------- 144 200 260 160 245 2.0

Total ------ ------------ 741 1,190 1,710 970 1,450 2.5
Cumulativa (primary) ------ 21,200 26,200 8,500 23.600

WOl1d:
Primary __________________ 790 1,290 1,900 1.010 1,590 2.6
Secondary -------------- 210 320 450 260 410 2.5

Total ---- .----.-------- 1,000 1,600 2,350 1,300 2,000 2.6
Cumulative (primary) ------ 27,800 34.500 11,200 31,200

Reserves and Resources u.s. nickel reserves (measured, indicated, and inferred)

totaled approximately 200.000 tons in lateritic material containing 0.8-1.3% nickel.

All are in deposits at the operating mine near Riddle, Oregon. There are other

nickeliferous lateritic deposits in Oregon, California, and Washington, some parts

of which are as high grade as the !eserves at Riddle. however, they are not mineable

at a profit under current economic conditions. The large low-grade sulfide deposia.

in the Duluth Gabbro of northeastern Hlnnesotalre currently as resources.

World nickel reserves have been by the Bureau of Hines at nearly 50

million tons. however, the estimates are based on information and are

considered to be low. The general distribution order of principle

nickel reserves are given in table Cl1, Total resources are

million ton. of nickel.

at 100

Combined suI and laterite world nickel

estimated by the U.S. to' 70 adllion tons of in
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Table ell
(Thou!>and tons)

nickel resources

Reserves
Othen&
sources'

Total re
sources'

North America:
United Steles ------------------ 200 15,000 15,200
Canada ________________________ 11.000 9,900 17.900

Total ------------------------ 8,200 204,900 33,100

Central America and Caribbean
Islands:

Cube -------------------------- 4,200 13,800 18,000
Dominican Republic ____________ 900 900
Guatemala ------.------------- 500 500 1,000
Puerto Rico ____________________ 100 100

Total ------------------------ 5,600 14,400 20,000

Europe: U.S.S.R. __________________ 10,000 10.000
Oceania:

Australia .--------------------- 2,500 2.000 4.500
Indonesia ______________________ 3,700 4,300 8,000
New Caledonia ----.----------- 15.400 1,100 16,500
Philippines -------------.------ 4,500 3,500 8,000

Total .----------------------- 28,100 10,900 37,000

World total' ------------------ 49,900 50,200 100.100

I Derived from U.S. Geel. Survey Prof. Paper 820, 1973.

I Excludes small quantities of reserves in Bruil, Rhodesia, Republic of
South Africa, and Burma, and an unknown quantity of low-grade laterites
that flxls1 in tropical and umitropicalareas. Aillo excludell nickel associated
with copper depollits of Botswana lIJld "abed manganese nodules.

7 billion tons of material. Among the world's resources containing less than 1%

nickel are U.S. sulfide deposits. estimated to contain 7 billion ton. of material

averaging 0.2% nickel. In addition J the peridotites and serpentinites containing

0.2-0.4% nickel are widely disseminated throughout the world.

Economics Table e12 shows the time-price relationship for nickel over a 20-year

period in actual cent. per pound and in constant 1973 dollar•• The price of nickel

for the week of July 5, 1976 was quoted at $2.20 per pound in terms of 1976 dollars.

Table C12 Time-price vea.tlonahlp for nlckell

AVGrage annual price, cents per pound
YHr

Actual prius Conlllant 1973 dollars

1954 64.50 111
1955 64.50 110
195e 74.00 122
1957 74.00 117
1958 74.00 114
1959 74.00 112
1960 74.00 111
1961 81.25 120
1962 7900 115
1963 79.00 114
19604 7900 112
1965 77.75 108
1966 85.25 1HI
1967 94.00 123
1968 103.00 130
1969 128.00 154
1970 128.00 1411
1971 133.00 1045
1972 140.00 143
1973 153.00 153
1974 174.24 158

I PricCii changlN (ClW'ltll plIIr pound): 1974-.JlIII'\. 4. 112; Juno 28. 11115; D.c.
20,201; Mid 1975-JIWlUIlry-M&), 201.
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C 24

Uses Cobalt 1s used principally in heat and corrosion-resistant materials, high-

materials" and Other uses include hard

facing alloys for wear and abrasion resistance. and tool and die ~teel8. More than

25% is used "in nonmetallic compounds. In the metallic form. cobalt is used primarily

in permanent magnets, cemented carbides, and various alloys. Cobalt compounds are

used in salts and dryers, pigments, and catalysts. In summary, cobalt finds its use

in:

1. electrical equipment and supplies

2. aircraft and surface engines and parts

3. machine tools

4. construction and mining

5. paints and related products

6. miscellaneous chemical products

7. miscellaneous

Supply-Demand

industries:

The tic demand for cobalt i. distributed amant the following

Industry

Paint.

Chemical.

Ceramics and Glasa

Transportation-Aircraft

Electrical

Machine Tools

Construction Machinery

Percent of Total Market

12%

7%

10%

18%

29%

1

The u.s. industry of

constituted 63% of Ie



and nickel-cobs.lt

in Louisiana, which processes an .imported matte, no pr.imary cobalt 1s producte 1n

the United States.

Virtually all cobalt is recovered 8S a byproduct of copper or nickel. In 1914,

world mine production of cobalt was 67 million pounds, of which 38.7 million pounds

was from Zaire. No mine production has been reported in the U.S. since 1971.

Zambian production was 7 million pounds, Canada 4.2 million pounds, Morocco 3.9

million pounds, and the U.S.S.R. an estimated 3.8 million pounds.

Azire accounts for 60-65% of total world cobalt, follow4d by Zambia, lOX, and

Canada, 9%. This trend is expected to continue for the next few years.

Figure C39 indicates the supply-demand relationships in 1973 and table C13 reveals

cobalt-supply-demand data for the period 1964-1974.

WOIllLD 'RODUCTION COBALT
SUPPLY-DEMAND RELATIONSHI'S-1973

t, UTIlitATt
lit. IlAlilWill ~llhAl. l1.USlfttATlIlII

UIIlT, TIIOUUIiID P1!UlIllll lll' CllIIAlT ICe'

&llvtlllillilllfl ITllCIO'lU
I&ALUC( &2.811

llutiAU 011 MINI! S
U.£. I:III:P.ulTMlNT 0' THI INlUtOlii

Figure C39
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Table C13 Cobatt rillatlon,hlpa, 1984-74
(Thouund pounds)

1964 1965 1963 1967 1963 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1074 •

Wond production:
United StEl'" -- -- ..... -- ...-... --- -- ---_ .... 1.084 1.188 1.215 1.168 1,176 1,003 697 690
R"t of world ----_ ....... -------------- 38,150 40,624 46,762 44,028 41,968 43,558 52,590 47,906 51.290 5eI,510 87,001

Totll ____________________________
39,234 41,810 47,1197 45,196 43,144 44,55S1 53,287 48,598 "51.290 5eI,510 87.001

Components of U.S. supply:
Oom"tir. mine. ____________________ 1,084 1.186 1,215 1,166 1.178 1,003 tl97 890 fT fT "Secondary ------------------------ 141 87 48 120 143 326 69 125 197 454 270
Net Government I"lIIllIIIlse (purchliUNl) 733 (1) 762 6,169 4,953 6,007 5,162 1,683 5,945 8,569 8,938
Imports ____________________________ 12,443 15,<W8 18,823 1,215 9,06a 12,911 12,417 10,912 13,915 19.201 15,878
Indus!ry stocka. Jen. l' ------------ 1,()g9 1,420 3,600 6,400 6,552 5.88a 5,128 5,733 5,235 4,534 9.184

Totlll U.S. supply ---------------- 15.507 18,100 24,448 22,092 21,892 28.137 23,473 19,143 25,292 32,758 34.288
Distribution of U.S. supply:

Industry atocks. Dec. 31' 1,420 3.600 0,400 6.552 5,888 5.128 5,733 5,235 4,534 9,184 9,487
Exports __________________:::::::::: 108 116 100 200 1.420 1,4117 1,478 365 1.293 • 1,396 1.348
Industrial demlllnd __________________ 13,979 14,384 17,948 15,340 14,58-4 19,512 16,262 13.543 19,415 22;176 23,453

U.S. demand pllll1ern:
Nonmetal

Paints ------ ------------------ 1.246 1,25S 1.451 1.044 1,451 1,285 2,'152 2,042 2.323 2,654 2.m
Chemicallll ---_ ... --------------- 899 085 753 1196 662 1,382 538 707 1,270 1,840 1.931
Cerflmies end glUll ---------_ ...- 1.529 1.428 1.580 1,135 1.281 8S8 1.890 1,766 1.962 2,234 2.308

Total nonmetal -----_ ...------- 3.474 3,352 3,784 2,875 3,614 3.525 4,580 4,517 5,575 8,528 7.024
Metal'

TranSpOrtation: Aircraft -------- 3.208 3.514 4.482 3,575 2,544 4,046 3,297 2,518 4,294 4.035 5.235
Electrical -"'''' ------- ...-...--... _... ---- 3.972 3.978 5.387 4.160 5.100 4.024 4,589 3,633 8,081 8.471 5,571

MachlNry:
Machine tooh! ------------ 1,628 1,072 2.152 1.828 1,flHI 1,911 1.882 1.376 1.717 2,459 2.820
Conlltructlon machinery ____ 1,418 1.582 1,1185 U23 996 1.288 1.179 1,080 1,1110 2,037 2,182

Total ---- ... --------------- 3,046 3,254 3,837 3,251 2.1114 3,179 3,001 2,458 2,907 4,496 5.012
Coating and plating ____________ 3,351Other __________________________ 27g 288 458 1.479 712 1.387 735 419 62'0 839 011

Totml motiJ ------ ... ----------- 10.505 11,032 14.164 12,485 10.970 15,967 11,682 urn 13,890 15.648 16.429

Total U.S. primary demand
(tot III demand 1811S
secondary supply) 13,831 14~7 17.900 15,220 14.441 lSl,l84 10,193 13.418 19.261 :n,m 23.183

Total U.S. demand for pnmary
lTIlItllll ------------------...- 10,357 10,145 14,118 12.345 10,827 15,659 11,613 11,901 13.8E13 15,164 "U58

, Includlll consurmlr1l' and productlr1l' Btock8 after 1984. Productll1l' lII10clal not 1I1/.llable prior to 1965.
p Pr1Illmlnary.

The demand for prtmary cobalt in the United Stat.. for the year 2000 ia forecaat

at between 29.7 and 52.1 million The moat probable demand ia 44.7

million pOlmds. Cobalt d~nda for the rest of the world are to

from 69.8-113.0 million in 2000. A jf u.s. and world

demand is included in C14.
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Table C14 Summluy of foree••t. of U.S. lind r••t of world cobalt d.mllnd. 1~13-2000
(Thounnd pounds)

2000
FontCw rmng@

1973

Low High

United Stat..:
Primary __________________ 21.722 29.700 52.100
S41condary ------.------- 454 1.400 2,000

Toml ------------------ 22;178 31.100 54.100
Cumulative (primary)' .--- 651.000 896,000

ReIl1 of world:
Primary __________________ 37.309 69,800 113.000
Secondary -------------. 2,600 3.200 4,600

Total ------------------ 39,909 73.000 117,600
Cumulative (primary) ---- 1.430,000 1,890.000

World:
Primary __________________ 59,031 99,500 185,100
SecOndlllry -------------- 3.054 4,600 8.600

Total ------------------ 62,085 104.100 171.700
Cumulatlv8 (primary) .--- 2,081,000 2.788.000

Probllb~
Probeb""

l!\lflfll:Q:!: cflf1u:;1
grow1h rate
197~OOO

1985 2000 percent

27.100 43,000 '3.1
800 1.700 5.1

27,900 44,700 3.1
278,000 804,000

58,400 94,500 3.5
3.200 4,200 Ul

59,600 98,700 3.4
504,000 1,690,000 .-

83,500 137.500 3.4
4,000 5,900 2.5

87.500 143,400 3.3
842,000 2.494,000

'·Calcullllted from the 2().year p;imlllry demand trend value of 18,888 for 1973.

lead district. Maine ,l Alaska ,l and Pennsylvania also have large identified

resources.

Much of the world's identified resources are in the form of lateritic nickel ores

in tropical regions. However ,l most cobalt currently comes from sulfide deposits

in Zaire. Zambia. and Canada. An assessment of world cobalt resources is shown

in table CIS.

Table CIS A.....m.nt of world cob.1t ,.aourc••
(Million pounds)

Estimated Other Total
flIIHrveS resources l resourcesl

0 1,634 1,684
388 164 550
744 1,568 2,312

1,130 3,416 . 4,546

28 NA 28
1,500 160 1,&60

768 NA 768

2.294 160 2,454
1,400 460 1,9oW

450 NA 450
50 NA 50

500 500
TotlllJ _

North America:
United Stllltes' _
Canllldlll _
Cublll _

Total _

World toml

NA Not lIIVliilabkl.
, No res.ources of cobalt IIlre conslc:lor.d bll>ClIIUMl It ~ cU'flIIntly

(1974) unoconomk:1IIJ to mine cobalt in the Unit8d States.
I SoUfC.4i: U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. PlI.pCr 820, 1973,
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from $1 50 per in to over

$4.00 in 1976. Factors affecting this increase include:

1. inflation

2. removal of cobalt from a list of
being shipped to Sino-Soviet nations

prohibited froll

3. a 30% increase in U.S. industrial consumption as a result of
the Vietnam War

4. the announced nationalization of mines in Zaire

5. increased demands because of the nickel shortage due to the
Canadian nickel strike

6. currency realinement

The price is expected to increase as new uses for cobalt are found.

C14
Sulfur

Uses Sulfur is unusual as compared with most major mineral commodities in that by

far the largest portion of it is used 8S a chemical reagent rather than as a component

of a finished product. Its predominant use as a process chemical generally requires

that it be first converted to an intermediate chemical product prior to its initial

use by industry.

Sulfuric acid is the most of these products. Ninety percent

of the sulfur in the United States in 1974 was either converted to sulfuric

acid or produced directly in this Other intermediate products included carbon

disulfide and sulfur dioxide. Four percent of the total consumption was used

directly in the

The distribution of u.s. is

1. agricultural products

2. and

3. paper products
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5. nonferrous ,metal production

6.. explosives

7. petroleum refining

8.. iron and steel production

9.. miscellaneous

Supply-Demand

indus tries:

The domestic demand for sulfur is distributed among the following
.- '

Industry

Agriculture (Fertilizers)

Plastic & Synthetic Products

Paper Products

Paints

Nonferrous Metal Production

Explosives

Petroleum Refining

Iron & Steel Production

Other

Percent of Total Market

55%

6%

4%

4%

5%

3%

2%

1%

20%

World production of sulfur in all forms exceeded world demand by a substantial

amount. In 1974» world production of sulfur in all forma was 50 .. 9 million tons.

United States production for the period totaled 11.4 million tons.

Figure C40 indicate. the 8upply-demand relationships in 1973 and table C16 reveals

sulfur-supply-demand for the period 1964-1974.

The demand for sulfur in the year 2000 i. to range from 18-26

million tons. The 1. 23 million ton... Sulfur demands

for the rest of the world

A summary of forecasted U.S. world

71-104 million tons in 2000.

included in table C11.
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Table C16 Sulfur IYpply-dlifnand ntlstion.hlps, 1964-74
(Thol.auInd long lOIllS)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 lG73 1974

Worid producbon:
Unded States - ------ ------ --- - _.... -_ .. ------_ .......... --_ .... 7,087 8,196 G,141 9,121 9,735 9,545 9,557 9,580 10,218 10,921 11,419
Rest of world ________________________________________ 20,813 21,804 22,559 24,579 25,565 27,655 2G,643 31,320 32,782 35,079 39.481

Total ______________________________________________ 27,900 30,000 31,700 33,700 35,300 37,200 39,200 ~,900 43,000 46,000 50,900

Corl'lpOfleOl$ of U.S, supply:
DomestIC mines ------- _.... -- .. --- ------------ -- -_ .. ----- 7,087 8,196 9,141 9,121 9,735 9,545 9.557 9,580 10,218 10,921 11,419
IrTlpO(ts --- --- -------- -- ---- ---- -- -- .. -------_ ........ -_ .. -.. 1,582 1,64& 1,674 1,639 1,754 1,795 1,667 1,429 1,188 1,222 2,150
Industry stocks, Jan. 1 -- ---_ .. --- -------------- -- ----_ .. 4,683 4,403 3,425 2,704 1,954 2,655 3,338 3,829 4,120 3,796 3.928

Total ______________________________________________ 13,352 14,245 14,240 13,464 13,443 13,995 14,562 14,838 15,526 15,939 17,497
Distribution 01 U,S, supply:

Industry stooo, Dec. 31 - -----_ .. -- -- --- --- ---_ .......... -- -_ .. 4,403 3,425 2,704 1,954 2.655 3,338 3,829 4,120 3,796 3,m 3.957
Expolts ..... -..... -_ .. -_ .. ----- -_ .. --_ .. --------_ .. -_ ... ---- -- --_ .. 1,928 2.635 2,373 2,193 1,602 1,551 1,433 1.536 1,852 l,rn 2,601
Dell\llnd -_ .... ~ .. -- ...... ---- -------------- -------_ ....... --- --- 7,255 7,981 9,145 9,251 9,072 9,169 9,227 9,173 9.854 10,234 10,880
Apparent surplus (+ I, defiot (- I 01 11l4)ply' ------------ .. - -2304 +204 +18 +66 +114 -63 +73 +9 +24 +59

U.S. dElfT\and pattern:
AgncuJture (fer1lliz6l's) -- -_ .... --- ---------------- ---- ---_ .. 3,090 3,810 4,425 4,735 4,470 4,465 4,680 4,800 5,210 5,520 5,960
PlutlC and synthebc productl!l ----- --- ---- -- -----_ ............. sao 555 555 495 550 570 495 515 S40 580 610
Papof product:ll ________________________________________ 415 430 440 400 390 365 350 320 340 370 390
Palm -_ ........ ------------ --- ----------- -------_ .. ------- 50S 510 S20 505 490 445 420 aao 390 420 440
Nonf6l'IOUS matal productIOn (Cu-U) ------ .. -- .. -_ .. -_ .... --- 235 265 310 260 300 370 390 410 4.30 500 560
Expios.l"lMI .... -- .... -- -------_ .. ------_ .. ------- ----_ ......... -_ .. 215 230 260 265 250 260 255 255 260 280 21ilO
Petrol€llUm rlll\ntng -- ---- ........ -- ------- --- --_ .... --- ............ 155 165 190 195 180 190 195 200 220 230 2~

Iron and steel production ----- --_ .. ----_ .. -_ .. -- -- -- ............ 330 295 275 220 170 125 120 105 110 110 110
01tlw .. " --- -- -- ---- ---- --- ---- ----- --- - --- ----- ------- 1,810 1.921 2.170 2,176 2,272 2,379 2,322 2,188 2.354 2,224 2.260

U.S. pflmary delTllMd --- --- ---- - - --- -------- -- -- --- -- 7,255 7,981 9,145 11..251 9.072 9,169 9,227 9,173 11.854 10,234 10,880

, The aff&fllnoo betw-ellm total U.S. chtnbubon 01 supj')ly and lotlrl U.S.~.
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. Table el7 Summllry of iOfllCa:s.a of U.S. rest-af-world suliur demand, 1973-2000
(ThouS.lind long toM)

Probable

1985 2000

2000
forlllClllSt rlillnQe

low High

Probabl@
average annual

------------ growth rate
1973--2000
(percent)

1973

United Slates.
Total 10,234
Cumulative ___ _ __ ___ __ ___ __ _ _

Rest of wond:
Total ~ 32,766
Cumulative ___ _ _

World:
Total 43.000
CumulalJvl!I __ ____ _ __ _ _

18,000 26.000 14,500 • 23,000
380.000 460.000 150,000 430,000

72,000 104,000 50.500 87,000
1,400,000 1,700,000 500,000 1,500,000

90,000 130,000 65,000 110,000
1.780,000 2,160,000 650,000 1,930,000

3.0

3.7

3.5

Reserves and Resources Based on available information, the world reserves of

sulfur amount to 2000 million tons. u.s. reserves total, 230 million tons. A major

portion of the reserves is in the sour natural gas deposits in the Near East,

~anada, and Western Europe. Other large reserves are in the elemental (native)

sulfur deposits in Mexico, Poland, the U.S.S.R., and the Near East. Pyrite

deposits are an important element of reserves in Western Europe and the U.S.S.R.

Additionally, there are substantial reserves in the petroleum deposits in the

Nea.r East.

An assessment of world Deserves and identified resources is shown in ta'le ClS.

A similar assessment for the United States by of deposit is shown in table C19.

Quantities are based on complex relating to the ge'logical occurrence of

sulfur deposita and the technical and economic associated with the

recovery of sulfur from widely varying s9urces.

Economics Table C20 shows the relationsh~p for sulfur during the past

22 years in terms of actual and constant 1973 dollars per ton. These prices are

based on the average reported prices for sulfur and

f.o.b. mine/plant and reflect 90% of the of sulfur in all

forma during this period. Rapid increase in the price of sulfur in recent year.

can be attributed to:

1. rapid expansion in fertilizer
and worldwide
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ch sulfur for the
for this purpose

fa

3. the high profitability of the fertilizer sector which permitted
high sulfur prices to be on to consumers

4. the recognition that Frasch sulfur production costs has increased
substantially

5. logistic problems which restricted deliveries from other sources.



Table C18 ·Identified world sulfur resources
(Million long Ions)

Reserves Other Total

230 400 630
410 1,100 1,510
90 60 150

5 5

735 1,550 2 1295
30 30 60

150 450 600
70 10 80
35 10 45
20 5 25
20 450 470
15 25 40

185 285 470

495 1.235 1,730
20 20

20 40 60
600 300 900

25 25 50
50 200 250

695 565 1,260
25 10 35

2,000 3,400 5,400World total

Tolal _
Oceania _

Nom America:
Untted Stales _
Canada _
MexICO _
Other • _

Asia:
Japan _
Near East __ • _
China, People's Rep. of _
Other ._. _

Total _
Alrica • _

Europe:
U.S.S.R _
Poland _
France _
West Germany _
Spain _
Italy _
Other _

Total _
SO'Jltl America • __

Table Cl9 Identified U.S. sulfur resources
(MII~on long Ions)

Type of depoSit

Salt domes and evaporites _. ••• _
Nonlerrous metal sulfides _
NabJraJ gas ._. __ • _
Petroleum • _
Pyrrtes _
Gypsum and anhydnte _
VolCSOlC _
Tar sands _

Total _

Reserves Olher Total

150 50 200
40 60 100
25 10 35
10 135 145
5 55 60

50 50
30 30
10 10

230 400 630

Table C20 Tim..prlctl reilitionahip for sulfur'

Average annual price. dollarll per long Ion

Constanl 1973 doIars

1954
1955
1958
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1968
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1975 •
lIi17e • (firll:l QU!iJ'\l!If)

26.85
27.94
26.49
24.41
23.82
23.46
23.13
23.12
21.75
19.99
20.19
22.47
25.n
32.64
40.12
27.05
23.14
-H.47
17.03
17.84
28.88
48.50
55.00

45.87
47.44
43.50
38.62
36.76
35.00
34.57
34.10
31.70
28.76
28.64
31.30
34.92
42.83
SO.59
32.55
26.42
1907
17.98
17.64
26.18
38.72
43.55

• Elrtlrnar.. • PrMfOINIJ"y
, Frudi and rlllCOVered aUlfur.
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
38
39
40
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Cl
C12·
C26
C26
C26
C25
C26
C26
C26
C26
C26
C26
C26
C26
C2
C26
C25
C25
Cl8
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C22
C26
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C24
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